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MISCELLANEOUS

Is published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
At 109

Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

Terms:

MAINE-STATE

THE

$20,000

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
SI 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
or less, SI 00; continuweek after; three
ing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
llalf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents i»er week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amuhmements,” $2 00 per square
I>er week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 i>er square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

insertions,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

CARDS!

BUSINESS

Counsellor A_t

THEthree miles
miles from

from Railroad Station, and two
Danville Junction; consisting of a 2£
story house—1G rooms; stable with 15 stalls; largo
garden. Will be sold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAWYER, South Auburn, or GEORGE K. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
dec 12-d3w

be sold at a
Apply to

CounsellorLAW !

and

PAYSON & PAYSON,
SAVINGS BANK

Payson,

Law,

Street.
Payson.

E. P.

dec27eod3m

GEORGE D. JOST,
136 MIDDLE STREES, UpStairs.
Hale's, Corner of Free
de20

Merchants,

no2'

decl6-eod2w.

At CJ

IMPORTERS

o

OF

FRENCH WINES,
Wholesale & Retail
348 UONCKESS STREET.

GOULD,

Merchant Tailor,
MIDDLE

137

STREET.

PF“ The best goods of every
band, and ail work personally
neatness and promptness.

W.

always on
attended to with
my4tl

season

LKEILEB,
Fainter,

Fresco

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Peering Block
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me lor the last n teeu years, l have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KEILERfor
a continuance of the same, teeling confident tbat be
is able to please all who inav give him a call iu his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

Jyl3dtf

11,

BREWER,

M.

No, 90 Middle
m

Street,

YVANUFACTURERot Leather Beltings. Rubber
JjJL Belting and Hose lurnished to order. Also
tor sale Beit Leather, Sides and Backs, Jjace
Leather, Belt Htoks,' Copper Rivets and Burs.
Portland, July 0,1871.jy7-d6m

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

No.

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and sold, and
Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

approved

on

first-class securities

ORDERS for Bonds and all

executed

on

dec22

ollaterals.

commission.
eod6m

L.ANSON,

J. H.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
15% Middle

No

{PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,

All
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we gef rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections pf the skin.
Call and judge tor yourselves.
pTMotto— Good work at Moderate PricA ini to Please.may 20
es.

JACQUES,
and Science

brated. It is too well known that hundreds gutter
from the eftects of early indiscretion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but the educated
physician
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health and

Jacques, after

to
many years’ practice,
announce his treatment as eminently successful in
curing Nervous, Mental and Physical Debility, Lan-»
guor, Depression of Spirits, Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, &c., and having had great experience during an extensive practice and received high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful and confidential
advice he iH enabled to ensure a safe and speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those patients
whose cases may have been neglected or
incurable at once, to place themselves under his care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at tlieir service.
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, $5, ami
fully describing the case, will be immediately attended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the
morning till 2,
and 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.

begs

BROWN STREET,
Three Doers from Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

ME.

IN

Friend.

With a “singer” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a
“Merry Christmas”
and a “Happy New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of 4iThe Singer”
a

full assortment at

331 CONGRESS STREET.
If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needles, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.

E3jr*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

Agents for Portland

and

Italian & American Marble,
Office

319 CONGRESS STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

keep on hand a good assortment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
tbat w ill not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

Hair Goods

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

|

aug22
m
m n tt\
w
cnpniunji

r* n nmTmTTn

a

uxfcJUL

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater
PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., neai
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plate* I
Ware Repaired.

Bennett’s, 145 Congress St.,
Washington Street.

COUNSELLOR

LAW.

AT

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Jyl

tf

McCOBB & KINGSBURY,

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,
AT LAW,

toNo.^Exchnnge

removed their office
Ntreet, over the Portland
December *J,

HAVE

Savings Bank.

1871._

J.

II.

claw_

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.
Congress

J.

&

JNos. 31 & ?,? Free
MAXUFACTUKKU

Street,
OF

Pablob Suits, Lounuhs, Spbinu Beds,
Mattbkss is,
dirIkououtth I'nlrnt Br.l l.oungra, Eg.
amrlrd Chain, &r.
H^All kinds ot repairing neatly done. Furnlure

Forest
The
ate

©c25-*69r T&Stf

boxed and matted.

City Bowling Alley.

subscriber has just opened to public and pri-

parties a

new

Bowling Alley

at

GORDON.

Dec 23-d tf

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
*

Fifty Years Established.
$2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We are
offering special Inducements for new subscribers,
Jn the shape of
X.A.RGHC CASH PREMIUMS
Specimens and circulars sent on receipt of stamp
for postage.
r. p. K A TO N & CO.,
dc^ld&w w5I-4w
JBostou, Mass*

ONLY

Shipped by R.

MITCHEL

st

ele2?nt

pi Aivn

Where

shortest notice.

Is the Order of the
LOOK

GEO. C. HOBBS’

nov21tf

Agents.

to his friends and the public, that

DRESSED

CENTRAL

RAILROAD

office of the Treasures in Augusta.
J. S. Cushing,
dc30 <12w

Wood 1

And

Wood l

and SOFT WOOD for sale at
coin street. Also Dry Edging?,

HARD

JUST
94

No. 43 Lin

WM. HUSK,

n
t-

Jan. 5,

HOGS

!
■

RECEIVED !

COMMERCIAL STREET
A.

HUNT

CLEANfiB.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per boftle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

STREET.
WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY
SOUND
AND SWEET BREATH,
secured
of

dcl2eod-6m

&

CO.

Ulw*

\

,

Pearl

GUMS,
by con-

comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
Board for young men can be obtained in
private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are ottered to

wishing to board themselves.
English Studies or Teachers’ Class.$ 5 00
English Studies and Latin and Greek. 6 00
French, German or Spanish, each,. 5 00
3 00
Book-keeping and Penmanship, both,
Drawing. 4 00
Painting. 8 00
Piano Music. 12 00
Vocal.•. 3 00

those

....

For

further information apply to

BODGE, Principal,

A.

J.

Bethel, (until Nov. 25th),
WATERMAN, Secretary,

v>n, jj.

times

or

Gorham, Me.
nol7d&wtf

PARES,

Fire

It is the best Deatridcc known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

FOR
street.
500 feet

5-ply Rubber, 2 1-2 inch.
3(0 leet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 leet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
All in g> od o.der and nearly new.

Foi

BE

SOFT

POMADE
OPTIME,
daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapt
ed for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
F.

C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton

__

*

Stats

DEALERS in

County and United

FOR

DO
Have

you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheuor pains of any kind? try one of

niatism,
Wells’

Machine-spread

States

Strengthening

SALE

We draw Exchange ou
Man Francisco,
Ml. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bouus in Boston and New York.
Inquiries by mail promptly

aniwered.
Special attention to packages received by expre*v.
sepl8 eod I3\v

Laconia Company.

with

ease

kid,
and comfort.

Price 15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS
192
#

Jan-

Legislature, passed
EXTRACT
uary, 1871: “No dividend shall be payable
have been
old shares until certificates for the
same

surrendered and new certificates have been issued
instead thereof.”
In accordance with the above the Treasurer is prepared to issue new certificates lu exchange for old, at
ids office, No. 27 Sears Building, Boston.
jan8 dlw JOHN A. BLANCHARD, Treasurer.

Notice.

are are composed of choice emollient
They on
the finest
of three different

spread

Sold

CO.,

gums
sizes, and

by Druggists

Fulton Street,7 N. Y.

Annual Meeting of the Cumberland County
Agricultural Society, for the election of officers,
and the transaction of other legal business, will be
held at the office of Frank Noyes, Esq., Portland Savings Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, January 16,
SAM’L DINGLY, Sec.
1872, at 10 o’clock, a. m.
a4
d&wtd wl
Standish, Jan. 3, 1872.

THE

♦ li

nr

and those most-

Vt

v tti

It a

Tv a el Ktvoi.

A tew of the best citizens had broken
through his natural reserve and discovered
the sterling qualities of the man, though it is
but fair to say that no one suspected that the
modest, quiet and obscure leather-dealer
would ever become the most distinguished
man of his time.
When the rebellion was
precipitated upon the conutry by the attack on
Grant
had just attained his
Fort Sumter,
thirty-ninth year, and having been blessed
with a strong and elastic constitution, an
equable temper, a stout and well-set figure,
capable of great endurance, he had passed
through the varied stages of his life with conHe had not
tihuaiiy increasing powers.
reached full mental development with manhad
increased
steadily in
hood, but
the
stature
and
moral
mental
by
trials through which he had gone, rather than
by the years tat had passed over his head.
He had neither whims nor hobbies, neither
ness.

su-

Yaccination.

present epidemic of smallpox, which
ravaging so many of our cities, it will no

In the
is

doubt relieve the minds of many to

see

the

following authoritative opinion of Dr. George
B. Wood, the venerable Emeritus Professor
of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the
University of Pennsylvania:
Though vaccination, once performed, very
often fails of affording complete protection
against smallpox, yet it always modifies it
partly, rendering it a comparatively mild and
The complaint, as it occurs
safe disease.
after vaccination, is very seldom fatal, and in
the vast majority of instances leaves no unpleasant traces behind it. Though the cases
of varioloid or secondary smallpox occurring
after previous variolus attacks, are proportionately less frequent than those which follow vaccination, yet they are not proportionately, but in the aggregate more fatal. Of
1248 cases of. natural and modified smallpox
noticed by Drs. Bell and Mitchell of Philadelphia, 04 were after vaccination, with but one
death, and 16 were after inoculated or naturIn the course
al smallpox, with six deaths.
of ray practice, though I have seen much of
the disease, I have lost but one patient after
vaccination, and in that instance death occurred, not from the violence of the varioloid
was mild, but from the supervention of inflammation of the brain, consequent on the peculiar state of the patient’s
Thus it appears
constitution at the tune.
that, if the protection afforded by vaccination
is not perfect, it is yet superior to any other.
But whatever be the cause, the fact is certain
that one vaccination fails to afford security
against the mortified form of smallpox in very
many cases; and though the resulting affection may be in general neither fatal nor de-

the source of a turther spreading of the
disease, and in some cases i« very dangerous.
It is important to find a remedy for these
evils, and, happily, such a remedy is afforded
come

in re-vaccination.

ticle entitled

—who

Bonds.

Montreal,

cure.

tv

Opinion of Boys.

“My Boys,”

begins

with

an ar-

which closes with

the tender, sad story of the bright Polish boy
hero, Ladislas Wisniewski—two hiccoughs
and a sneeze will give you the name perfectly

—

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R Bonds. 7 pdr cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

ALSO,

acquaintances,

*lin nAAtiln

Miss Alcott’s

on

*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION?

e

State.

nt.iAt.rr

Miss Alcott’s new book

Street, Boston.

from Act of

Street, New York.

*

are worn

Terms easy. Address
BOX 1295. Portland, Me

BANKERS,

American and Foreign Specie and Coupons.
BUY AND NEI.L

bottle.

Plasters.

Shoe Store For Sale.

STOVE & DOWNER,

European and Norih American FiRST MortR. R. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 90 and interest.

They will certainly

no9tf

ocldly

gage

used

Hose

SALE by J. L. SHAW & CO, 162 1-2

Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 36
Free Street, or in writing P. O. Box 1866

38

made but few
l.r

disease, which

morazam,

Teacher of the French Language.

City,

Toothpowder.

THOMPSON’S

NOTICE

Rnd after Jan. 4, the Evening train for Waint: t
a/Hill,
Chandler’s, Danville Junction, Ai
burn and Lewiston, will leave Portland, at 8.15 p. m.
The 5.15 P. m. train will run as usual to Lewisto
via Brunswick.
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.
Jan 3.
dtf

Shoe Stock.
RETAIL
jnltf

Ivory

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND GLOSSY?

_

Second-hand

use

Thnrsten’i

ATTENTION!

SPECIAL

Young Ladies 940 per Term.
Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
be furnished with rooms in the Seminary
Building.
Each room is designed for two persons, and will be
furnished with a J necessary articles
except quilts,

—

Perley’s,

for sale in quantities to suit,

GEO.
I

DIIDDLE
SyMusIc sent by mail.
77

>9

The Best lot Dressed Hogs in this Mark< f

Treasurer.

Airn

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store

Maine Central Rail Road.

CO.
SCRIP Dividend of 3 per cent, for 6 months end31,1871, will be paid to the holders of
said Scrip, on the 15th day of February next, at the

A ing Dec.

w-n

obtained at

stoves or ovens, as it is an articl b
ing
pans
that is wanted in every family and will sell at sighl
For terms, address
H. A. HOLDEN, General Agent.
Bowman’s Block, Bangor, Me.
fn2-4w

_dc2Utf_D.

Cushing,

be

man can

and after

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY

for fi months ending
Stock of said Compaid
office of the Treasurer in Authe 15th day of February next.
dc30 d2w
J. s.
Treasurer.

MAINE

on

To the toansient travelling public, with no reductic
of fare,Jat tendance and hospitalities.
No effort will be sj>ared for the comfort and coi
venience of the guests of this favorite house.
N. CUSHMAN.

CO.

can

clear from $5 to $10
good smart
ANY
day selling the Patent Pan Lifter, for tak
hot
out of

JANUARY 1st, 1SVS.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrencl
ment and Economy,” he will reduce his rates to

of 3 per cent,
A D®®;
the Capital
*871,
at the
.will be

All

iwadadaitb

are

The undersigned having assumed the sole propri
torship of the United States Hotel, would announ<

& KENNEBEC It. It.

exchange.)

Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a fin I
Violin*, Banjo*, Drum*. Guitari
Cornet*, Concertinas, Ntrinu*, music Box
Piano Stools.

in recitations.

Board for

Late Master of Modern Languages in the Prorin3ial Tiaming School. High and Grammar Schools,
3t. John, N. B.
Reierences: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W.Symonds,

jn2*3w

WHY

stant

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

a

Hiram Winchester,
Cuas. H. Winchester.

Jan. 1st, 1872.

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with

jn3cod lw

United States Hotel !

few first class Canvassers for the
publications of the well-known house of Virtue
& Yorston’s, New York. Any Agent can select a
work suitable from their various publications. A liberal inducement offered. Apply to
MOONEY & SMART, Agents,
88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat. Bank, Portland, Me.

on

»

THE
the

Esq.

A Books,
lot of

14 Exchange Street.
Price $12.00.

Portland,

,

Languages.

BOARD AND TUITION.
Seminary Building will be devoted to the accommodation of young ladies for boarding, yet
classes may be arranged so as to include both

O.

strative in his manners, nor inclined to take
an active part in the affairs of the town, he

direct in his purposes, slow to anger, sparing
of words in public, free from guile and shame
of every sort, and faithful in all things, he
was regarded as a true friend, a good citizen
and an honest man.

Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in
Mathematics, Drawing and Painting, and an
Asisstaut in Music will be secured as
soon as possible.

sexes

Devot-

ing himself with industry and good sense to
his new occupation, he soon became familiar
with all its branches, and achieved a fair degree of success. But, not being at all demon-

with truthfulness and steadfast courage, is

MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.

FROM

of C. H. STAPLES & CO., at

OF

in

Teacher of Modern

his brothers iu the leather business.

perior to genius 1 Plain and simple in his address, “with manners unspoiled by the world,’

Iff., Principal,

Gorham, Me., Nov. 10,1871.

C. H. Staples,

ORGANS

(Old Instruments taken

AGENCY AT TAYLOR’S ’

Sewing Machine Repair Shop*
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any in New England.

gusta,

REED

BODGE,

A.

co-

of the jobbing

name

Seminary.

of Instruction.

MISSADELA BARNES,
Preceptress and Teaclier of Vocal and Piano Musis.
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER,

Boot and Shoe Business,
under the firm
66 Union St.

Dana, editor of the Sun, publishby in 1868, we take the following:
Early in 1860 he accepted a proposition
from his father to remove to Galena, and join

pet theories nor visionary schemes, but was
entirely free from prejudices of every sort,
and, better than all, he had reached that perfection of common sense which, combined

Winter Term Commence* December 5th,
and Continue* Eleven Week*.

of

WEpartnership,

lArwnna

en,

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

of

Copartnership Notic
have this day formed a
undersigned
lor the transaction

CHOICE and large stock of Sheet music

KEYS

the subscriber has
taken upon himself
estate of

the

CELEBRATED

That cannot be

THE

name

desired.

and Teacher of Classics.

requested

BUEDETT <fc WOOD’S

OPENED OR REMOVED

WITHOUT

G. M.

PIANOS of the best Manufacture

FI RE PROOF SAFI

Gorham
Board

EVANS & JOS9ELYN,

of

CONSISTING

A

a

on the 31st day of December.
1871. All persons indebted to said firm are
to make immediate payment, and those having demands against them are desired to present the same
for payment, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all in want of good Furniture, at low
prices will find it for their interest to call.
ARAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
Jan.
Portland,
1, 1872.ja3deod2w

sep2dtf is

Musical Merchandise

and desks furnished il

EDUCATIONAL.

expired by limitaton

DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.

_

kinds of Sewing Machines
therefore are, greater
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the ojieration of this invention at the

DIVIDEND

i

AND

Labor Having

can be applied to all
now in use.
The iwrints

^nov23-deod2m*
PORTLAND

Day

MINIATURE IRON BURGLAR

Which

WANTED,

AT

ja5dtf

ro«m

in Suit*

or

the most desirable in the city, be-

PEASE,

made paymeut to
upon
ALBERT W. BRADBURY, Adm’r.
Nov. 21st, 1871,
dc21-3w

under the firm
NOTICE

this invaluable remedy fo
supply
Cancer, Scrofula. Rheunintifiin, Sal
Ulcer*
and
all
Blood Dinen»eft, jus
Rheum,
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with ful
sent
to all parts.
$3
directions, per pound;

A

are

mar9dtt

BOOK!

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the copartnership

KENIJALL At WHITNEY.

Address,

n

Sewing Machines,

To Book

dc28-2w

TO BE SAFE

Tlie Dr. Hall Treadle

BEWARE OF 1MITATIONS!

de

CUNDURANGO.

prepared to manufacture to measui
Gents’ first quality ol Boots, Shoes an 1

These offices

time the Company wil' not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAM BARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

BUSHELS New Timothy Seed; alsc
*md\Jxj Clover and Red Top lor sale by

SMALL

LET.

Either Single

notice!!

WHIDDEN.

Portland S ept ,2, 187!.

corner

FLUENT BLOCK,

QFFICES I

4*rriHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.’*
A have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said

SEER!

SEER,

BROS,

we arc

all kinds of
Gaiters at the

l/uH'rvii

other standard makers all sold at the lovest
oc25sntf
reduced prices.

and
Invention.

Portland,

Next Door to the .Albion House

Also

Preserving

as

Apply

TO

12-d&w4w

SON.

to Let,
Also Ladv Boarders
Center and Free st. No

without board.

wanted.
WITH

Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said
estate are called
to

LARRABEE.
ja 8<12w

on

Merchants National Bank.

__jnn30tf

CRYSTAL,

that
"VTOTICE is hereby
XI oeen duly appointed and
the trust of administrator of the
ELIJAH P. LEWIS, late

Jan. 5-d&w3m

115 FEDERAL STREET,

Jewett &

important improvement ever made

A

or

at

jy!8tl

LEE tc SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.

the

groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls.,

whole

Apply

or

work of its class out.” If you want
Glee Book examine the Crystal.
Price, 91)50; 913.50 Per Dozen.

Land Plaster

KNIGIIT

REMOVAL!

on

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.
B.

tlie

A

part ot the block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
the

Furnished Room

new

Dana’s Opinion of Grant.
campaign life of General Grant, by

a

Charles A.

LET.

To
let.
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms. Enquire of
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
jyI3 dtt
K. W. LOCKE.

new

are prepared to supply dealers and consumer
WT’E
▼ T
with fresh

MCDUFFEF, Cor. Middl

Union Sts.

Have removed from 179 Middle St., to

City llall, Congress

FD

pany

GEO.

next

“The best

From

tl

To be Let,

Hundred.

GLEE

BY F. H.

Portland Plaster Mills!

6ired.

the Exclusively Agency Tor the

A Health

LARRABEE

! Ground

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 mid

ROOMS,

LDLll

The most

W.

Portland, Jan’y 4,1872.

Sts*

J. W. & B. B.

head of

3ST K W

THE

die Street.

ED. R. ROBINSON,
WW

S.

A

Song,

given,

in

water.

Season.

CROWN:

Per

TENEMENT

ST.aug23

HOUSE

OGDEN,

930.00

problem.

Let,

let, containing 7 rooms, Sebago
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

Also, I>e*k
■A.

of

name

.33;

Price

To

[

Nothing we might almost say is better
known than the properties of steam, and no
science ought to be more accurately an exact
science than engineering applied to steam.
Yet the experts called in the Westfield case
had every expert his own explanation of the
explosion, and agreed in nothing save that
each insisted upon the ignorance of all the
rest.
And now in the case of Mrs. Wharton we
have the same conflict of evidence among
men rated as experts iu chemistry that we
had in the case of the Westfield among men
rated as experts in engineering. These men
are all “professors” of the science they undertake to expound, and the net result of their
expositions in so simple a problem as they had
in this case is a chaos of contradictions.
“Professor” Aiken and “Prefessor” Toney
and “Professor” McCulloch and “Professor”
Beeves bandy charges of gross ignorance.
And yet these men are all eminent and almost
equally eminent as experts. It was the reputation of their eminence that procured them
to be called at a'l in the case. And the most
iuteresting result of the case to the public is the
conclusion reached by comparing their evidence that at least half of them,eminentas they
mav be. know nothin? of their business. This
is not a cheerb.g conclusion for the publie.
For the public, which intrusts the life of a
woman to be settled by evidence, half of
which is utterly went bless, has no means of
knowing which half to accept, or whether to
accept any. The figure a man makes in his
vocation must be its only test of his competency in it; and that test is shown in this vocation to be no test at all.
There is perhaps no immediate redress for
what is thus an evident grievance. As chemistry and engineering grow to be real sciences
the charlatan in either of them will be proven
to be a charlatan and disabled from disgracing either of them. But it is well to take
notice that it is proven that neither of them
is so now, and we must go on intrusting our
lives whenever we sicken or whenever we are
accused of such a criuie as that for which
Mrs. Wharton is arraigned to those whose
best work is little more than guesswork and
empiricism. By way of consolation we may
know, |however, that analytic chemistry is
capable of becoming a perfect science. Whether science will ever be able to prevent a man
from dying except of accident or old age we
need not conjecture. But at least it ought to
tell certainly what is found in him after he is
dead.
This is a proper occasion to indicate another science—that of law—which the followers
of natural science are apt to sneer at as arbiThe Wharton trial
trary and uncertain.
shows that the law does, and the natural science with which lawyers have had to deal in
the course of it does not, achieve the results
it aims at. It is surely more difficult to find
out what is in a man’s mind than what is in
his stomach. The chemists dispute whether
there was tartar emetic in the stomach of
General Ketchum. The lawyers Tiave made
it manifest to all men that there were ignorance and darkness in the minds of the chemists. We need not quarrel with the arbitrary
maxims and the technical rules of evidence
which have attained this result when thoso
who carp at them have been unable by indications from nature and scientific tests to arrive at an equally satisfactory solution of their

to

To Let.
No. 36 Anderson street; nearly new, contains six 100ms, eight closet-*, good cellar, and
plenty ot water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
Jy28tf

popular Sunday School Music Book of the
season.
“Fresh, bright and attractive.”

LARRABEE,
me

A.

to Let.

I HE ihreeand a hall story house No. 6 HampI
shire street, known as the Acadia House; contalus 33 finished rooms, and is well-fitted for a hotel or boarding house.
Also Dwelling Houses and Stores to let.
ol S. L. CARLTON,
Inquire
my31dcf
Att’y at Law, 80 Middle st.

The most

LUBBER BUSINESS.
firm

Custom Boot & Shoe Manufacturer *

PIANO
'ock,

P.

this date associated with

W.

BY

floor. Also
49 Frank-

in

ed

new

The Silver

second

the tecond floor without
ootl9eodtf

TO

ing rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”
Price 91<30t 913.30 Per Dozen.

Hereafter the business will be conducted under th<

LIBBY, 17 1-3 Union Street, u] 1
stairs.

cents. Single fare, 10 cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
Corner: Knight’s Store, at the Point; and Day’s
K. L,, Agent.
Store, m Portland.
jnl*-lm wl

HOOPER,

UPHO 1a STE HER

SCHOOL,434 *

B. F.

Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Corner at 6.30, and Bell’s store, Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays the Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Comer, 10 tickets for $1.00, and
5 for 50 cents. Single fare, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tiekets for $1.00, 8 for 50

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

WILLIAM A. E VARS,

II.
Is from

S. W.

near

Co.,

on

floor with board.

on

MEETING.

SACRED

room

Front Rooms
TWO
boaid at 28 High st.

Nearly
music, for Singing Schools
Choirs, Conventions and the Home Circle. Sell-

Street

Stair Builder.

m.

my

iront
third
oc28te

Lodging Rooms

UNEQUALLED CHURCH MUSIC BOOK,

COPARTNERSHIP.

Congress Street.

‘la

PLEA3ANT

lin st.

jaldGt

this

Let

X'o

Managing Director.

Copies Sold

corner

are

one room on

DODGES & FOSTERS’

To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
To transact any other business that may
legally
come before them.
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Portland, January 2d, 187Z.
ja3td

Schools.

on

be rented on favorable terms.
sip,
first class housea in every respect, con
aitiicg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebogo water. Ap|dv to JOHN T.
H-ULL, 48
Union St.
sep!6

These

doing

_jnltd
200,000

Dec

DEE.miNG A CO., 48 India 14,3 A 16

new

SALE.

as may legally come before the
meeting, will
be held on Monday Evening, Jan. 8tb, at 71 o’clock.
Per Order.
M. N. RICH, Sec’y.

4.
5.

M.

J.

First-tlass Houses to Let.

BOARD OF TRADE.

2. If they will accept the act of the Legislature o
Maine, entitled “An act additional to ana amendatory of an act entitued an act to incorporate the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company,” approved
February 15, 1871.
3. If they will amend their charter as designate!
in Section 2 of the last mentioned act.

& Co., No. 301 1-9 Con

three

Agent,

NO T

J. W. LAWRENCE,
BENJ. CHADSEY,
FRED’K E. MITCHELL,
Building Committee Casco Lodge.
Dec 29, 1871.
dec30t ja 6

Yarmouth,

Ogdensburg
thereto, ap-

proved July 14,1871.”

gress Street.

Passengers waiting, can be accommodated with
seats at James A. Day’s, 103 Middle Street; at Samuel Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress Street, Cahoon Block;

Has

0. « SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, MB.
B3f~ Prompt attention paid to all klndsot Jobbing
apr22dtf
n our line.

way through this State to the Portland &
Railroad Corporation and act additional

Sts.

6.00

PLASTERERS,

•

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
FEEN1T, Cor. Cumberland and Frank

Street.

6.15 from head of Washington, corner Congress
Street.

and at F.

R. R.

Real Estate

to Oct 1st, the two end honses
IFin the sold previous
brick block of tour,
the
of
Neal and Piue
will

J. W. Lawrence.

Plum

5.00

1.45 p. in.

Cahoon

Ogdensburg

rail, filed up with every

H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.

JERR1S,

W. H.

nolOtt

at 12
the labor on Masonic
noon, for
Hall to be bnilt at Yarmouth
(foundation is
Falls,
laid and the materials for
building are on the ground.)
Plans and specifications can be seen at the store of

the Company, corner of Middle
Rtreets, Portland, ou Tuemlay, the
lOth day of January current, at lO o’clock A,
M, to see
1. If they will accent the act of the Legislature ol
New Hampshire entitled “An act to grant a right ol

and

Real Estate Agents.

A ixuu.

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,

Portland &

JOBN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchang*

11.00
19.00
9.30 P. M.
4.30

FOR

28, 1871.

400 pages of

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company wiU
be held at the office of

9.00

Dee.

be
WILL
o’clock

the

JAmES mi LEER, No. 91 Federal Street
Every description of Wrater Fixtures ar
ranged and set up in the best manner
Jobbing promptly attended to.

ENGLISH and FRENCH

Apply

Sealed Proposals
received until January 6, 1872,

Ditransact
such other business at
rectors,
may legally come before it, will be held at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Wednesday, January 10, 1871.
at 2, P.M.
WM. MITCHELL, Clerk and Treas.
ja5dtd

middle Street
St., cor. Cross

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress

Montreal,

Co.

ANNUAL MEETING.

SHALL

ers.

Bay Steamboat

or

Good Kent!

no-

Plumbers.

Vicinity.

RAILS

ANNUAL

annual meeting of the Stockholders of
Casco
THE
Bay SteamboationCo.offor the election of
and the

leet, accessible r»y water
modern convenience.
Apply to
Nov 4 is tt

(opposite

THOMPSON, Clerk.

P.

JLET

convenient for small family, witihin
minutes’ walk oi Ciiy Hall. Kent $150.
VfiRV
to

at Portland, Montreal, Toronto,
Fort Erie,
Buffalo) or Sarnia. Offers to be
for not less than 1000 tons, and to state
price per ton
of 2240 lbs. in gold, purchasers
paying duty if anv.
Offer* will be received up to the 22d Jan. 1872.
C. J. BRYDGES,

M>

Casco

Photographers.

-AND—
JAMES A. DAY’S,
103 Middle st., opp Plum
7.13 A. HI.

1.30 P. M.
3.30

anc

*__

GEO. R. DAVIS

TO

Store No 142 S 144 Commercial st
CORNER ol
Wharf,
i^rticularl
Fit r and Gr ain business larg
CJ adapted to theWidgery’s
capacity, having a fron .age o< 36 l'ect, and depth 15

undersigned is prepared to receive offers for
old rails to be delivered
THE
during the year 1872. Deto be made

dc7dtd

*_JOS.

GEO. L. LOTHBOP A CO., No. 153 Ex
change Street.

lin

J.

livery

before them.
SMALL, Cashier.

any
gally brougut before them, will be held at the Refinery, on Tuesday, the 9(k day of January, 1872, at :

o’clock P.
dc27td

Post Office.

■WHO

annual meeting of the Board of Trade for the
company
hereby
THE
tified that the annual meeting for choice of Direcchoice of officers and the transaction of such other
THE
tors and the transaction of
other business lebusiness

^%

Paper Hangings, Window Shades,
Weather Strips.

P.

OLD

come

are

new

XX. U. 1UV/1U1
OUilj
Lowell Mass
No 91 Merrimack st.. or Box 117.
C, PROCTER. 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. HARDING. Architect.
nev2
3m

Marshal.

’Grand Trunk Ry. Co. of Canada.

“Eagle Sugar Refinery.”
stockholders of tills

BLOCK.

Said Stores have a frontage of U leet.and nearly
100 leet in depth, Brick anti Iron Sates, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best thow
windows in the city.
These Stores are fitted up in tbe nicest manner
for Who'esale Jobbing House s, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied tor immediately. Apnly to

Wholesale Agents for Maine.
PERKINS & CO., Portland.
TT&S
4vv

jn4

dc29td

Si.

THOMPSON
Third Block below the

JOHN W.

THE

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SmALL A KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchang.

A. 8. DAVIS A CO., No. 80
J. H. LAmSON, 153 middle

6, 1871.

*

MIDDLE ST.,

Cambringeport, Mass.

Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
above named Company, for the choice of Directors, and for the transaction of such other business ae
may legally come before them, will be held at the office of Boss & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial st., Portland, on Tuesday, the ninth day of January, 1872, at :
o’clock p. m.
WM. BOSS, Clerk.

anc

X,

£ £ T.

51, 53,-47,49

Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by Druggists, or sent free
of expense on receipt of price, $1 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,

business

of

TAYLOR,

TO

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a vegetable
to be mixed with water; will remove all defor
intoxicating drinks; cures delirium tremens in
twelve hours; and is approved by the Grand Lodge of

THE

9 Clnpp’s Rlock.
J.
NIIERRY,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Ball.

24-dtf

the Streets.

sire

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Canal Nat’l Bank ofPortland,” for the election ol
seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any other
business that may legally come before
them, will be
held at their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth
day of January, 1872, at 11 o’clock A. M.
<lec7-tdB. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Portland, Bangor and Machtas
Steamboat Company.

Toilet Articles.

and Builders.
BEDLON, 333 1-3 Congress

SAM’L

Dec.

rooms, with suit
and pure Sebngo water.
178 Commercial street

nice parlors,
on L.

™

powder,

dtd

any other business that may then

Portland,

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,

The

containing eight pleasant

^N'ov

INEBRIATES!

A Cumberland National Bank of Portland, will be
held at their Banking ltoom on
Tuendar, the 9th
day of January, 18T3, at 3 o’clock P. M..
for tbe election of Director. and the transaction ol

1T».

o.

POST-OFFICE

8.
10.30

hi___«

order.

a

F.

STARTS FROM

0.00 A. M.
7.30

to

n_l■

to order.

East Deering Omnibus Line

fl

Wholesale

done

-9-9

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal 81.
All kind* of ITphol* ,ring and Repairing

TIME-TABLE

CORNER

nr.

Call

A

Cumberland National Bank.
miTF!
nnnal Mamliwv
,.i.j___e

Street.

nAum

bolstering

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

SUNPAir.
19.15 p.

Dealers in

Exchange
w

of these farfamed and

justly celebrated Singer Sewing Machine as a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

of which you will find

Portland, Dec. 8,1871.

A EATON, Old Post Office,

M

FOR

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

eral Streets.
HOOPER

Street.

one

the ensuing year, and to act on any other
that may legally come before them.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods,
BENJT. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

dc20-2w

jn6tf

KNIGHTS’ TONIC

THE

done to order.

N. E.

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
as to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Sewing Machine

63 South Oanal Street,

JEWETT,

8t.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
dc02tawtd

Bank.

Nice Rent Tor $200.

.A. Certain Cure !

before them.

The National Traders’ Bank.
Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their Annual Meeting will be held at theii
Banking Room, on Tuesday, the 9th day of January
next, at 3 o'clock, P. AT., to choose five Directors foi

WHITNEY, No. 56 ExUpholstering of all kindi

Masons

SEWING MACHINE.

Now is the time to secure

No

DIJRAN A- JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

IMPROVED

9.30 A. M.

HUNT &

change

brought

be

Apply

Middle Street.

Walnut, below Danforth.
_CHAS. CLARK, City

madf

THE

18 Free 8treet.
A.

shall be

Casco National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of th<
Casco National Bank of Portland, for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth day ol
Jauuary, 1872, at 10J o’clock, A. M.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
D
Portland, Dec. 8,1871.
td

N. TARBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore 8t.
GEORGE

legally

Portland, Dec.8,1871.

Congress and Exchange Sts.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade,

change, (if any,)

3d. For the transaction of any other business, whict

may

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yallses
Carpet-Bags.

“THE SINGER”

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO.,

Cloaki

Velvet

election of Directors for the ensuinc*

2d. To decide what
in their By Laws.

Dentists.
JOSIAH HE ALD, No. 105 middle Street

pronounced

Commission Merchants,

^

SYmONDS, India St.
dyed and finished.

strength.

3.30

year.

room

at the

OVER

forced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
Boyd street.
Fox. from Washington to TWV RaxChestnut, from Oxford gt.
11
Elm, from Oxford st.
New High, below' Cumberland st.
Mellen st.
Pleasant to Centre.
Atlantic to Fore.

THE

op

the

F.

cor.

STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.,
he may be confidentially consulted, more
WHERE
especially in all the cases of diseases and debility for the treatment of which he is so justly cele-

SUNDAY.

Street,

Dye-House.

ON

BROWN

—WITH—

Pearl

posite Park.

JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St
PACKARD & HARDY, Fluent B loci

Informs his friends and patients that he has opened
an office for the practice of his profession at

Sole

and Builders.

MEANS,

DR. W. R.

Anatomy, Physiology

E. A. O’JBRIOJX,

cnicACo,iu,.
"Will give especial attention oo the purchase and
shipment of Flour, Gram and Provisions tor Eastern
account.
jy!3d6m

Carpenters

street.

Chambers to Let.

THE

No. 71 State Street.

experienced Cook at
dc30 dtf

Merchants National Bank of Portland.
Stockholders of this Bank, are hereby notified
to meet at the Bank, on
Tuesday, January 9.
1872, at 10 o'clock, A. M., fertile frllowing business:
1st. For

Middle Street.

Congress

stores flO and 112 Federal
street, suitable
for different kinds of Mechanical business
to EM MONS CHAPMAN. Druggist, No 74
Middle st.

Marshal’s Office,
1*
Portland, Jan. 1 1872.)
following streets have been designated on
which boys can coast wiih sleds
during the winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets the penalty of the law will be en-

30dtf_

AN

409

Building. Inquiro

ngs

GLASSES,

Coasting in

A

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
SAWYER &CO., Bleacher., No. 131

NATHANIEL REDLON,

jnC-3t

Wanted.

WHITNEY &

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.
LECTURER

cornei

SMALL genteel and convenient Kent of six oi
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Kent, Box 803 will recoive prompt attention
Nov

a

of

callings there are sure to be quacks,and

life and death.

Let!
House fronting Henry Street.

Dec ll-d4w

Rent Wanted.

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchauge St.
SMALL & SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plan

S

86

Wanted.

such

many such callings the difference between
competency and quackery is a difference of

19x20, with ante
connected, heatONE
ing including, in second story of Portland SavBank

And a variety of goods which we invite
people to call
and see, at

to do general housework; best of referenAGIKL
required. Apply at A. DUNYON,
Carlton and Pine

rightly applied. That is to say the knowledge
,ol them is confined to the small class of the
practitioners of them and hidden from the
mass of men whom their results afreet. In all

Office to be Let.

SUver and Silver Plated Ware,

JAN.

“mysteries”

New House for Sale, or Kent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and conON veuient,
gas throughout house and cellar, piiied
ior sebago, ceilar
in prime concemented,
dltion. Will be sold at low everytliing
figure, or rented if not
W. P. MERRILL,
“0l.d- Q
dec9-tf_Telegraph Ottice, 24 Exchange St.
Part of

9, 1872.

]From the N. Y. World.]
There are certain arts and sciences to which
the old name of
may still be

on

Commercial St.

220

no„4dtf_

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD CHAINS,

let, on the Cars between Lisbon and Freeport, a Fitch Tippet; the finder shall be suitably
rewarded by leaving it at this office.
jy8d3t*

first floorto let

Apply to
J. B. CUMMINGS,
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS,

Enquire

JAY.

A Conflict of Chemists.

Possession given January 8,1872.

;■

•

6ts.

3

„14,

HORYIYG,

jn4-lw

Free Street, Basement and
NOfavorable
terms.

fife

Ladies’ and Gents’

fine stock of

a

OPERA

ces

Free Street.

TUESDAY

or
ac-

Store to £et!

room

Lost.

Street.

commodated,

private

a

a

at 52

To

Gold and Silver Watches,

and wife

board in
dc9

at 119 Rrackett St.

Street.

aug25

ALLEN’S

Repairing.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG & BREED, No. 93 middli

noltf

fTtOR SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
r and piped lor Stbago. Apply cu the premsses,
or at 25 Emery st.
JAMES A. TENNEY.

Street.

family,

All kinds of

sale and to let.

For Sale.

no30

158 middle St., over 11
Machines f< •

No.

Hay’s.

Bakers.

extant.

Richardson, Hill & Co.,

II.

Tenement House, situated on Horton
Place, near Dow st. One or both tenements
will be sold. p ice $TO0 and $800 each. The above
property is well situated, suppii d w.tb Sebago water, and is a bargain. Enquire at 6J Dow st.
Ocl8
8w
tj

decl2 tf

DYER,

W. S.

JEJEtRIS,

1,1870._

Have just received

PEARSON,

french clocks,

Boarders Wanted.
gentleman

or two gentleman, or a
/ can be accommodated with

W. C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl St.

Nov

GERRISH

&

country at the pnfa

Agency for Sewing Machines.

2

IB

the

suitable for gentleman and wife
WITH
two gentlemen. Also
few table boarders

_

New Year’s Presents !

Boarders Wanted.

/~\NE

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

bury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

ONE

throughout

Room To Let.
board

them to be the neatest

decl9-dtf

John D. Jones, President.
Chahlks Dknnib, Vice-President.

1 00D ROOMS and good board at
VX ja3dtf
No. 13 Myrtle street.

lishers’ lowest rates.

Beal Estate and Loan Agent.

Dr.

NATHAN

and

to

House*, Lots and Farm* for Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. Sliepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kings-

;

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

ATWELL & CO., 1T4 1-3 middle St. Ad
vertisements inserted in papers in Main

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Estate and Mortgage Brokers..

IVM. H.

IS

Peyret

Real

»R. J.

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F. Davif Chicago.
UlllrflO-A

novTOra

bargain.

Apply

per year.

Grain and Provision

Commission

apwan, Secretm».

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Will

tf

GAGE & DAVIS,
Flour,

H.

Advertising Agents.

Physician.

a

seen

strap c\pr invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents,
27£ Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,

dl m-eod 11 m&w6w

on

location for

than $13,000,000.00 i

JOHN W• HUNGER, Comsiioiirfewf,
Office, 166 Pore Street, Por <?/and

To Rent.

or

Sew House

FRESCO PAINTER
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

J

A Brick nouse for Rent.
THREE story brick house, 12 rooms, gas and
Sebago water, a few miuutes walk from City
Hall, will be rented to a responsible party for $35U

Portland,

BUILDING,

Exchange

y,i?,*^\Ji-01tB92AXlceiFrefl*'
Hewlett,3d Vice-Prest

J. D.

A

Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
Shepley, Judge
W. Gooch, and Him. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

H.

Sale

1

I

are more

who have

THE PRESS.

shawl

The Profit* of the Couipnu, revert to the a**ured, and are divided annually, apoi
the Premium* lermiuated durin" the tear, certificate* for which
are i.*ucd, bearing ii
ereat until redeemed.

Tavern Stand for Sale.
Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,

For

edged by all

---

Tavern

a

aud Counsellors at

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

DAVIS A CO.,

Real Estate A Mortgage Brokers.
sep24tt

TWO STORY

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.

Edward

«BO. R.

HOUSE
Brown street; eight
A
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 35x7G. In fair

THOMAS II. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

•

mortgage* in Portlund, Cape Elizabeth, Went brook, or Peering. Parties de*iroii* ot building can bIho be accommodated with loan*.

dcl2eod2w

Attorneys

finl

claw*

Law !

jan8<12w

AT

(ORGANIZED
1842.)
51 Wall st., corner of William, Few York,
Insures Against Marine .and Inland Navigation Bisks.
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

sum*

on

Comp’y

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowl-

IN

st. for rent, a threo
residence on Park street, between
Spring
Congress sts, can be hired for $500 per
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
year.
dcl4-eod3w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

POBTL AND, HE.

Attorney

denired,

auy amount

to

Broad’s

Insurance

park

88 EXCHANGE STREET,

95

prepared to loan money In

are

$100

Mutual

Loan I!!

on
House
brick
story
and

HALE~

CLARENCE

%Ve
from

to

TO LEI.

HAVE YOU SEEN
Patent Shawl Straps.

ATLANTIC

B ULLEIIJS.

PRESS

—----

CHRISTMAS.
~

was

the model for one of the best-

loved characters in “Little Women”—Laurie.
In the very outset she makes a plea tor boys,
and in all the stories, wherever she cam
she presents their case, and argues for more
attention and thought to children generally.
“I like boys and

raw.
So, though
always pleasing, I don’l
outside
burr which repels
mind the rough
most people, and perhaps that is the reason
burrs
and
let me see the soft
the
open
why
lining and taste the sweet nut hidden inside.”
And very likely it is. One of her darling
boys, when a youthful romp, a comrade aftei
her own heart, a regular tearer, was “Cy,” ant
in telling of him she seems to take a genuine
delight: “For a summer or two we kept the
neighborhood in a ferment by our adventures

good

manners

oysters

are

and hair-breadth escapes; I think 1 nevei
knew a boy so full of mischief, and my opportunities for judging have been manifold.
He did not get into scrapes himself, but possessed a splendid talent for deluding others
into them, and then morally remarking
‘There! I told you so!’ His way of saying,
‘You darsn’t do this or that,” was like tire tc
powder; and why I still live iu the possession
of all my limbs and senses is a miracle tc
those who knew my youthful friendship with
Cy. It was he who' incited me to jump of

the highest beam in he
barn; to be borne
home on a board with a
pair of sprained
ankles. It was he who dared me to rub
my

eyes with red peppers, and then sympathizingly led me home blind and roaring with pain.
It was he who solemnly assured me that ali
the little pigs would die in
agony if their
tails were not cut off, and won me to hold
thirteen little squealers while the operation

was performed.
Those thirteen innocent
pink tails haunt me yet, and the memory of
the deed has given me a truly Jewish aversion to pork.’’—Exchange.

A

Man Prepares His Own

Epitaph.

An Eccentric Irishman's Whim—A Living Man with a Tomb Stone—He Fixes
the Date of His Death.
The following is given by a correspondent
of the Boston Traveller, in a letter from St.
John’s, Newfoundland:
In a cemetery close to St. John’s, a plain
but rather handsome marble monument is
erected to the memory of Mary
on
which her name and the date of her death are
recorded. Underneath the record is the name
of her husband, Lawrence-, of whom it
—

is recorded that he died on the 15th of AuThe singular circumstance, however, is that the monument was erected by
Lawrence himself (or, as he is here familiarly
called, Larry,) and that he is a living man today, hearty and jolly, and likely to live for
many a year to come. It is positively true
that Larry being in the flesh and in the enjoyment of perfect health, caused the stonecutter to record it deep in the monumental
slab that he departed this life on the 15th of
August, 1871, and that he did this nearly a
year before this date. Like an ancient Roman, he built his own tomb during his lifetime, but unlike said Roman, he left no blank
for the date of his death, but fixed the time
of his own departure beforehand. When the
news first spread regarding this remarkable
erection, it was considered a joke, but when
confirmed, a regular procession of visitors to
this tomb commenced and continued for
many years, Each was anxious to verily for
himself, or herself, what at first sight seemed
incredible; and seldom has any shrine attracted so many pilgrims. Larry hit on the right
method of securing a prehumous renown,
which is much better than any amount of

gust, 1871.

pusiuumous

lame.

lie is oneu

ouserveu con-

in rapt admiration his own monument, and is quite unconcerned about the little inaccuracy in regard to the date of his departure. Countless were the theories adopted to account for Larry's eccentricities, and
numerous were the conjectures as to his motives. Some sentimental ladies declared that
Larry was so affected by the loss of his wife
that he resolved not to survive her.
But
then, why should he determine to survive
her eleven months, wanting two days? or
why fix on the 15th of August for his
departure, instead of the anniversary of her
death, which would have been more striking ?
Besides he bore her loss like a man, and did
not fall off in flesh or appetite, and as to sentiment, there is not a bit of it in his jolly,
Sancho-Panza corporation. This theory had
to be finally abandoned when the day passed,
and Larry’s'cottin was not ordered. Another
theory, less charitable, was held by some—
namely, that at the date mentioned Larry intended to die not literally, but only metaphorically to his first wife, and take to himself another.
But Larry is still a widower.
When
the 15th of August was drawing near, some
that
would
be as
confidently expected
Larry
good as his word; but when that morning
dawned and instead of seeing the shutters up
and the blinds drawn the neighbors beheld
Larry in his shirt-sleeves, calmly smoking his
pipe at his own door, they gave it up, and
pronounced him “an ould, lying desaver.”
His reputation for honesty and veracity is a
good deal shaken, but Larry bears it patiently,
and is quite insensible to the shower of
jokes and sarcasms that is directed against
him. A friend of mine, who is of an inquisitive
turn, determined to fathom the mystery,
and interviewed the hero of the tomb.
As
usual in such cases, he found there was no
“Is it what’s my rayson,”
mystery at all.
said Larry, “tor pntting my death on the
stone before 1 doyed—sure I thought I’d loik
to see how it wud look—and what’s the use
of me bein’ too purtickler about a year or
two.” “But,” said the “interviewer,” with
the imprudence characteristic of his class,
“why did you not leave a blank space for the
date of your decease ?” “Och, thin,” replied
Larry, “how could I tell whether they would
date me right, when my head was under the
sod? Sure, didn’t Mr. Smith cut it for half
price, on account of my bein’ alive!” The
inquisitor was “shut up” for a moment but at
length said, “what induced you to choose the
15th of August ?”
“Bekase,” returned Larry, “that’s the day I was born, and makes it
The
interviewer
retired a wiser
square.”
man, no doubt, but disappointed with the
simplicity of the explanation.

templating

Interesting Discoveby by Agassiz.—
Prof. Agassiz made an interesting- discovery
at the very outset of his new scientific tour.
On reaching the Gulf Stream his work begun.
Writing to Prof. Pierce of the Coast Survey
from St. Thomas, I)®"- loth, he says:
The
interesting discovery of the voyage thus far is the finding of a nest built by a

fish, floating on the broad ocean with its live
freight. On the Kith of the month Mr. Mansfield,one of the officers of the Hassler, brought
me a ball of Gulf-weed which he had just
picked up, and which excited my curiosity to
utmost, it was a round mass ot sargassum, about the size of two lists, rolled up together. The whole consisted, to all appearance, of nothing but Gulf-weed, the branches
and leaves of which were, however, evidently
knit together, and not only balled into a
roundish mass, for though some of the leaves
and branches hung loose from the rest, it became at once visible that the bulk of the ball
was held together by threads trending in every direction among the seaweeds, as if a
couple of handfuls of branches of sargassum
had been rolled up together with elastic
Put
threads trending in every direction.
back into a large bowl of water it became apparent that this mass of seaweeds was a nest,
the central part of which was more closely
bound up together in the foom of a ball with
several loose branches extending in various
directions, by which the whole was kept floatthe

ing.

A more careful examination very soon revealed the fact that the elastic threads which
held the Gulf-weed together were beaded at
intervals, sometimes two or three beads being
close together, or a bunch of them hanging
from the same cluster of threads, or they
were more rarely scattered at a greater distance one from the other.
Nowhere was
there much regularity observable in the distribution of the beads, and they were found
scattered throughout the whole ball of seaweeds pretty uniformly.
The beads themselves were about the size of an ordinary pin’s
head. We had, no doubt, a nest before us of
the most curious kind, full of eggs, too, and
the eggs scattered throughout the mass of
the nest and not placed together in a cavity
of the whole structure. * * * A number
of these eggs with live embyros were cut out
of the nest and placed in separate glass jars
to multiply the chances of preserving them.

day he found two embryos, and
day he had a dozen of these
young fishes in his jars. He ascertained beyond a doubt that they were fishes, but as to
t e kind he was longer in doubt, his presumption being that they were of the pelagic species of the Atlantic, and after a comparison
with several of this species which fortunately
he had alive in his collection, he bceame satisfied they were identical. He says:
The next

on

the third

It thus stands as a well authenticated fact
that the common pelagic chironectes of the
Atlantic (namedchironectes pictusby Cuvier)
builds a nest for its eggs, in which the progeny is wrapped up with the materials of which
the nest itself is composed, and as these mareriais are living uuii-weea,
me nsn crauie,
rocking upon the deep ocean, is carried along
as an undying arbor, affording at the same
time protection and afterward food for its liv-

ing freight.
The Professor dwells upon this discovery
with the ardor of a young enthusiast. He
hopes that “some naturalist becalmed among
the Gulf-weed may have the good fortune of
witnessing the process by which the nest is
built,’’ and closes his letter in these words:
All the officers of the Hassler are indefatigable in their efforts to help our investigations,
and even the men show useful interest in our
We have just reached Stproceedings.
Thoinas, so that I have nothing to add as to
observations made here.
_

Senator Mortcn.—“Gath’’ of the Chicago Tribune says: “Morton is a man of
stronger passions than will, and people often
mistake his violent temper for that steady,
resolute volition which is a much higher
quality. Beneath the surface he is often

weak and vascillating, nervous and apprehensive; but he has in him the elements of desperation, which may be described as the loft-

iest power of bluff. He is said not to stand
well with the ladies at the White House; but
he is considerable of a crony and village courtier, and he haunts Grant, sitting around
familiarly, expressing opinion, but never in
such a way as to affect the President’s self-

esteem.
He proves his good intentions by making
issues for Grant in the Senate, which frequently come to grief, and do the President more
harm than good. Above all men in the Senate, Morton is given to prejudice and long fits
of resentment. His power consists in an unusually clear head—clear even when agitated
by passion; and he has, without the graces
of fine diction, considerable power of consecutive statement. The man himself, and his
anger and extravagant view of things, are
more

than half of Morton,

———

l’HESS.
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Connecticut averages one to every
patents
[#36 persons, while in Arkansas it is one to every 37,267. The report is also accompanied by
articles from Dr. Edward Jarvis of Dorchester,
Mass., upon insanity and its relation to educato

tion,
by Professor Oilman of Yale College,
upon national schools of science.
and

Evening

in the Citiew.

School*

In every city of any considerable size there
a large class of children and adidts who are
prevented from enjoying the benefit of school
privileges during the day. Society owes this
class as well as those more fortunate the adNor is it safe to
vantages of education.

is

leave this debt

unpaid.

It will be

cheaper in

the end to educate them than to wait for the
worst ot the

class to make

neglected

costly

reprisals. It is better to be taxed for the support of education than for the suppression of
Schoolhouses pay better than

crime.

jails.

No better way of dealing with the dangerous
classes has been discovered than to give them
a

practical
intellectual, moral,
Experience shows that there is an
and

sound

training.

intimate connection between education and
good morals, so that those communities

which excel in the former with few exceptions
stand high in the latter. In view of these facts
we believe it is the duty of the State to
have free evening schools established in all
our cities under public authority, so that
those

time must be taken up with
the day need not lose all

whose

manual labor during
opportunity for schooling.
This defect in our common school system
has not escaped observation, and private enterprise has in this city at any rate done something toward providing a remedy. The Portland Fraternity and Young Men’s Cliristian
Association both have evening schools in operation which are doing a good work in their

respective spheres.

experience in
it is impossible for volaccomplish all that is

Yet the

these cases proves that
untary associations to

needed in this direction.
without

ers serve

Most of the teachand find that

compensation

regular attendance upon the schools more
than one or two evenings a week, in addition
to their ordinary daily occupation, is too
much of a tax on their energies. An evening school, to accomplish the desired end,
should havS sessions four or five evenings a
week. They should be in charge of persons
who make teaching a profession and who are
sufficiently paid to secure their regular attendance

and efficient sendee.

Teachers

who serve without pay are not likely to feel
under obligation to be present at every session

when there

are

allurements in other direc-

tions, and as many of them are not persons
who make teaching a business they cannot be
expected to possess the highest qualifications
for such work. These voluntary associations
moreover

have no means of

compelling the

regular attendance of pupils. This is one of
the most serious defects in the system, as
without regular attendance on the part of pupils it is impossible to reduce the course oi
instruction to any system. In our evening
schools now in operation there is a large
floating element which is constantly interfering with the working of any system that
may be adopted. It may be added that it is
quite too heavy a tax upon private benevolence to provide suitable accommodations for
the large number of pupils who need the
privileges of evening schools in our cities
and that consequently the accommodations
provided are generally inadequate to the pur
pose.
It is the State therefore that

must

do the

work'if it is to be thoroughly done.

As experience shows defects in our common school
system it is the business of the legislature to

provide remedies. Every year population
gravitates more and more to the cities and
hence the necessity of having our school system carried to its highest perfection in order
to lit these constantly growing accumulations of liumanty for the duties of citizenship.
Amid the variety of matters claiming the
attention of the legislature we hope this will
not be forgotten.
Political IVotcs.

The

Illinois House of

Representatives
large Republican majority, has

which has a
adopted a resolution in favor of Mr. Sumner’s

proposed amendment to the Constitution,
making the President ineligible for more than
term.

one

Senator Sumner has decided to withdraw
his

bill,

Equal Rights amendment to the Amnesty
which now seriously embarrasses that

measure, and Senator Schurz will offer an
amendment striking out all alter the hrst

clause,

which will make

amnesty universal

it should succeed.
Senatof Blair of Missouri made a

in

case

speech

at

a few days ago, in which he
reaffirmed his belief in tlie“ passive policy,”
but said that he should support the Democrat-

Jefferson City

ic candidate for Presld»u.t if one were nomina-

Joint Standing Committees.

Judiciary—Senate—Spaulding of Sagadahoc, Foster of Penobscot, (vacancy.)
House—Pike of Calais, Smith of Saco, Bliss of
Washington. Wilson of Thomastou, Lalrokc of Foxcroft, Uay oi Westbrook, and Humphreys of Bangor.

in

.itti

T.—

Fisk anil Stokes—The Origin of their
Difficulties.
The trouble between Col. Jas. Fisk and Mr.
E. S. Stokes has culminated in the assassination
ot Col. Fisk. The origin of the difficulty dates
back nearly two years. Col. Fisk and Stokes
were interested in an oil company, which furnished all the oil that was used by the Erie
Railway Company, Fisk and Stokes became
intimate friends. Stokes seemed a smart, eneryoung man, and grew rapidly in Fisk’s
getic
favor. The profits of the oil business were very

great.

Stokes became a frequent visitor at Col.
Fisk’s rooms in the Grand Opera House. They
were
continually together. So intimate were
Federal Relations—-Senate—Webber of Somerthat Stokes repeatedly dined with Col.
set, Morris of Cumberland, Foster of Penobscot.
Fisk at the house of Mrs. Mansfield-Lawlor.
House—Smith of Saco, Humphreys of Bangor, Perof \V aStokes is aliout five feet nine inches in height.
ry of Oxford, Hamilton of Biddeford, Webb
terville, White of Rockland, and Titcomb ot Augus- His body is well knit, his head is covered with
ta.
glossy curls, his complexion is clear, his feaMilitary Affairs—Senate—Nickles of Penobtures regular, and his eyes dark blue. He
scot, Spaulding of Sagadahoc, Farrington of Oxford.
dresses in the height of fashion, with a tendHouse—Knight of Portland, Folsom of Oldtown,
ency to guadiness, and generally wears large
Howard of Lewiston, Kenniston of Boothbay, Atdiamonds. He is a fluent talker, and is very
well of Oldtown, Whitcomb of Ellsworth, and Treat
of Frankfort.
quick of motion.
Col. Fisk seems to have confided entirely to
Coast and Frontier Defences—Senate—PenStokes’ sense of honor, and Miss Mansfield’s
nell of Cumberland, Irish of Aroostook, Moore of
Hancock.
sense of
gratitude. Apparently he had not the
House—Robinson of Bath, Erskine of Newcastle,
least notion that Stokes would endeavor to supBriggs of BrownvillCj Counce of Warren, Carl of Ken
him
in her affections. Stokes, however,
plant
nebunkport, Hunt of Robinston, Griffin of Searsport.
seems to have fallen in love with
Miss MansRailroads Senate—IIinks of Hancock, Webber of
field at first sight. His attachment was apparSomerset, Dingley of Androscoggin.
and
the
readiness
with which
reciprocated,
House—Woodbury of Houlton, Perry of Oxford, ently
Miss Mansfield transferred her affections from
Prince of Turner, Palmer of Bangor, Carleton of
Wbitefleld, Fessenden of Portland, and Butler of Col. Fisk to his assassin gives an air of strong
Hampden.
probability to the rumor that she had deliberMercantile Affairs and Insurance—-Senateately trapped Col. Fisk for his money. The
Foster of Penobscot, Hay ford of Oxford, O’Brion of
attachment between Stokes and Miss Mansfield
York.
was not discovered by Col. Fisk until weeks
House—Holbrook of Freeport, Burleigh of South
had elapsed. Meanwhile, the Colonel was payBerwick, Milliken of Portland, Robinson of Bath, ing for the very dinners at Miss Mansfield’s
Flitner of Pittston, Sawtelle of Limerick, and Coombs
house, to which he had invited his friend (?)
of Camden.
Stokes.
Legal Reforms—Senate—Kennedy of Lincoln,
Though warned by his friends of what was
May of Kennebec, Chaplin of Cumberland.
occurring, he refused to believe it, and it was
House—Carleton of Wbitefleld, Webb of Waterville, Titcomb of Augusta, Fields of Phillips, King of not until lie had assured himself from converLyndon, Hamilton of Biddeford, and Walker of New- sation with Miss Mansfield that the reports
were true, that his eyes were opened.
The
port.
Education—-Senate—Farrington of Oxford, Howes Colonel moved with his usual energy. He forof Franklin, Kennedy of Lincoln.
bade Stokes’s visits to the house. He reasoned
House—Perry of Oxford, Porter of Burlington, with Stokes, but to no purpose. His protestaPerkins of Auburn, Lord of Bluehill, Phillips oi Ortions had no effect on Miss Mansfield.
rington, Springer of Litchfield, and Goding of AlThe next movement was a startling one.—
fred.
Stokes was arrested one Saturday night on a
Banks and Banking—Senate—Morris of Cumcharge of embezzling the oil company's funds.
berland, Pliilbrick of Somerset, O’Brion of York.
He was kept in prison until Monday, when reHome—Holden of Portland, Perkins of Farmingon bail.
He retaliated, and Fisk was arton, Nash of Gardiner, Burrill of Belfast, Snow of leased
rested on an accusation of conspiracy and false
North Berwick, Reed of Waldoboro and Lord of De-

they

iinprisonment.

troit.

Agriculture—Senate—Chase

of
Washington,
Kimball of Penobscot and Irish of Aroostook.
House—Butterfield of Sidney, Hanson of Jay, Gray
of Stark, Hays of Lebanon; Smith of Wayne, Sillsby
of Amherst and Potter of Webster.

Manufactures—Senate—Dingley

of

Androscog-

gin, Nickles of Penobscot and Hobbs of York.
House—Wyman of Augusta, Farwell of Lewiston,
Haines of Biddeford, Allen of Milton Plantation,
Wells of Wells, Jordan of New Gloucester and Stewart of Deering.
State Lands and State Roads—Senate—Irish
of Aroostook, Smith of Penobscot, Chase of Washington.
House—Randall of Island Falls, Briggs of Brownfield, Seeley of Fort Kent, Winslow of Falmouth,
Pierce of Vassalboro, Getchell of Canaan, and Crandon of Columbia Falls.

Interior Waters—-Senate—Smith of Penobscot,
Hayford of Oxford, Pennell of Cumberland.
House—Atwell of Orono, Bailoy of Auburn, Whitcornu oi rainworm,
irerry oi janagton, Kenmston or
Boofhbay, Jepson of China, and Clark of New Vineyard.
Division of Towns—Senate—May of Kennebec,

Humphrey

of

Cumberland, Davis of Jlndroecoggin.

House—King of Lyndon, YoBSx* of Bethel, Cornish
of Winslow, Humphreys of BrtfUswick, Foss of Fairfield. Rogers of Bowdoin, and Wentworth of Raymond.
Division of Counties—Setae—Howes of Franklin, Smith of Penobscot, Moore of Hancock.
House—Haskell of Steuben, Holbrook of Madison,
Wiggin of Baldwin, McCunick of Baring, Torrey of
St. George, Holbrook of Brooks, Fairfield of Deer
Isle.
Incorporation of Towns— Senate—Dunning of

Piscataquis, Chaplin

of

York.

Cumberland,

O’Biien

of

House—Reed of No. 11 Range 1, Weston of Levant,

Cook oi

iugton,

Casco, Fogg

Scarboro, Brackett of LimWhite of Dixmont, Preble of Cranberry Isle.
of

Fisheries—Senate—Humphrey of Cumberland,
Dunning of Piscataquis, Fletcher of Waldo.
House—Whitmore of Verona, Anderson of Eastport, Trefethren of Portland. Stanley of Dixfield,
Tabbut of Addison, Gliddcn oi Vinalhaven, and Potter of Woolwich.
Indian
Nichols of

Affairs—Senate—Sawyer of Washington,
Penobscot, vacancy.
Home—Anderson of EastjKirt, Harmon of Lubec,
Thompson of Moutville, Holbrook of Madison, Tibbetts of Brooklin, Briggs of Hudson, Walker of
Stowe.
Claims—Senate—Spaulding

of

Knox, Webber

of

Morris of Cumberland.
of Van Burcn, McAlister of Stoneham, Lambert of Readfield. Millay of Bowdoinham,
Bachelder of Correnna, Erskine of Palermo and Deering of Cape Elizabeth.
Pensions—Senate—Hobbs of York, Sawyer of
Washington and Chaplin of Cumberland.
House—Brown of Bangor, Hahn of Lincolnville,
Wood of Drew Plantation,Campbell of
Damariscotta,
Erskine of Newcastle, Tibbetts of Greenbush and
Baker of Vinalhaven.
Insane Hospital—Senate—O’Brion of York, Kimball of Penobscot and Hinks of Hancock.
House—Wilson of Hallowell, Stevens of Parkman,
Holden of Portland. Paul of Kittery, Richardson of
Maysville, Talbot or East Machias and Harding of
Yarmouth.
Reform School—Senate—Davis of Androscoggin,
Farrington of Oxford and Spaulding of Knox.
House—Perkins of Poland, Barker of Exeter, PartSomerset and

Home—Keegan

ridge of Orlaud, Evans of Coraville, Bragdon of
Franklin, Wadsworth of Hiram and Harmon of Lubec.

State Prison—Senate—Hayford of Oxford, May
of Kennebec, Hinkc of Hancock.
House—Sprague of Rockland, Prescott of Hartland,

Sharon, White of Dixmont, Gerry of
Bradford, Turner of Leeds, and Moore of MachiasTufts of New

port.
Public Buildings—Senate—Fletcher of Waldo',
Pennell of Cumberland, (vacancy).
Home—Foster of Bethel, Thing of Shapleigh,
Churchill of Peru, Mitchell of Troy, Knudlett of Wiscasset, Mclntire of Bingham, Tibbetts of Brookline.
Library—Senate—Philbrick of Somerset, Kennedy of Lincoln, Dingley of Androscoggin.
House—Titcomb of Augusta, Ray of Westbrook,
Knight of Portlaud, Holbrook of Knox. Lord of
Bluehill, Haines of Biddeford, Reed of Waldoboro.
Address of Secretary Boutwell. Saturday, on the occasion of the Presidents reception
at the commercial exchange in Philadelphia,
Secretary Boutwell being called on spoke as
follows:

The fight was a bitter one. It benefitted no
one but lawyers.
Fisk then rescinded the verbal contracts by which the oil company supplied
Erie with oil. Of course this forced the stock
of the oil company down, and Fisk, it is understood, bought in Stokes’ interest for $100,000.
Fisk and Stokes also had a meeting at Delmonic'o’s, and endeavored to settle their difficulty,
but in vain.
Miss Mansfield now joined her energies to
those of Stokes. She claimed that Fisk owed
her some $10,000, and in proof this claim put in
copies of a batch of love letters written her by
Col. Fisk, which were said to expose all the
secret operations of the Erie and the Tammany
rings. Fisk secured an injunction from Judge
Pratt forbidding the publication of the letters,
as they were ruled to be scandalous and irrelevant.
During tlie pending of certain suits between Mr. Stokes and Col. Fisk Miss Mansfield
tlie original letters to Stokes, who inimeiately made use of them. He held them over
Fisk’s head and threatened their publication.
Fisk acted like a diplomat.
He submitted a proposition to Mr. Stokes for
arbitration.
Stokes, against the advice of his
eounsel, accepted Mr. Clarence Seward, one of
Fisk’s counsel, as arbitrator. The letters were
placed in Mr. Peter B. Sweeney’s hands for
safe keeping. Sir. Seward found against Stokes
on all points but one,
awarding him §10,000 as
the price of the letters.
Stokes complained
that he had been swindled.
Nevertheless he
accepted the §10,000 and never paid it back.
One of the main points of Col. Fisk’s request
for an injunction against the publication of the
letters was that they had been made the basis
of new affidavit's in Mansfield’s complaint after
Stokes had received the §10,000 and agreed that
the letters should be suppressed. At the
expiration of the time for which Judge Pratt’s injunction had been granted, Col. Fisk’s counsel
made a motion before Judge J. R.
Brady for a
continuance of the injunction. In an attempt
to show that Stokes and Miss Mansfield were
endeavoring to blackmail him, Col. Fisk used
an aflidavit of Richard E.
King, a colored boy
in Mrs. Mansfield’s service. This aflidavit
purported to detail a conversation overheard between Stokes and Miss Mansfield relative to
Fisk’s letters, which Miss Mansfield had placed
in Stokes’ possession.
The conversation, if
true, proved that there was a deliberate attempt
to blackmail the Colonel out of all the
money
*

§ave

possible.

Stake’s next move was to prefer a
charge
against Fisk in a Police Court tar subordination
of perjury in inducing King to swear to liis affidavit. This is the case which has been
dragging along its weary length in Justice Bixby’s
Court during the past few weeks,
On I riday Judge
Brady referred his decision,
continuing lps injunction against the publication of the letters. This was a bitter blow to
Stokes. On the following day Miss Mansfield’s
charge of subornation of perjury was continued
m the Yorkvillc Police Court.
Miss Mansfield
and Stokes were both present.
Miss Mansfield was placed on
stand, and her
cross-examination was very severe. Mr. Fisk’s
lawyer’s endeavored to draw out of her an acknowledgement that the Colonel had picked her
up when she had but one dress in the world,
and not enough money to nay her rent.
They
asked her whether she did not engage the notorious Miss Woods to procure for her an introduction to Fisk. They endeavored to show that
she was deliberately bleeding Col. Fisk and afterward said to Miss Wood that Fisk had taken
a great fancy to her, Miss
Mansfield, and that
In proof of her assertion she showed Miss
Woods some costly diamonds aud silk dresses
which she said Fisk had given her.
They endeavor to prove that Miss Woods tuld
Miss Mansfield that she had bean with Fisk
long enough to have got more than that if she
was smart, and that Miss Mansfield
replied that
she didn’t mean to beat him too fast.
They endeavored to make Miss Mansfield admit that
she told Miss Woods that she did not love Fisk
but only loved his money; that she would
get
all the money she could from him aud tlion let
him go, Eisk’s lawyers further endeavored to

ited their burden at the head of the stairs,
rears were trickling down the only mourner’s
cheeks as he assisted him to lower the coffin to
the ground.
A sliort time before it was removed David
Dudley Field and Jay Gould who were at the
hotel during the morning had left and Mr.
Tweed seemed to liavo the entire charge of the
removal.
While this was passing up stairs an unpretentious herse drove down from the 8tli Avenue
to Mercer street, and drew up at the servants’
door of the Grand Central Hotel. One or two
Btable-men chatted with the driver, and in a
short time two hotel servants appeared at the
door with a couple of stools. Sand was thrown
on the slippery sidewalk
and the driver of the
hearse made ready to receive his burden.
In a few minutes more Col. Fisk’s colored
coachman appeared.
He carried his late master’s hat in his hand and military cloak which
the former wore when he was shot, thrown
over him.
Tears glistened in his eyes and the
poor fellow looked tearfully at the hearse.
The undertaker hurried down the stairs followed by Tweed, still hat in hand.
He walked out on the sidewalk and stood by the hearse.
The two or three loungers who happened to be
standing on the street, stared at him with undisguised amazement. His eyes were red with
weeping, though he tried hard to look as if his
only trouble was the proper disposal of the
body iu the hearse.

one

the name of Cornelius Sweetser of Saco, to two
checks amounting to $180.20, which checks
were cashed at the Biddeford Bank.
Balcom
was arrested on Thursday, at Haverhill and
taken to Biddeford, where he had an examination Saturday, aud was hound over to the May
term of the S. J. Court.
Mr. John Sellea the hostler at the Saeo
House stable, was seriously injured by the kick
of a horse on Sunday evening last.
The book and stationery store of Lewis Hodsdon in Saco, was broken into Saturday night,
and about $20 iu scrip stolen.
The same night
the clothing store of Mr. Reddy in Biddeford,
was entered and several articles of value taken.
The thief also helped himself to an entire new
suit, leaviug his old clothes in exchange; as we
learn from the Independent.
The contractsrs have commenced work on the
railroad pier at the eastern end of Gooch Island.

SPECIAL

wishing

_X!.
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cuwicu

tuat

enlarge

partner.

manifested that genius for
speculation, which,
though it led to his severing his connection with
the firm, yet enabled him to retire with some

greater exertions in
business.

of

Going to New York with an introduction to Daniel Drew, he came
upon the road
to fortune and celebrity. His first connection
with Drew was in relation to the
Stonington
line of steamers, and though a
quarrel soon separated them, and Fisk went into Wall
street
alone, yet he had learned well his lesson from
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STREET.

LIVE BAIT !

subsequently of the Newport line, Which he
consolidated with the other, under the
name of
the Narragansett
Steamship Company, and
connected with the Erie Railroad
by his splendid line of North River
ferry boats, was another step in his plan to
provide a grand through
line of luxurious
transportation for the travelImg public, and the almost regal splendor in
which he carried out this
plan is known to aU.
His subsequent purchase and
refitting of One
Branch
Long
boats, and his management of
those floating palaces, are also
fresh in the mind
of every one. His varied
steamboat interests
gave him the soubriquet of
Admiral, which he
favored and aided by
wearing the full uniform
of that mnk
upon the docks and on board his
boats. He further carried out the
same idea
by putting all his subordinates jin a sort of
half
naval, half yachtman uniform, which was not
only picturesque, but a great convenience to
travelers, m indicating the province of each
employee. Yet with his railroad and the accompanying score of lawsuits on his hands, his
Opera House, with quarrelling
managers and
his steamboat
line, with constant competition,
1 ,sk yet ha<l time to
plan and carrv out si-homo.
winch would
any one of them, have occupied
tlie brain of a less
extraordinary man, to the
exclusion of all else.
His connection with the
corner in gold, of the
famous “Black Friday,” has never
been fully
explained, in spite of the Congressional investigation, although it is known that he was one
of the leaders in the
greatest financial gambling
operation of the day. The story of those few
nays stands alone in the history of Wall street
Although Fisk lost heavily, as is
supposed,

by agreement and available at maturity in
Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
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Canada.

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
and in Gold and Silver Coin.
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HARD TO FIND.
Search the world through, ’tis hard to find
A place of perfect happiness;
So prone to evil are mankind,
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Can find

“Suit” at George Fenno’s,
of Beach and Washington street.
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Columbia.New York. .Havana.Jan
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
North American—Portland. ...Liverpool.Jan
Britannia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan
Oity of London.New York.. Liverpool.Jan
Samaria.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
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TURKEY RED

Long and favorably known

FLANNELS,

Twilled Flannels in All Colors !

Additions to the Stock will be
made at once, making the assortment

SHIRTINGS,

Flannels in Stripes and Cheeks.

to continue their liberal
patronage
at the same store,

Co ’s

General Insurance Agency,
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COVELL A VALPEY.

Office. No. 491-9 Exchange Street.
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I* Ipswich, Mass., Jan. 7, Mrs. Sarah F.
Appleton,
in tke 83th year of her age,—widow of Gen. James
Appleton, formerly of Portland.

.A

Though some have wealth, it does not bring
Them peace by day, nor rest by night;
Nor is there any other thing
Will these secure, “but doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,,r
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,

Presents,

UEU v

DIED.

IflUase, aged

holiday

We call special attention to

fectly barmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointr.ient; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
In this city, Jan. 7, Hellen T. Winslow, daughter
K^ nuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produc- I of Daniel W. Winslow, aged 3 years 4 months.
IMMEDIATELY
a splendid Black or Natural
this (Tuesday) afternoon at 2 o'clock,
^Funeral
es
at No. 5 Hampshire street.
f»rov/n, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
a
of
lead
or
In
injurious
any
compound.
Wiscasset, Dec. 23, Elbridge Gould, aged 59 years
particle
So\d by all Druggists.
11 months.
Jb Bath, Jan. 3, Mrs. Relief S., wife of Bartlett
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
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For Salt in Portland by

human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
for the

and
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jan9-d3t

county

SAUCE

Sauce

Fridays.
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NOTICEduly appointed

HALFORD

Th.e

etc.

Evening,
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is hereby given, that the subscribers have
and taken upon themselves
been
of
Administrators of the goods aud estate of
the trust
JOHN H. GILBRETH late oi Fairfield,
in the
of Somerset, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same for settlement; and all
persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARTHA B. GILBRETH, 1 ...
Aam 8
EDWIN R. FLINT,
Fairfield, January, 1872.
jan9 16 23

LEICESTERSHIRE

The superiority of these Extracts consists in thoir
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !
There is no subject which should more engross atare

in
no

NCING.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.
Mr. Gee will commence bia Third term fur begin
era in Dancing, on Weduesday
Jan. 3d,
t Army & Navy Union Hall, cor. Brown and Conrcssats., and be continued every Wednesday evening.
Private Lessons each day except
For par* :ulara apply at the Hall.
dc2Dtf

HENRY H. WESCOTT, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS M. GIVEEN, Adrn’r, of Brunswick.
Portland, Jan. 2nd, 1872.
janO 16 23

dressing after dyeing, use
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Middle Street one Gold
have the same by applying
Peak's Island, proving prop-
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71 o’clock.
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scorn! Course of Aasemhttea in connection with the1
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* EW YEARS EVENING. Monday, Jail, lit, ami
c mtinue every Monday Evening.
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the trust of Administrator of the estate of

and is in

Lecture at

h

INFORMATION

It imparts

perfectly life-like,

o’clock.

6-dtd__

8

cial Agent of the United States at San Juan del Norte
of the loss, on the 26th of November, 1871, on “Quito
Reef,’* of the Barque “Hunter,” of Portland, Maine.
Crew saved.
jan91t

CHRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
w2-4
jau5-eodlin

§5{*

nv

Course, Including
Supplementary
$1 25. Evening tickets, 50 <-«et«.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 5,1872.
has been received at this Department from Mr. B. Squire Cotrell, Kthe Commcr-
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is not more dangerous than the lead compounds
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains

Blanc mange, Jellies, Sauces,

tention

Brackett,
erty aud paying charges.

Remember the Sword

Soda Syrups, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,

Soups, Gravies,

January
ABOUT
Ring. The
to Mrs. H. M.

the very best.

STANDARD FLAVORING EXTRACTS t
FLAVORING

are

of FLETCHER

1, on
owner cau

the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
to theib heads to change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
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European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax,
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
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Eire Minnows for Winter Fishing constantly
on hand, and supplied in any quantity..
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BETTER—Because they are more Pliable, more
Peiris Miss Mansfield said that she intended to
Under the present circumstances you will not
and Water-proof, and are warranted
Comfortable,
blackmail Fisk out of all tile money she could
not to Rip or G
President Grant has appointed four laav»«.
expect me to speak at any length upon any
ape.
PORT OP MHTLAML
and
that
if
Miss
Peiris would assist her she
CHEAPER—because, while their first cost is not
since he has been in the White House, to the I subject this morning, however interesting or
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should have her share.
that subject may be either to you or
pegged work of a like gratle,
important
their
of
far
highest grade
Durability is
greater, they preserve thtir
post offices, with salaries of to me. Everything whatever that concerns the
During this terrible cross-examination Miss
n.adny, Jan. 8.
Shape much better,, and the metalic fastening insure#
arrived.
Mansfield, for the first time in lier life, became
$4000 per annum. In other grades the ap- bnsiness or the financesof the country must ala more Equal Wea r.
sell Gazelle, Crockett, Boston
ways be important to the whole people. If
and
intensely agitated,
finally broke down in a
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East Annual Report of the Directors.
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The Directors of the Eastern Railroad corpotax and
and
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ration have lately issued their 37th annual remen.” I never have yet made
explanations, torneys m the case. On his way down he askport, containing a review of the business done and I do not propose often in my life to make ed whether it was possible that there was no nothing appeared to
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cripple him, and his enteras to matters of
public concern way left for him to get the better of Fisk. He prises were
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safest, the most
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
commodious and the most
Jeremiah Goldsbrougb, Esq., and Mrs. Jeanette
elegantly furnished
Emery, both of Biddeford.
linos in the
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
country. He bought a palace for
In Wiscasset, Jan. 1, Wm. H. Patterson, of Newits offices, and there
For
sale
first-class
Grocers
by
and
castle, and Flora A. White, of Wiscasset.
set up an Opera
Druggists genHouse,
In Biddeford, Jan. 1, William Stevens, of B., and
for which ho imported
I
dc3sNeod
managers and players,
Miss Orlinda Mero, of Thomaston.
ran it, in connection with his
other enterprises,
Batchelor’s Hair
with great

a

SPOKEN.

SWAN A BARRETT,
MIDDLE

-»■

Nov 15, lat 7 N, Ion 30 W, ship Sonora, from New
York for San Francisco.
Dec 29, lat 29 25 N, Ion 68, ship Sooloo, from Manila
for Boston.
No date, lat 46 N, Ion 12 W, ship Edward O’Brien,
from Liverpool for Callao.

FOB SALE BY

Evening, Januaij 10,
lecture by

Bombay

tt’»

R., €*old,.

Sc N. A. R.

Regular

the

IIALL,

CITY

Cld at Newcastle 19th ult, Bertha, Humphrey, for
New York.
19th ult, Sabino, Paine, Shields.
Ar at
Ar at Tenerifle Nov 29, Jasper, Webber, from New
York.
Sid fm Messina 12th ult, Mary M Williams, Fiekett
New York.
Ar at Havre 18th, Priscilla, Fraser, New York for
Honiieur; Grecian. Jarvis. Baltimore.
Sid 18th, E A Kennedy, Hoffses, Savannah.

«’•

R.R.,.

Rockland aid

Loalag

A.

Entertainment of
Course.

\ Fednesday

an/.as,

SONS,

Portland,

ness

inspired
another department

aid B. R.,.

lOO

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
a General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and inerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing in-

$60,000,

with which capital he
engaged in busifor himself, on the corner of
Chauncey and
Summer streets, Boston.
This, although almost a financial ruin, only
him to

Portland

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

uouse as a

clerk. When the war broke out Fisk's
energy
and zeal became of such
advantage to the firm
tftat he was admitted as a
Here he

Municipal,. 6’s

oc23sn rawf

came to

--

Portland

L

M.
C

)rleans.
Cld at London 19th, American Union, Delano, New
fork, aud sailed.
Ar at Cardiff 19th, Antioch, Linnell. Hamburg, and
>nt out for Havana.
Sid ftn Newport 18th, Pohouo, Thompson, ft>r Ma-

~

Saturday-night rendezvous,

Vwtr.

(

NOTICES.

J. B. BROWN &

of young Fisk, who soon had
his assistants, each with a similar team to his
own, a regularly laid out route for each, and a
and whose weekly
be looked for by the
people
along his routes with as much regularity and
as
as
the arrival of the
anticipation
county
newspaper. But the bo* of a peddler’s wagon
could not long bound the ambition of a man
like Fisk. Coming under the
frequent observation of Jordan, Marsh & Co., of
Boston, of
whom he used to secure the greater
part of his
stock of goods, and from a business
acquaintance, he some time later,
to

BONDS!

Itatc

ENTERTA I NM ENTS.

[Latest by European steamer.]
Ar at Liverpool 19th, Anna Tibbetts, Allen, from
: tio Grande.
Ent out 19th, Ella S Thayer, Thompson, for Now

Bankers and Brokers.

manners

soon

At St Martins 21st ult, brig Maria White, Parker,
, jt New York 2d lust.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

We learn from the Saco Independent that
George E. Balcom of Haverhill, Mass., forged

gaudy
turnouts, the elegant dress, and the saqve and

visits

board. The captain is after a
to go in search ot her.

on

YORK COl'NTT.

James Fisk, Jr.
James Fisk, jr., was born in *Pownal, Vt.,
April 1, 1835. His father being a peddler, and
necessarily much away from home, James was
under the care of his mother, who sent him to
the district school, iu which he gained whatever of education
he ever received.
He soon
showed an aptitude for liis father’s business,
and was admitted to a share of it; and
many
in New England, will remember the

winning

passenger

revenue cutter

LOT

Hoffman,

COTTON BATTING.
Twelve Rolls, $1.00.

Capital A

9950,000

SAVATVe,

President.

of New York.

Surplus,

9950,000

■

l*

being

,,rhay’^' 'i®SSkl“f:

$1,108*219.65!
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BEMOYAL.

^>ANVKRS-Ar

Marriage.

Yrn RT_e'd

Sir11

ASSOCIATION,

2South 5WhS

Sm | fastiau Nprti

Arkan«^. M^irvey

tf

TTS

of Hartford.

New Cat ill Capital,

CALL AND SEE
Silk, Velvet

and Plash Hats 30 cts.
Collars and Cuffs 50 cts. to SI.
K09IAN TIBS ONLY 30 Cts.
Ladies* Cotton-aud-Wool Hose only JO cts.
Children’s Wool Hone from lOc to tf‘J rtn.
Gents’ and Boys* Wool Hose 45 cents, worth (»2 cts.
(lets Collars aud Cuifs 30

These companies

91.
20 cts to 75 cts.

re

warm

TILE

Passengers Booked to Londonderrvann Liverpool.
Ketum Ticket*
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

NORTH AMERICAN, Capt.
Miller,
will leave this j>ort for Liverpool on
Natarday, Jan. 13th.
Immediately after the arrival of the Traiu of the
.previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship
Ornham,

Saturday, January 20.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).970 to 9NO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

for
to

JAMES L.

Portland, Dec. 5-tf

FARMER.
No. 3 India Street.

ersistent

-VMtmeut.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exehwige St.

Property, insured for one, three or eour
highly fitvorable terms.
ja5isd3w

on

PiHt te purc
hat fluid are

Western City nnd County Bonds
TAOll SALE at prices which yield 10 to 1 !) per
-T win. interest. A very deMraule
security forindclltf is

condition for

damage by fire.
Companies,
Capitals.

Warning Wards.
Tha strength ai'd nervous energy of the human
body ought to be toe --eased during the winter, fur two
reasons: In tho first place, diseases of the most
deadly character may be generated at this season;
and secondly, it is of t he utmost importance that
during the cold weather months the system should
be put in a condition to wi thstand the effects of the
Spring miasma, and the sui -sequent depressing heat
of summer. It is therefore advisable, in fact essensential, to tono, regulate and invigorate the digestive
and secretive organs at this pc riod of the year, and
of all the stomachics and al teratives at
present
known, Hostettcr’s Stomach Bit ters is the most
the
most harmless, and tho most agreeable.
x>werful,
Hie temperature of winter
would b. s in itself a glorous tonic, if it did
not, unlhrtunatcl. ’, bring with it
volume of chilling moisture
and
unwholesome
rimls, which have a bail effect on the si. ‘in and lungs,
rbese must be guarded
against, or there i* no secuity for health. The effect of a course of the Bitter*
’t0 «ive vi«'-r and tone to tho
entire urge niiationhe superficial muscles and
nerves, as woll as the inemal viscera. A regular habit
of body, a
healthy
nd natural flow of
bile, an active digestion, a good

Canadian and United State* Mails.

II. & A.

rate

or
are new

Traders, Builders and others, wanting
line# with reliable office*,may l>e aco mmodat. d
us at MODKKATE
KATES.
Dwellings and

years,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

Eor Steerage Passage inward aud outward, and
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply

with CLEAN

ecntlyj^ganized

mrge
with

ALLAN LINE!

MORAVIAN, Capt.

amongthebest now doing bnspassed through tho

Tie. NAllONAv, and ORIENT

els to

Ja6eod2w_Third

1,

are

Those that have
]?£* rn Mjdn,'. are
iu first
7 indca nitynow
complete
against loss

Hemstitched (Linen) Handkerchiefs,
Linen Mwitrhe* nnd Braid* only 91.00.
Silk Switches $2. Jute Switches 15 cts.
And all other goods at low prices.
Al Mm. C. C. WELCH'S, 79 Middle fttrcrt,
door from Exchange St.

CARRYING

9500,000

C.IAS. T. WEBSTEB, President.

Sets
LA OILS’

SnH

Only

HODGES, President.

Orient,

-illeUfcr°Pembroke8t0l;

BoL^rJi0Cm’.W1iliam8-

M>

COVE1X & VALPEY.

t

use

blood,

ami

a

vigorous

circuit

among Hm Messing, derivable 1
of Hostetler’s

Stomach Bitters,

Ion of

w

-cm a

hich

mics, cathartics and antiseptic,
prescribed In tl, dr
iutratc forms by
physicians, but perform the thre.
Id work of invigoratlou,
regulation ami purification,
t one anil the
same

time.
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THE PBESS

The annual meeting of the Portland Board
of Trade was held at their room, on Exchange
last evening, W. S. Dana presiding. The

•

TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. 9, 1872.

street,

Advertisements To-Day.

Balance from former account.
Received for subscriptions to Merchants'
Exchange and Board of Trade.
Interest on investment.

2,128.75
138.87

U. 8. District Court.

followed by the
SECRETARV’S ANNUAL REPORT.
To the officers and members of the Board of
Trade:
Your Secretary would respectfully report:—
That there have been held tweuty-tliree meetings the past year, seven meetings of the Board
and sixteen of the Managers, including six

Mattocks,

as

klgnee of Aretas Shurtleff, which was a petition t
compel the latter tc deliver one of his books to th
assignee, decision was for remonstrant.
Putnam.

Mattocks & Fox.
of the

crew

Frank.
_

Superior

Court.

JANUARY CRIMINAL TERM, LANE,

J., PRESIDING.

occupied all day in try'
colored man, for breaking am 1

Mos day.—The Court

was

ing Charles Davis, a
entering tho boot and shoe store of John Carten ii
August last and stealing therefrom boots and shoe;
to the value of about forty dollars.
Officers testified to finding In the

occupied,

he

which

a

defendant’s room
meerschaum pipe aud hail

the store of Dr. Loring’s apotlie
cary store, some clothing claimed by one Brown, a
second-hand clothing dealer, and also a part of tin
boots taken from Carten’s—tbe remainder having
been found at one Demerit’s, a cobbler, who testifies
brushes takeu from

that Davis sold them to him.
The defendant says he bought all the articles ol

another colored man named Jim (didn’t recollect hi*
•ofiker name) who worked with him in Sawyer’s livery
.stable. Argumeut for the defence concluded.
Webb—Carleton.
Mattocks.
The

following indictments in addition to those al-

ready published
Sta*e
State
State
State
State
.State

.State

vs.
vs.
vs.
vx.
vs.
vs.
vs.

have been eutered

on

the docket ;

Charles E. Dutton. Gambling house.
Richard K. Hunt. Gambling bouse.

Symonds

—

Libby.

St

with the Chief Signal Officer in his efforts to
make the service efficient and useful heg leave
to report, that there was sufficient need of such
committee: for they found the affairs of the
office in a most neglected and demoralized condition. The habits of the sergeant in charge
totally unfitted him for the position and occasioned his absence from his post most of the
time; hut even when in his right mind
he
did
not
show- sufficient acquaintance
with his duties to make the office of the least
value to the community. The committee reported to Washington the condition of affairs
and he was immediately dismissed.
Sergt.
McGrady, who has since been in charge of the
office, has proved himself a faithful and capable officer.
His observations are accurately
and promptly made, the bulletins and weather
maps regularly issued and posted in public
places, and all the observations and data received front fifty-seven stations, three times
daily, are faithfully recorded in the books of
the office. The office is always open and accessible, and during periods of threatening
weather especially, is visited by large numbers
of mariners seeking information. The duties
of the committee have been slight, but we believe valuable to the signal service, and have
been courteously recognized by the Chief Signal
Officer.
A letter from the Department at Washington, dated January 2, 1872, requests that all
propositions and memorials coming before this
Board t.f Trade bearing upon this service, lie
first referred to this committee for consideration and consultation with the Chief Signal
Officer, prior to taking an y action thereon.
This mode is recommended simply to secure a
full understanding of the wishes of this Board.
The committee observe with great satisfaction
the marked growth of interest in this service
by the community in general, and the steady
reliance upon the daily reports and “probabilities” by those whose interests and occupations
are affected by the weather,
C. H. Farley, 1 Meteorological
M. N. Rich,
> Committee
J. S. Bedlow, ) Board of Trade.

Bradburys.

John C. Costello vs. Myor Waterman.
ifhe case for injury to plaintiff’s horse by

Action

on

defendant’s
horse. Defence—horse not injured by carelessness of
defendant. Judgment for plaintiff; $1 damages and
costs.

Bradburys.

Frank.

New entries 27; defaulted 25; continued 10.
City Affairs.
A special meeting of the Board of Mayor and
-Aldermen was held last evening. In the abof the Mayor, Alderman Senter, President of the Board, occupied the chair.
Petitions presented and referred—Of 8. L. LyIopJ, iur permission to erect a wooden building
at.No. 69 Federal street; of Jordan Bros., to
build an addition to their shop on Dan forth
sence

street; of Catherine Fitzgerald, for compensation for damages by a fall caused by a defect in
Monument street.
Leave to withdraw was granted on petitions
•of T. A. Bowen and F. A. Smith for compensation for injury to goods by grease in the hose
of the fire engines.
The petition of Samuel Bounds et als., that
the city remove the deposits from the sewers in
the docks between Franklin and Galt’s wharves,
referred to the next City Council.
A communication was received from the City
Auc'itor that the appropriations for Streets and
Pubi ic Buildings are exhausted.
An order was passed authorizing the City
Treasur er to hire $10,000 for one year and exwas

the streets.
The Committee on Fire Department reported
that they have made arrangements lyith a responsible person to haul the hook and ladder
truck to and from fires.
Papers from tile Common Council were acted

pend it oti

COMMON COUNCIL.

Papers

passed

in con-

currence.

of

Ota motion of Councilman Fessenden,
•6, the order appropriating $1000 towards Board
af Msnufactures’ expenses and appropriating a
roam in the City Building was taken from the
table and referred to the City Solicitor for legal

opinion*—Adjourned.

•

--—■

Jottings.
Band
At the a.nTW1*^ meeting of the Portland
held Saturday evening, the following officers
D. H.
were elected for the ensuing year.
tor and Secretary; E.
due
.''on
Chandler, Leader,
M.
Recording Secretary; P. G. WilBrief

present it

carriages weile on the way to
Saturday evening was ups^t, and the

One of the hose

the fire
driver a Mr. Cousins, thrown beneath the horses
feet and badly bruised about the head.
The Female Provident Association diStrlbut•ed during the year ending Oct. 1871, 499 yard*
of flannel, 48 yards cotof
139 1-2

cloth,
yards
flannel, 391 yards of prints, 18 pairs of
Vuots, 13 pairs of shoes and 4 pairs of rubbers.
They assisted 92 families.
At an adjourned meeting of Casco engine No.
5, last evening, Robert H. Murphy was elect-

by

measures

prayer. Rev. Dr. Carruthers presided,
Messrs. J. M. Palmer, W. H. Hobbs,
Thwing and Stevenson, also remarked npon the
topic presented namely: Thanksgiving for merThe

tween

members of the school. The presentation was
made in behalf of the donors by Mr. Horatic
Staples. Deacon Thurston responded brieflj
being entirely surprised by the gift. Deacoi
Thurston retires after seven years’ service, hav

ing also held the place five years previously.
Mr. Richard Abbott succeeds him as Superin
iteuilent, Mr. Colman S. Allen being Assiatam

^Superintendent.__
Sales of Shipping.—Messrs. F. O. Bailey &
Co. sold at auction on Saturday, by order of th<
assignees the following interest in vessels
Il-32d of brig Prairie Bose, 297,16 tons, to Chas
H. (Chase, for $150; l-16thsch. Hattie E. Samp
E
son, to George Trefethen, for $505: l-32d o
bark Lizzie H. Jackson to Isaac Jackson, fo r
$650; l-32d of sch. Grace Webster, to Charle
Dyer for $400.__
■

nnvalti

city.___

bright colors was lost i I
Friday evening, Jam 5th. Tl: e

A plaid scarf in

finder will receive a suitable reward and tb e
thanks of the owner by leaving it at this oflio

Parepa.—The managers of the Army an i
Navy Union Coourse are preparing to receii e
to-night the largest audience that ever assen
Certainly such strong a
hied at City Hall.
tractions are exceedingly rare in this cit.
IParepa, the matchless queen of song, Adelaic e
jPhillips, the cultivated singer and operatic a !tress.: Kudolphseus, the splendid basso, e d
^
The managers are to 1 *
Packard, the tenor.
commended for their efforts in bringing the: II
together before a Portland audience.
The Escaped Nun Coming to Portland.
Tlie well known and accomplished Miss Edi h
O’Gorman, “the escaped Nun,’ for sevei *1
s Convent, Ho
years an inmate of St. Joseph
her startli ig
son City, New Jersey, will deliver
City Ha
on “Life in a Convent,” at
_

jeiyture

Jan. 11th. S ie
this \ 'ee'c' Thursday evening,
*)een 8PealciuS to crowded I.WU es
has rece.''t*y
’es- See advertisement in arum e"
in
»!»*> read the following noti se
ment column,
Journal:
Bostok
the
from
is possessed of prepr sMiss Edith O’Gormau
manners, is of fine personal appearam e>

other'cit

sessing
Last eve iand speaks distinctly and fluently.
of Conve
ing she portrayed various features
m the Conve It

life, giving her own experience
of St Joseph, Hudson City, New Jersey, fro III
which place, after several years coiinnemei it,
The various points
she made her escape.
the preliminary ceremonies of taking tlieve
the order of daily life in a nunnery, the recjui. -cment of confessions, the treatment of sebok vs
in the ltonian Catholic Orphan Asylums, t
want of Bibles in the schools, &c., these poir
the lecturer took up aud inveighed agaii ist

•j1

strongly.

the

Mississippi

was

referred.

The communication of the State Treasurer,
with the report for 1871, was referred.
Petitions Presented and Referred—Of Heath
Post G. A. R., at Gardiner, to abate the poll
tax of pensioners; of G. W. Ayer, of Water-

ville, for bounty; of Daniel Bunker, to be set
off from Benton and annexed to Fairfield; of
S. Dunbar and 77 others, for annexation of a
part of Letter E Plantation to Madrid; of selectmen of Eustis, that their

doings

be

legal-

ized.—Adjourned.
WASHINGTON.
MUTILATED CURRENCY

AT

POST OFFICES.

Washington, Jan. 8.—The Post Office Department directs the receipt of mutilated currency at the post office on the same ■terms as
officers of the Treasury Department.
THE AMOUNT OF DEFICIENCY.

Secretary Bout well sent to the House of Rep-

resentatives to-day estimates of the appropriations to supply defieiucies for the years of 1871
and 1872. The aggregate amount is $1,232,000.
THE LOUISIANA SCANDAL.
a lie

Ajuuisiaua

memuers ui

receipt of

v/ungrepa

are

111

numerous telegrams from New Orleans relative to the condition of affairs there.
One of the dispatches says the Mayor has telegraphed to President Grant recommending the
declaration of martial law, and other prominent citizens concur with him.

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 8.—Mr. Fenton made a
speech in support of the hill to reorganize the
customs service, and setting forth the
alleged

which was

prosperity of the

and the Atlantic and the

Pour hundred million bushels of grain are now
frozen up in the Erie canal, and it was said to
him that it would require all the rolling stock
of the Hew Yow Central road from the 1st of
to the 20th of March to transport the

abuses in the New York Custom House. He
pointed out as the moat noticeable feature of
the present customs system, the enormous emoluments of collectors, navaiofflceys and surveyors and the peculiar and pernicious practice by
which they are obtained. Alluding to the port
of New York, he said that the officers named
received fixed salaries, and in addition are entitled to Bhare in the proceeds of all fines, forfeitures and penalties collected in their several
districts. From an incomplete report of the
Secretary of the Treasury it appears that the
United States received from these sources between Jan. 1, 1868, and Nov. 30, 1870, at the
ports of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, New
Orleans and San Francisco $10,163,577, from
which amount there was paid to collectors,
The
naval officers and surveyors $305,427.
records of the Commissioner of Customs show
that during fourteen months included between
June 1,18J0, and July 31, 1871, the collector at
New York collected in fines, penalties and forfeitures 3692,814, of which his share was $54,927. The appraised value of the goods seized
at the port ot New York alone during the years
Mr. Fenton
1868-69 and ’70 was $900,245.
to others as to himself
thought it must appear of
an interesting subject
inquiry how it was
possible for the Qpj epimcnt to receive from all
the ports named as the amount realized on the
sale of goods by collectors only oUmjf pne half
the appraised value of the goods seized in New
York alone. Mr. Fenton continued at length.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following fiftls wpre introduced and referred:—By Mr. Trumbull, to further regulate
the appelate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
and to prevent delay therein, providing; among
other things, that ordinary civ'll Suits he not appealed to the Supreme Court unless th« matter
in dispute exceeds the value of $5000, hut allowing appeals in criminal cases where the sentence of death or other infamous punishment
has bean rendered'by a Circuit Court—referred
to Committee on Judiciary; by Mr. Spencer, to
regulate oommeree among fjm several States,
providing general authority ail'd specific regulations, under which any number Of persons may

incorporated for the purpose of conrailstructing, leasing and operating canals,
roads and oilier highways or carrying on the
tw0
or
more
express business through any
States—Referred to Comuiitteg pf| Commerce;
by Mr. Carpenter, authorizing thp President to
accept the resignations of judges pf any Court
of the Uuited States permanently disabled from
efficiency and the continued payment to them
of their salaries; by Mr. Pomeroy; for the relief of settlers on the Osage lands in Kansas; a
bill granting land# iff thr International Ocean
Telegraph Company in Florida; ajsu q. hill
granting 1,000,000 acre# of public lands to the
District of Columbia for the support of public
schools; by Mr. Wilson, to make an appropriaHun in fiiit.iMfv t,li« claims of Miss Anna Ella
Carroll, of Maryland, for services iu furnishing
valuable information iu the War Department
during the late rebellion.
Mr. Sumner presented several petitions and
memorials for th» passage of his supplementary
civil rights bill'.
On motion of Mr, Hamlin the Copimittee on
Retrenchment were authorized to continue their

become

investigations.

January

awaiting an outlet, He submitted
these remarks as a partial report, promising a
more formal one at an adjourned meeting,
The Committee on nominations reported the

At 2.30 o’clock the Senate went into executive
session and soon after adjourned.

following list of officers for election:
President—\V. S, Dana.
Vice Presidents—A. K, ghurtleff, H. J. Libby,
X. Washburn, Jr.

the European government., relative to tlie Atlantic ana Pacific ship canai.
Referred on Mr. Bank's motion to the Foreign
Committee.

grain

now

HOUSE.

Lynch, of Me., offered a resolution requesting the President to ascertain the views of
Mr.

N. Rich.
Treasurer—Charles H. Haskell.
Directors—S. J. Anderson, T. C. Herse.v, J.
W. Perkins, William Deering, G. C. Tyler,
Jacob S. Winslow, James S. Bedlow.
Port Wardens—John Hasty, Geo. W. Davis.

Secretary—M.

The Society is iu a most flourishing conditio ,
embracing 49 member out of about 150 Scand
navians in the

on

Company, with accompanying bill,

Niagara Ship Canal. It was a working Convention, and though the Western members
sought to embarrass the main questions with
side issues, they were voted down and the
friends of memorials to Congress prevailed. The
question of transportation of grain to the seaboard is the great question discussed in the
West, and the inadequacy of railroad accommodations is alleged by tlie fnends of the great
lake routes. The chief opposition to the measure is at Buffalo, which demands that the great
grain crop of the West shall go through their
gimlet-hole and be taxed there. They are how
burning corn because it is the cheapest fuel.

Presentation.—At the High Street Sabbath
School Sunday noon one of Rogers’ groups oi
statuary was presented to the retiring Superintendent, Deacon Brown Thurston, by the oldei

4Dity flail

petition of J. S. Wheelwright and others
Bangor, for an act of incorporation under
the title of the Orono Woolen Manufacturing
The

remarking that the objects of the meeting were
bea system of regular steam communication

—

a

for the

Mitchell of

of

Chas. M. Davis, Hall L. Davis and Charles
E. Cram were appointed by the Chair to nominate officers for the ensuing year.
While the committee were absent a report
from the committee appointed to attend the
Convention at Detroit was called for, and Mr.
T. C. Hersey made an informal statement, first

meeting was well sustained and of a cheerful,
ihealthful tone. We append the theme prepared by the Evangilical Alliance for to-day:
Humiliation :—for
Tuesday, January 9.
.personal and national sins, with acknowledge1 ment of Divine judgments; for weakness of
ifaith, disobedience and worldliness in the
ichurch, with confession of unfaithfulness.

_g»ntor£ft.inmAnt

projected

Limington,

ation.

city.

and
E. P.

Brackett of

On Elections—Webb of Waterville, White of Rocklaud, Weston of Levant, Estes of Lincoln. Prescott of
Hartland, Harmon of Buxton, Wood of Drew Plant-

He urged

Week of Pkayer.—Interesting union exercises were held last evening at the Payson
Memorial Church appropriate to the week of

largely

Hampden,
Troy.
of

progress which had been made in this direction.
a more general and cordial co-operathe business men of Portland in all
tion

__

Scandinavian Ball.—The Scandinavia!
Society of this city organized a few weeks sine
proposes to hold its first ball Tuesday evenini
Jan. 16th. The dances on the occasion will b
those of the native land of the Scand:

Bills on the Third Reading—Phillips of Orrington,
Benuett of Parsonstield, Hays of Lebanon, Reed of
Waldoboro, Butterfield of Sidney, Kiug of Lyndon,
Wadsworth of Hiram.
Pay Roll—Folsom of Oldtown, Bailey of Auburn,
Woodbury of Houlton, Bliss of Washington, Butler

special prominence. He thought that all the
matters in regard to railroads and their entry
into the city, now discussed, would result within a year or two in giving a new staff to the
prosperity of Portland. He then spoke at
some length of the movement which had been
inaugurated to promote and increase manufacturing in this city, referring especially to the

ton

•cies, personal, relative and national.

of Van Buren.

President Dana said it was customary for the
President of the Board at this time to offer
some formal remarks, but he was not accustomed to speech-making. The work of the past
year had not been marked by any event* of

ley, Treasurer.

ed clerk.

future time,

at some

OF TIIE IlODSE.

Tliomaston, C&rleton of Whitefield, Butler of Hampden, Pike of Calais, Knight of Portland and Keegan

granted.

Gammon,

COMMITTEES

Change of Names—Barker of Exeter, Wilson of

PORT WARDENS’ REPORT.
The Port Wardens heg respectfully to submit
the following report for the last year:—We have
visited officially 135 vessels during the' year,
comprising 25 British steamships, 3 American
do, 3 sailing ships (Br), 13 British barks, 3
American do. Hi British brigs and 11 American
do; also 7 British and 13 American schooners;
making a total of 64 foreign, 28 American and
43 coasting vessels. We found the cargoes of
the above vessels generally in good order, with
some exceptions, where damage was sustained
in the had weather of winter months. We
have attended to the discharge of the European
steamers, which we have found W’ell stowed
and dunnaged and generally delivered in good
John Hasty, j Port Wardens
order.
" arlens'
E. D. Choate, j10rt
Mr. Hersey, for the Committee on Merchants’
Exchange, stated that their formal report was
not ready to be submitted, and asked leave to

in concurrence.
from the other Board

LEGISLATURE.

Burlington,Perkins

To the officers and members of the Board of
Trade of Portland:
Your committee appointed at the request of
the Chief Signal officer, in the early part of
last year, for the purpose of exer using all necessary supervision over the affairs of the Signal

And these gentlemen were
elected by ballot.—Adjourned.

MASSACHUSETTS.
SUIT AGAINST BOSTON AND MAINE

INJUNCTION

[Special to Press.]
Boston, Jan. 8.—.A receipt has been filed in
the Clerk’s office of the K ipreme Couri, denying the motion for an injunction. This estab-

lishes the validity of the issue of the new stock
in the manner proposed.
DISASTERS AT SEA.

Schooner Edwin Bowl, from Boston for Amboy, went ashore Sunday morning on Great
Point, Nantucket. Wreckers are at work upon
her, and she will probably be got off.
Schooner T. W. Alien, of Dennysville, was
passed near Cross Kip Light Ship to-day with
masts cut away, and in tow of schooner Onward
of Nantucket,

Mr, Hale, of Me., introduced a hill to relieve
American built vessels from import duties or
articles entering info [.heir construction, repair
and use. He moved t’iie prurimjs question but

not sustained, 5i) to 64.
Sir. Dawes stating that the subject was already before the Ways and Means Committee.
Mr. HaV) gopsented to reference, but a discussion arose, Muost'S, Cox and Eldridge exan action would
pressing .the belief that such
be the burial of the hill, as that committee had
all
such
matters.
of
been the grave
Mr. Dawes remarked that the committee had
not had not had tin(e t!J d'g anybodys grave.
The yeas and nays were demanded) when the
morning hour expiring the bill went over until
next Monday.
Mr. Slocum, of N. Y., offered a resolution
asking the Secretary of the Treasury, whether
the visit of a large "number pf federal ottic
in New York State to Albany to Influence the

was

subsequently

organization of the Legislature is consistent
witli the civil service policy adopted by the department, and if not so, whethor they have
not been reprimanded or otherwise puuished.
Mr. Butler, of Mass., objected.
TENSIONS AND BOUNTIES.

On motion of Mr. Platt, of Va., the Military
Committee were instructed to inquire into the
of bounpropriety qf permitting the payment
time of enties to men yvho
“I1

NEW YORK,
HERALD

.MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
_

great de-

Special Notice.—Owing to flje
maud for reserved seats for the X’arepa voircprt
this evening, and the fact that all of the statloiiaiy seats have been disposed at an earlj

hour yesterday, fhe committee have given
ders to sell a limited nunjber of gqllery chairs,
commencing this morning at C. W. Giijtey &
Co’s. No seats will be sold below at any price,
or-

___..

decline wher. attackei
vapidly does health
bv kidney, bladder and glandular diseases
mental and physical .jpbility, diabetes, gravel
female irregularities and wVpJjcs of the urino
be 1‘ist i1 1
genital organs, that no time shouid
of an occasional dose of Smolan
Bo

partaking

dek’s BucUu, which will drive all the abovi
complaints out of the system, and a restoratioi 1

surely ensue,

jaubth-eodlv

'■

The Committee on Invalid pensions was instructed to inquire into the propriety of allow
ing pensions to the widows of soldiers of 1812,
who were mained during their term of service,
hilt after enlistment.
Oi* motion of Mr. Upton, of Ohio, the Corn
mittee o'u Givi} Scjvicg Reform, was instructed
to inquire into the propriety "id providing foi
appointments to he made from the State'In pro
giving preference t*
portion to the population,
honorably discharged soldiers and sailors.
Mr. Gugliji;, »f Cal-, asked leave to offer :
resolution iijstru'cUng li,^ Judiciary Committei
to inquire into tluv Conduct" oj 'toe judicia

Louisiana legislative muddleMr, Butler, of Mass., objected.
The resolution oftcred toy Jijr. Kellogg, o:
Conn., before the recess, directing the Commit
tee on Ways and Means to report a hill repeal
ing the income tax, came up on a motion t<
suspend the rules for its adoption.
Mr. Dawes demanded the yeas and nays an<
it was not sustained. Yeas 71, nays 80. [Anion;
the former were Frye, Lynch and Peters, whil
Hale voted nay.

RESPECTING

RUMORS

SPANISH MAP-

TRS.

New York, Jan. 8.—A special Philadelphia
to the Herald states that President
Grant yesterday admitted having^ five days
Tlie
since demanded an apology frommonitors now fitting out at Philadelphia are
not intended to proceed to Spanish waters unless Spain refuses to apologise and remunerate
the outrage on steamer Florida.
The President thinks tlie outrage was the result of rush Spanish subordinates. It is reported that sharp words passed between the
Spanish Minister Boberw U4<i Secretary Fish
and the former demanded his passport,

despatch

Spain.

« «■ ...

■ ***—,BI—

United Statfes 5-20’s 1865, new....
I United States 5-20’s 1867...4. JU
United States 5-20’s 1868.uj
United States lO-lO’s., coupon. lPi
Currency 6’s;....jy
The following were the
closing quotations <

DOMINION OV CANADA,
DESTRUCTIVE

FIRE.

Mocks.

Halifax,

N. S., Jan. 8.—A fire at the raildepot last night destroyed the engine house
way
and eleven locomotives, ten of which were
owned by the Dominion Government and one
by the Windsor & Annapolis Railway. It is
reported that one man was buried iu the ruins.

Western Union Telegraph
Pacific Mail..

£enJra|}U1d

xr’ v’
N.
\. Central and

Tombs which has been refitted for him.
John Graham and the rest of counsel held an
is no excitement about the Tombs and no signs
of a riot. The court of sessions is held in the
Tombs building. The coroner’s jury met there
Stokes' counsel were present
at three o’clock.
also Judge Fullerton and Clias. S. Spgucer to
of
the interests
Fisk’s relations.
Stokes was brought into court and attempted
Coroner Young called
to appear unconcerned.
the names of the jury, when John Graham
to
be a murderous feelseemed
said that there
ing ill the air and he wished to submit two le-

gal points.
The coroner said that the inquest was regular
and wouldn’t allow any interference of the

I9(

CHICAGO,

councel.
Mr. Graham persisted, saying he demanded
testimony to be taken as to tlie state of Fisk’s
body at the time he received the fatal wounds,
in order to see if he were as pacific a man as
unprotected.
represented and if he were utterly
Gralnun based this point on the act of 1871,
with
the body of
which forbids tjie interference
a murdered man before the arrival of the corThe coroner here checked Graham, sayoner.
ing lie would do his duty.
He called John J. Second, the door-boy (if
the Grand Central Hotel, who testified to the
arrival of Fisk at the hotel, asking for Miss
Morse. The boy said that he would see if she
was in.
Fisk was going up a few steps ahead pf him
when the first shot was fired, and fell saying,
Oh!
Fisk then rose and a second shot was
fired, Fisk falling and sliding down some six
feet. He then got up and after looking to see
if Stokes was there, walked up StftifW and was
Saw Stokes with
taken to the reception room.
his left arm on the balustrade; had something
in his hand but could not see what. Stokes
went lute the hotel ten minutes before Fisk.
Did not see any of the parties agaiu until Fisk

recognized Stokes afterwards,
Tlios. Hart, door-boy at the Grand Pgntral
Hotel testified that he saw Fisk going upstairs;
saw Stokes coming along the hall from the first
parlor, lie was alone and walked stealthily as

if he wanted to comp on some one. Heard him
say “now I have” or some S«ch words, then he
Fisk was on the third step
fired two shots;
and when the shot was fired, said “Oh! don't,"
Stokes put his hand in his right pocket, and afterwards saw him throw something into the
shot there.”
parlor. Stokes said “(here is a man
Witness “yes, and your the man that shot him.”
There was more testimony in too same hue,
also that of a hackman who took Stokes' from
the City Hall 1’ark to a point near the Grand
Central Hotel, during which time Stokes did
not leave the carriage.
FUNERAL HONORS.

A large crowd blocked up the streets around
the Grand Opera House all the morning. The
body of Fisk was removed from his residence
to the large hall of the Erie railway directors
v/pera. nuuse,

in me

wueic

u waa

pi«*c**u

uu

The hall was covered with a network of black and white festoon*, black drapery depending from the cornices and covering all
the doors. At either end of the casket containing the body were beautiful device* of anOn
chors, crowns, Sc., in white caroelias.
either side of the casket were national flags
and the regimental standard of the 9th regiment, and a large picture of the deceased stationed at the head of the casket. The officers
of his regiment bore the body from his residence
to the Opera House, where it lay in state, and
an immense concourse of people filed in to take
a last view of the deceased,
TltO body was
dressed in the uniform of Colouel of the 9th
a
face
wore
The
slight expression of
regiment.
pain, hut was otherwise natural. His cap and
sword lay on the top of the casket. A large
number of prominent citizens joined in the
ranks which filed past the remains to take a
last look. The procession marchfcd in tile following order from the Grand Opera House:—
Double platoon of police; full baud of the 9th
regiment, playing the Dead March of Saul;
about 1000 Erie officers and employees; then
the 9th regiment with full ranks and arms reCol.
versed ; iieyt cqrne tipi heaisp, fol|osyed
Fisk’s favorite black charger fully caparisoned
and led by a colored groom; following were offinational guard, a
cers of each regiment, the
long line of carriages extending half a mile,
foremost of which were Jay Gould, President,
and other officers of the Erie railroad; officers
of tjic Narragansett Steamship Company, &c.
The procession an* pyef a mile long. All the
windows, balconies, stoops of houses, anil
the streets and avenues were crowded with
spectators. Scores of carriages fell into line on
The procession proceeded to the
the route.
when the remains were
New Haven

fippot,

the trqiii, pud, accompqiijtifi by officommitcers of the 9th regiment aiid various
tees, left for Brattleboro, Vti, where funeral
ceremonies |gij| tq!fe place. None were observon

ed here.

A FALSE REPORT.

The rumor current this afternoon that Stokes
had committed suicide at the tombs, proved

Unfounded.
CONNOLLY.

Ex-Comptrolier Connolly is ppt i ij the city.
His friends say he can return in four hour's if
wanted, but refuse to disclose the place of his
retreat.
CUSTOM HOUSE INVESTIGATION.

Mr. Rp(d sqid

custom house official of modgave q rejjofter $5000 to
start a magazine, without taking any "receipt.
He read a letter from one F.P. Rentew, stating that the firm of Toodhumder & Co., recently had their hooks seized and a claim of $100,000 was made on them, which finally dwindled
down til $2500.
Thos.'Hqyt, irqp iippoyter, testified to having
the book* seized and’ examined ami tliqt the
government officer alleged that the firm owed
the government $81,000, but he (Hoyt) alleged
that he didn’t owe the government a cent.

erate

salary

a

rebeijtly;

TI8GIWIA.
MARINE TNTJSLLIGpNpE.
Norfolk, Jan. 8.—The three masted schooner asliqreqt Cffiritutck is the Marion, from Boston for Baltimore, She |s jp ba'ls*! and will
probably be got on without injury.
The brig Sarah Peters, before reported ashore
at Body Island, lias gone to pieces.
The schooner C. M. Pratt, water-logged, was

taken in tow three miles north of Hatteras on
the Itb inst, by wrecking steamer Resolute,
but wept down in fiffeqn fathoms of water
twelve miles off here."

ILLINOIS.
PACIFIC

BAIL80AP TWAINS,

Chicago, Jan. 8.—The Northwestern train
last night brought passengers and mails from
San Francisco Dec. 19th, 20th, 22d and 20th.
The passengers numbered about 800.

31ETKVK4»L<|GI(;j|l<t
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

W ar

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal

)

>.
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
J%n. 8 (7.00 P. M.)J
Probabilities-Northerly winds with partially

cloudy and clear weather are probable for Tuesday in the Southern and Gulf States. A rising
barometer and clearing weather from Virginia
to New York; clouijy weattyef in lifew England.
The area of the highest pressure will move
northeast to Pennsylvania. A falling barometer and southerly winds will prevail from the
upper lakes to the Missouri valley, and threatening weather, with rain, will extend into Montana dv^riag
not

Tuesday. flaijgerous ^iqds
anticipated for tfreAtlautid andQnif States

are

to-ulght.

Weather

Report, Jan. 8, 19

P.

iff.

War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of

Commerce.
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Boston,.30.25 J9
Cliarlfcston.&.O. .30,31 4y
Clioyenne.W. T.30.02 55
Chicago.30.39 25
Corinne, Utah. .30.00 40

Imlianapolis.... 30.42

Key West.30.22
Mt. Washijl gton.30,03
Ne\V'Orleans. 30.39
New YorJc..\ .-0Q:^5
Norfolk.30.25

Qiijaha..30.16
PfttHburg.,f»o:a9
Portland.30,20
San Francisco .29.76

Savannah.30.33
Washington-30.2^
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on a

dressing-table,

er.

knows that he is

Women are fond of

of their

thinking
admiration;

of the formhence

one

a

ALL INSTRUMENTS USED IN

BANDS;
ALSO

Guitars, (including Martin’s celebrated
Guitars,) Violoncellos, Double Basses, Concertinas, trench and German Accordeons, Flutinaa,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Flutes, Piccolos aud Flageolets,
with all tilings needed iu their use or repair, as
STRINGS, Bows, Ft?g», Finger Boards, Bridges,

VIOLINS,

Earopeau Jlarkot*.
Liverpool, Jan. 8—10.30 A. M.—Cotton advancMiddling uplands 10} (c£ 10Jd; do Orleans
10| @ I0}d; sales 20.000 bales.
ing.

London, Jan. 8—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 92} for
money and account.
American Securities—U, {?. ^20’s 1002,92: do 1865,
old, 93} j de 186?, 94}; \J. g. 10=4^8, 92.

Reeds, Scfe^a, Ae.

ing requested to send it for publication in the
columns of your journal, I beg leave briefly to
tax your patience and generosity.
For the past six months I have used this extract in many cases affecting the mucous membranes, and in almost eyery case it has given
entire satisfaction.
In abrasion of the os and
eervex uteri, when applied in its full strength
by means of a pledget of cotton, I have found
it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodine,
In endometritis it lias proved equally satisfacI have used it with perfect success in
tory.
acute and chronic vaginitis, by applying it in
I have also
its full strength every other day.
used it in several cases of gonorrhea, and must
say that I vastly prefer it to the vaunted remedy of claret and tannin.
It is certainly a most valuable astringent and
tonic; and I doubt not that it will very soon
have its place in our Materia Medica.
121 East 35th St.
For sale by W. W. Whipple & Co. Portland,
and by Druggists generally.
dec23-lw
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Cloudy

Clear
Clear

Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear

Fait
Eafr

Cloudy
CJdudy
pleat*'

Clpaf
Clear

H’yrahi
Clear

LI snow

Cloudy

Montreal.30.39 zero
Clear
Barometer corrected for temperature and elevatio"

Tuning Ham-

Ill

111}
109}
104}

LITTLE AND

90}

LITTLE AND

78

LITTLE AND

MISS. EDITH

deliver her Startling and Thrillimg
Lecture
entitled “LIFE IN A t'ONVKNT.’’
Mlw
O’Gorman ha. had a personal experience of the
most

thrilling character,

chapters of which she will
deep interest to thousands,
having been a Nun herself, Is ca-

some

relate.

It Is a subjeet ot
and Miss
O’Goraian,

pable of giving a vivid picture of the interior of
»uch
an institution.
It only occurs once in a life
time,
that the public have an
of
opportunity
hearing an
Escaped Nun lecture on Convent Life. She will relate how she became converted TO
PROTESTANTISM. This Will be one of the most
interesting and instructive lectures ever given in this city. She has recently been .peaking to crowded houae. in other
cities, the largest hall, being Ailed to
overflowing.
Ticket.35 cents; Reserved .eats only 15cent,
extra.
Now for sale at Hawes A
Cragtn’s Music Store 77
Middle Street.
to get
Unsure
JUDblu

Will commence

wl3

OFTEN

MUSIC IIALL,

The meat Economical and

Friday

TEA!

“WHITE’S

SPECIALITY
DYSPEPSIA.”

position yet diacarered, far general

FOR

BOSTON,

lust what you want for WOOLENS,

01.00

PRICE

MASS.

rujitiviiN o

dell

SAVE YOUR MONEY!
You

BY

uu.,

PHILLIPS «& CO
eodlm

BRANCH

Creat Deal of

a

d

\
Hard Labor.

OFFICE

-OF THE-

PHCENIX

MUTUAL

Life Insurance

PORTLAND, ME.,

to its greatly shortening washing
besides having their clothes look much nicer than by the old
method of washing. It has no superior for general
house work, such as cleaning PAINT, scruVbing
FLOORS, washing CROCKERY, TIN or cooking
utensils.

days,

Tlie OLD PHCENIX was organized in 1851, Its assets are over $7,5UOfUOO and are rapidly increasing.—
It lias $150 of assets to each $100 of liabilities. It issuess all kind of Policies, Life and Endowment.
Its
rates of insurance are as low as any Company can offer with safety.
No extra charge for Insuring the lives of females or
railroad employees. No increase of rates for residence

Krery Hounckerper nhon Id try it!
ONLY

13

CENTS

PER

or occupation.
The company being purely mutual, all profits arc
divided among the policy holders by an annual dividend on the contribution plan.
All policies are non-forfeit able, therefore no loss to
the insured, provided parties are obliged to discon-

POUND.

Manufactured only by

AUCTION SALES.

AGENTS WANTED.
Good reliable and active men wanted as agents—
Guarantees will be given to the right kind of men.

SOLE AGENTS

Apply by
A. F. SAUNDERS and THOS. S. HOYT,

0?“The Agent Is in town for
order at once.

a

day or

so.

letter

or

{lersonally to

REYNOLDS & TIFFT,
State Agents, Portland, Me.

aug29tf

Important

99 Court at., (Room 3), Bo.ton.

will do well to

to

Trappers A

Hunters.

valuable receipts
undersigned
bait and attracting game from 50to 100
THEscenting
of the United
which I will send to
has two

for

rods,

any part
for fifty cents.
Address CHAUNCEY S.
w42
3m
BRANCH, Plantsville, Conn.

Grocers

States

Notice.

hereby given that it is the intention
of the Portland and Rochester Railroad to
NOTICE
is

apply

to the next Legislature of Maine, for the right to extend their track from Portland to Bath, Maine.
Per Order of the Directors.
w48
Portland, Nov. 27, 1871.

CERTIFICATE GRATIS.

Portland, Dec. 26, 1871.
This is to certify that I have used
the Boston Granulated Soap in
my Family for the past year, and

like it very well. There is one
thing about it, it is the best soap I
Receipt* bj Railroad* and Steamboat*, have ever
used, and those to whom
Steamer Chesapeake from New York^169
1 have given it will say the same.
u«ues rags, o uo rope, 100 uiuik. moiasses, \z uo looae
co, 4 do glassware, 54 tea molasaea, 27 casks soda ash,
There is no trouble to use it; put it
5 do Paris white, 60 bbls. whiting, 5 do alcohol, 7 do
oysters, 25 do molasses, 4 do uaruish, 8 do oranges, 51
iu the tub with the water and
kegs white lead, 20 do soda, 300 half chests sea, 160
bdls. paper haugings. 8 do steel, 6 do wire work, 20 do
clothes, and you can see the dirt
paper, 225 bxs canned goods, 442 do tin plate, 170 bxs
start out without any labor,
II
window glass, 60 do v. bitters, 100 do tobacco, 25 do
starch, 20 do hardware, 40 do drugs, 25 do soap, 40 do does not rot the clothes that I have
Htarch, 11$ do tajrins, 70 rcjljg leather, 5 bags rice, 20 seen in the
year we have used it,
hair obis. syrup, 6 irates ’seNyiqg rqacgines, 8 tubs
butter, 10 boxes candles, 8 bbls. hardware, 1 piano, 150 and I will say this much. I have
sundries.
pkgs
Steamer Forest City from Boston—32 cases
got a good Washing machine, but
sew.ng machines, 6 boxes and 10 bales domestics, 3 do
since using this soap can do the
carpetjng, 50 casks nails, 32 window weights, 49 bbls.
flour, 15 coils oqrdagq, 1 hqr fresh fish, J4 bbls, rosin, washing easier without the ma200 bdls ir6n, 4 piano forte, JO bagp rice, 4 do feathchine, than we could using the
ers, 30 bbls. oil, 76 pckgs t5 ordofs; for Canada and
up country—760 bags rags, 27 casks Oil, 2f0 boxes fin,
other washing soaps with the ma40 bales wool, 10 bbls' pork, 1 boiler, 46 window
weights, 100 bdls leather, 200 bales rags, 100 pkgs to chine.
order.
One thing more, I will say I dom
get five or ten dollars for this no,
New York fttock and Money Market.
New York, Jan. 8—Morning.—Gold 109J. Money
tice, but do it of my own free will,
7 per cent.
State
Sterling Exqhangp 1094 ® lOUi.
5
ns I really think if any person will
<*a# w*
s y
The following are the forenoon quotations of South- give it one fair trial they wi
ern securities;
the same.
Tennessee 6’s, new.
63J
JOHN F. BRETT,
Virginia 6’s, new. 52
Missouri 6’s ex-int. 95fr
*6 Portland St.
Louisiana 6’s, old. 60
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
F. S. One first-class WasUiut
Alabama 5’s. 60
machine for
Georgia 7’s. 7t
sale, the owner tiav.
North Carolina 6?s, new*. 15
in« no further use for it. Will sel
South Carolina 6’s, new'...
45
cheap.
J.F. B.
for Pacific KaliThq following vyer.v! 14®
quotations
1
1
1
dec27
3t*
roqd securities»

cotton

64x40, tureo storie§.

h»r

^doku

made

suitable for

a

correct and

exten-

dams,

cn-

nesses, oxen, Stc., a schedule of which may be seen
at the office of the Company. No. 13 Broad Street,
Boston, Mass., and No. 17 Exchange street, Portland
Maine.
The Portland and Ogdcnsbnrg Railroad, running
directly through the premises, affords excellent focilltief for the shipment of merchandise to and from the
Works.
The above property will be sold for Cash, and a 4eof ten (10) per cent, of the purchase money will
I
be required from the buyer at the time of sale, and
balance upon delivery of the deeds.
Cars leave Portland, via Portland, aud Qgdensburg Railroad, at 7.40 A. M.
Further particulars can be obtained at the office ot
the Company,

13, Broad ftfreet, Boston, Mass.
ARTHUR WILLIAMS,
dec 28-eodtjanl then edts
Treasurer.
CHOICE

Groceries and Store

AT
On

AUCTION !

Monday, January 15th, 1879,
At

9 1-9 .’clack P. 18.

WE

Ac.
Also a few very choice old Wines, Tobacco and Cigars, Demijohns, Jugs, Flasks. Ac. At same tlmo
the Stove, Fountains, Show Cases, Tobacco Case,
Tin Tea Show Caddies, Coffee Bins,
Large Platform
Seale weighs 7500 lbs. Counter Scales, Double Standing Desk, Sitting Desk, ono traverv runner Pong,
nost new, 1 Grocer Wagon and Harness.
The above stock consists of tho choicest
goods tha
market affords. Many of the lots are small, making
it for the interest of customers to attend the sale.
F. O. BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
ja9td

BANK11UPTCY.—District Court of the United
States for the District of Maine. In the matter
of .JABEZ C. WOODMAN, Bankrupt.
Pursuant to an order of the Court, the second general meeting of the creditors of said Bankrupt wlU be
held at Portland in said District ou the twenty-seventh day of January, 1872, at» o'clock a.
m, at the
office of James D. Fessenden, one of the ltegisters tn
Bankruptcy in said District, for the purposes named
in the twenty-seventh section of the Bankrupt Act of

IN

au,

waivu

lcu'

Date.I at laid

Jail-16-wl2

Portland, January 6th, 1672.
GEORGE F. EMERY, Assignee.

11. Iv. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
assortment of
Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit

NO

hatters at

wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 411
Consignments not limited.
1*68.
dtf

Sure
escription of goods.

have been
as arc

Fixtures!

.hall sell the splendid stock of groceries in
Store of NA.1U EL III ADWH'K, 98 Exchange street; said stock consists of a spleiMitd assortment of English Sauces and Pickles, Jellies.
Canned Goods.
Flavoring Extracts, Pure Spices,Teas.
Cofl'eeB, Huntley and Palmer's Biscuits and Crackers, Sperm auil Parraflne Candles, Choice Groceries.

February 11,

most

comprehensive National

A GOOD

At 132 Middle Street.
Also

a large stock of Rubber Boots and Overshoes,
for Men, Women and Children.
n. a. pai. her
4afoj<xU» 3w

WANTED!
OPEN

IT DARK

COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized
The

SIZES

a

OF

|

j

AND

AND

OTHER

C

a

large

OIL,

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR THIS

NO

GLOUSY.

liquid form,

COCOA-NUT

Portland, Sara A Portsmouth R
H. Company.
\
No 56 payable January 2.1. 1872, b
[
Stockholders of record December 23d, 1871.
dc33 iatd
S. NOTT, Treaa.

DIVIDEND

GROWTH

THE

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
AND RENDERING

M. G, F.ILMKB.

Ja6dlw

BURNETT’S COCOAINE,

AT 132 MIDDLE STREET.

,

engagement, about Feb. 1, 1872, a
for a Grocery House.
and refers to present

FOR PROMOTING

SLIPPERS

Wanted.

an

traveling Salesman
experience,

Address “ACTIVE,” this office.

Slippers for Boys.
Slippers for Misses.
Slippers tor Children.
KINDS AND

for

man as

Has had eight years
and past emplovers.

Slippers for Men.
Slippers for Women,

OB’ ALL

ASSORTMENT OF

FOOT HOLDS, for Men& Women,

■SLIPPERS!

o

Slip Down!

Don’t

The nature, uses, and extraordinary sanitary
eftbets of Hoatettor's Stomach Bitters, the staple
tonic and alterative of more than half the Christian
world, are fully set forth in its pages, which are lnterspersed with pictorial illustrations, valuable recipes
for the household and farm, humorous anecdotes and
other instructive and amusing reading matter, original and select-oil. Among the Annuals to appear
with the opening of the year, this will be one of the
most useful, and may be had for the asking. The
proprietors, Messrs. Hostetter & Smith. Pittsburgh,
Pa., on receipt of a two cent stamp, will forward a
copy by mail to any person who cannot procure oftc
in his* neighborhood. The Bitters are sold Ul every
city, town and village, and are extensively used
throughout the entire ci\’)lUdd world.

dcl3-eod3w is

H

an

with

Calendar.

myllwtf,

j

nevet-foiling water-power,

plating investing in manufactures. Also will be sold
all the Company’s Trade marks, its Magazines
throughout the country, together with a large lot el
persoual property, consisting of materials, forming
tools, wagons, sleighs, sleds, horses, carriages, har-

amount of information interesting to the mei^hant,
the mechanic, the miner, the farmer, the planter, and

horse poorer th
ing ie all nety, can rtay on about
Entire yuar* no trouble from freshets. The propert
Wiinn* sold in yearly Installment's if desired. A aa\
arid shfrij'le mill and lath mill connected,'w|ll bc>
cd with the above property if wished for.
of
For further
1 particulars lr.«i»lre
Charles dartlett, wnton.

A

M^ne,

of health should read and ponder the valuable suggestions it contains. In addition to an admirable
medical treatise on the causes, prevention ami cure
of a great variety of diseases, it embraces a large

manufacturing. TbQ budding, \\ieeiand abaft

LADY canvasser for every town in Maine, t
sell an article, which will command a ready salt
and on w hich a Lady can make good
wages, For fu»
tlier particulars address DAVIS & CO., Portland
u
Me.
wl
3m

premises
Company, at
Neath Wind hem, Maine, on Thursday, Jan.
Uth. 1872, at 10 o’clork A. M., all the Real Estata,
Machinery and other property belonging to said Company, consisting in part of about 500 acres of vsduarble Timber, Pasture and Grass Lands, situated In
the towns south of Windham and Gorham,
(about 12 miles from Portland.) two sets of worto for
the manufacture of gunpowder, Superintendent's
house, boarding houses for workmen, storehouses,

English, German, French, Norwegian, Welsh,
Swedish, Holland, Bohemian and Spanish languages,
and all who wish to understand the true philosophy

on

Suitable

a

the

never

ing

te
vote of the Stockholders of the
PURSUANT
Oriental Powder Company, will be sold at PUBthe
of the

the United States
and all civiilized countries of the Western Hemisphere, is now published and ready for delivery, in

man; and the calculations
for such meridians and latitudes

Power Ac

THE—

Oriental Powder Co.

Hostctter’s United States Almanac for 1874, for

professional

Machinery,Water
—or

distribution, gixttis, throughout

Mx\\ fur Bale or Lease.
In Wilton,
the Wilton Depot,
Mill with
SITUATE
failing water power. The bu^ld
is
near

Real Estate A

The Great Pictorial Annual.

0

Central Pacific bonds.100
Union Pacific do. 90
Union Pacific stock. 29
Union Pacific land grants. 79
Union Pacific income bqnds.
83
New YoitK, Jan. 8—Money ranged from
i pc*;
ciifreiioy to 7 f>er Cent gold;1 and at tim6g
wasn. little active, but at the1 close the offerings were
liberal and calf loans' were made at from 5 to 6 per
Cent. It is reported that a portion os the Treasury
balmce-is to be deposited in N&tfottal Banks to pay
pensions which will make it accessible to bort/'wers
on call.
Sterling Exchange dull at 10H®1094. Gold
torched 109| oh warlike’ rumbi# and closed weak at
4W4@lp9|- Carrying rates Ttti\ per cent and l-32d
per day. Clearances §51,000,600. Governments quiet
add steady: The J'eeasuty pa|d opt to-,dgv g5$ft,( 0U
in gold on aqpoupt of'the January interest, and
$2J5;Ql]0 in gold ip redemption of 5=40 bonds.
The following arc the closing quotations of Govern-

LARGE AND IMPORTANT SALE OF

tinue their insurance.

The Boston Soap Company.

DAY 1

posit

Co.

Cor. Myrtle and Congress Sts.,

The many thousand families who have used it for
the last five years, all testify to its ECONOMY, and

O’

as

nals, &c., all in good order, and capable of running
a large number of mills, wldcli alone should command the attention of capitalists and others contem-

ALL DRUGGISTS.
^Wholesale Agents in Portland,

YOUR CLOTHING,

Jan. 12 k 13

Kathleen. To conclude with the
Screaming Farce of MY NEIGHBOR’S WIFE!
Prices as usual. Doors open at 7, curtain rises at
g o’clock.
H. Price Webber. Advance Agt.
^———————

sive and

them !

IT WILL

And Save

(Saturday Even’ga,

magazines, barns, wood-sheds, Sec.; also

PER BOTTLE.

FOB BALE

Theatre.

LIC AUCTION,

H.G.WHITE,

SAVE

k

PEEP

S7 Court Street, (Opposite Court H >use),

Because It will not shrink

York

OPENING BILL:

Prepared only by

waahlng.

Manager.

TWO NIGHTS ONLY.

and Low Spirits. In a short time
the head will be affected to that degree that renders it irksome and
oftentimes Impossible to attend to
the ordinary duties of lire, from
which stage of the disease one is
soon carried beyond the reach ol
remedies. Salety lies in the use ot

EHcienl Com*

same

PORTLAND.

PURCELL,

New

Food, Heartburn, Palpitation, Distention of the Bowels, Costiveness,

Soap!

the

FLORA MYERS’

Headache, Dizziness, Sleeplessness

Granulated

connection with

Also will commence hi*third term at
Hall on Friday Evening, Jan 12th.
Tickets, Gents $4. Lady $2.

A. W.

REMEMBER
IT,

In

jaSdt 12

The Symptoms of Dyspepsia are
Loss of Appetite, Wind, Rising oi
AND YOU WILL ALWAYS USE

course

HA.X.r.1
Monday Kerning. Jan. 8.
Tickets 75c, admitting Gent and Indy,

Flora Myers

TRY IT ONCE,

RAYMOND,

Us second

L ANCASTKR

OFTEN

OFTEN

-ly

eow

time.

Assembly.
his School at

OFTEN

HAIR

your ticket, and seat. In

MB. J. H.

OFTEN

O’GORMAN,

recently converted to Protestantism. Young, sprightly and smart, For several years an inmate of St. Josoph'tgConvent, Hudson City, New Jersey. She will

Social

DR. KENNEDY’S

BEST IN THE WORLD!

HALL,

THURSDAY EVE'G, JAY. 11.

LITTLE AND OFTEN

IS THE WAY TO USE

Foreign Export*.

1124

CITY

LITTLE AND OFTEN

MATANZAS.
Soli David Wasson—6,765 box
shooks.
HALIFAX. N. S.
Steamer Chase—1950 bbls.
flour, HO do oatmeal, 60 bush, peas, 60 do barley, 2122
do oats, 1 lot mdse.
ST. JOHN, N. B. Sell M. G. Collins—1550 bbls.
flour, 95 do oatmeal, 150 bush, beans, 1350 do barley,
235 bags bran,

1865,

and

NUN !

AT

....

THE

FINANCIAL. AND COH1REBCIAL

ment securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.UjU
United States 5-20’s 1862.110?
United States 5-20’s 1864.11 ul
1 Initial States 5-20’s
old.

ESCAPED

“rtlj__ __jundlatc

115}

■

*•

Pipes

LITTLE AND

purity.

By W. T. Walker, HI. B.
[From the Medical Record of November 1st, 1871,]
Having been requested to state what I know
therapeutically of Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of Pinus Canadensis, and furthermore be-

"anghTn
6*and

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
/nmtnuita Ow. I'.c.vl II,.... D

LITTLE AND

and

New York, 1st June, 1871.
For sale by W. W. Whipple & Co., Druggists, Portland, and by Druggists generally.
deoltith-lw

Extra Car. on the Spring street line will leave
Thomas Street at G.26 and 7.02 P. M.,
running direct
y
Congress .treet car. will leave
and A,la,ltic “'reel at
6 40 (itv
“I"
car9
wil1 ™n every twenty minute, until
oioL ,,. ty

best stock, or imported, and

LITTLE AND OFTEN

leucorrhcp 4wppear very rapidly under its use,
I have not time to say all that I could about
it; but I am sure that it will soon be recognized
as a valuable addition lo our Materia Medica.
Knowing Mr. Kennedy as I do,I can confidently oommend hi") to my professional brethren.
His method of manufacturing the extract is

strength

Stockbridge^Mu. J

LITTLE AND OFTEN

then be renewed.
In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginitis remedies in a few
days that had resisted the ordinary remedies
for weeks; I have seen granular erosions, with

to warrant it of uniform

Pitch

Manufactured of the
for skle by

w!

Supplementary Connie

LITTLE AND OFTEN

Thus applied, it
glycerine and rose-water.
should remain intact for two or three days and

as

Tuning Forks,

Also

mers.

janGtlHwt

such

*

STAFUto, Register.

perfect digestion, notify the idqod,

By J. Marion Aims, M?B*.
[From The Medical Gazelle of June 24tli, 1871.]
For about 8 months I have been using Kennedy’s CONqgNTUATftP Extract of Pinus
Canadensis in affections of the rectum, vagina
and cervix uteri, and I consider it a most valuable remedy. I have used it diluted with water as a vaginal wash, xvith great success; but I
prefer to apply it to the oa tincae on cotton
wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or

MaesacCkw di-

A true copy of the original order.
S2-3t
Attest, EDWARD R.

rr

..

door*

by C.

will commence Thursday evening, Jan. 18, at the Anny and Navy Hall
for further parUculajs see
Army A Navy Union Journal. Patrons of the regular course must positively
present their No. 8 Ticket at
Store by 1 uesday night, Jan i)th, in order to recelvo
the benellt of the one-third discount.
JaSdtf

deceased.
presented

MARY M. TOLMAN. late of Medford in the
of MP*-»t-sex, S ...c of
Authenticated
of will oud Cm’proropy
bate thereof, proved trad
allowed In said county of
aud pyii \ -iiliat the same
may be allowed
»md recorded in »W Onnty of Cumberland, presented hy Alexander M. Tolman, legatee under said will.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge,

longing* iS lO b? beautiful.

clear up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which gives
symmetry of fonn, blight eyes, white skin,
glossy hair and a genuine type of female loveliness, whi«h no cosmetic can produce.

11;

and convey

ten o clock in the
forenoop, which tune audptace'aJe
hereby assigned fir. bearpig said case, aud
be heard
iherpon, a„d object if they see cause.

—

BEHRENS, Accompanists.

<p>;

A

The

ip the manner as above ordered, the iirst publication to be at least thirty .lays before the time hereinaftor assigned, that all persons interested In
said mat.
ter, may api>ear ut a probate court, to be heU at said
Portland, on the iirst Tuesday of February next at

county
ceased.

I,,,,.

»'
concert at 8 o'clock.
Evening
fer sale at the usual
places and at the
°f reBerv,:d 9eat" for 9al'1

Gll'key Co1Bber

,_

by Samuel Rounds, the Eieogtof therein uameil.
the (hUowfog matter, it is ftirther Order,4yd upon
J ia, notice thereof be given in the newspapers
and

■

Union Pacific Railroad Sixes.
Union Pacific Land Grants 7s.

BCDOLPHMEN,

non.

New Orleans, Jan. 8.—Cotton firm; Middling
uplands 20} @ 2U}c.
New York, Jan. 8.—Cattle market
Receipts
62601 the market Wa* strong and active at 9®18c,
average 111c. Sheep— receipts 18,000: prices active
and
improving at 6f«:8}e. Hog*—receipts 19,200; live
10 10; dressed steady at
5(&5}c for live; 5}®6}c fpr
dressed.

The grand
secret of female beauty Is health, the power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of
wholesome food. Take Vinegar Bitters. It
will cleanse the stomach, tone the vital organs,

give

tickets

Lovejoy,
AdJ

of
w«yDIf'E'JEPAyES’lat0
Port,aI>|lj
Will and petition for the
probate thereof,

8,~<?9{t0“ Str6H8i MiddHP* t>P-

A Beautiful Woman.—The perceptive faculty of women is usually keener than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know
that beauty Jollier ['mn genius is worshipped
by the sterner sex. A man may talk of the latter to his lady-love, but the keenness of the
woman

C. PACKARD,
T«m,
J. F.

a.hS*SJS!

Prncnnri

personal^eault

Phillips,

HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR,

B, THOMPSON, late of Portland, deceased, Petition for license to sell and couvey real
estate, presented by Ralph Butler, Administrator de
bonis

unchanged.—

P4*»6n »M?ck liiai,
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Jan, 8.]
United States Sixes. 1881.
United States 5-20s, 1867,.
July, 1865.
American Gold.
Eastern Railroad.

F.

tte Sof P,ai*J
of

BY

CONTRALTO,

S.

ministrator.
SAHAH

jauStb-wd^&wlt

*

catafalque.

placed

cant which in its substance, its vitality is, as
suspended, add if not promptly attended to, baldness will he the certain cpjjult; 'flip
one sure method pf avoiding spell an unpleasant catastrophe is to use Lyon’s
Kathamon,
which, when well rubbed into the scalp, will
speedily rc-animate the hair and prevent it
frtlii) fuljing put. Besides that, this inimitable resuspitaut and
sfppugthepef of the Hair
nourishes and stimulates its young and tender
fibers, removes all obstacles to their growth in
the shape of dandruff and dirt, and ultimately
produce* ft pew crop of hair, stronger, glossier
As a hair
and twice as abundant as the c]:l.
dressing it is notably the most agreeable, refreshing and serviceable article ever placed up-

ASSISTED

late ot Pownal» deceased
Hutchins may be appoint
by San*h C Bruw“’ «**■

late

of Talont:

Parepa Rosa,

Miss Adelaide

RICE, late of New Gloucester, deceased

ceased. Also i>etition for license to sell
real estate, presented by Charles H.

Jan. 8.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at

3t2.-..^.^ad22

Mdm.

First account and private claim against said es
tate, presented for allowance by Nathaniel T Palinet
Administrator.
PhTEK BRAGDON, late of Gray, deceased. Peti
to sell aud convey real estate, pro
seated by Sarah
Bragdou, Administratrix with th
will

of Westbrook, deceased
Fifth account presented tor allowance
by Thomas
Quinby, Administrator with the will annexed.
WILLIAM H, LOVEJOY, late of Portland.dec^SQdt petition for allowance out of personal estate
presented by Martha Q. Lovejoy, widow of said de-

lands 20c..

^Mobile,

Brunswick, deceits

deckel

Wheat—Amber Michigan 148; No 2 Red at 143;
rejected Red 127. Corn steady; high mired 49c;
low do 464 DC 1 White two, uats WkteaiJY’ No 1 at
42c; No 2 do 404; Michigan 41 [a. 414.
Charleston, Jan 8. —Cotton firm; Middling up-

BEHINfJHII

it were,

and

CONCERT,

By the following brilliant
array

(

Gusttn, Guardian,
QEOIKiE FROST, late

der

quiet

Vocal and Instrumental

j

Sf^dd

mand at 4 00 ® 4 75: receipts 2400 bead. Green meats
buoyant and unsettled; shoulders 4J® 44; sides 5*
(q. 54; hums 7 i a 8jc. Whiskey quiet weak at 88c.
Jan. 8.—Flour

ed.

of

GRAND

Petition for allowance out of
Jecease‘|'
ed by Lydia L. Bliss, widow
ELIZA SYLVESTER, late of Freeoort ,iJ.
■
Petition for license to sell and
convey
1 “>
presented by Charles C. Cobb, Executor
AttWKM STARBIRD & AL, minor children and
heirs of Abby Starbird, laic of
Westbrook,
Accounts presented for allowance
by Charles M

„„UeceiPta-3,0p0 bhls flout, 3,000 hush wliaat, 161,.
000 hush ooru, 23,000 hush
oats, 4,000 bush rye, 12,000
hush barley, 12,000 hogs.
Shipments—3,000 hbls flour, 1,000 hush wheat, 7,000
bush com, 0,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 9,800
bush barley, 3,000 hogs.
Cincinnati, Jan. 8—Pork dull and firm at 13 37 m>
13 30. Lard dull and firm at u (a. in
Bulk Meats in
nodemk
rib

Toledo,

FORSA1TH, late

Havy Course.

Tuesday Evening, Jau. 9th.

following

d“;Prn^by
CHARLES BLISS,

firm at fiSe,

sides fjc

o?thclm!

1un<l*"*]“bounty

&

Eighth anil l.aHt Kntertainment.

Petifion^n.ftY;r3?lt()WN’
tritri,,lralli
oi ?a,“ £easiSre“<!nte<1

@ 38Jc. Oats
qt 344®34|c;

—

A

ed \d minis
of

moderately

The property holders and builders of Chicago
will memorialize
Congress to remit the duties
on
building material for that city.
If la dtmjed by good authority that the socalled President fJesBpdpjj of Cuban revolutionists, left that island in" (ictobm, Ho Wits in
Cuba at the latest advices,
The Williams Club, of Boston,
composed of
the Alumni of Williams
College, held its annual meeting last night at the Parker House.

Army
.f .h
•*

named
^ a Conrt of Probate held at Portland _.tv,
uf Cumberland
1 nosday of December, in the
year of our Loid
eeu huudred and
aeventy-one, the
matte
“av‘"g been presented for the actiou thereupon
Lor
^
inafter indicated, it is liereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all
peraona Intel
ested, by causing a copy of this order to be publiahe
three weeks aucceaaively in the Maine
Slate Prei
mid Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
afon
““J thnt the.v may appear at a Probate Court to b
held at said Portland on the third
Tuesday of Janus
ry next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon and b
heard thereon, and object if they see cause.

Pe?mon?L

dull aryl unchanged.—
2' Spring at
Corn higher;

J^ftfliJffl

in either
her

ollt <>f Personal estate,
Blllvsto1!??,1"'
present
by Sarah p. liioe, widow of said deceaseo.

® JMfl. J4ye 111 fafr demand and higher;
No 2 at 6T4 u 68c; rejected 58 @ 60c. Barley advanced and In fair demand; No 2 Spring
634 ® 63jc; No 3
at 50c. Pork quie and firm at 13 35 (g 13 40,
Lard
steady at 88c. Hams ip pickle 84 » 6a. Meats unactive and lower at 4 25
ohanged. Hogs
@ 4 75; dressed do in good demand, but buyers demand a reduction; quoted at 5 00 (g 5 10. Whiskey Is

yesterday.

Re-animating the Hair.—When the hair
ceases to draw from the scalp the natural lubri-

Jan. 8.—Flour

inlrrrnled
TjallPfM.Bn
KMale. hereinafter

auncxed.

few

Wheat unsettled and Irregular; No
123J(8)124; So3do at 1 13 @ 1 134.
No 2 Mixed at 414®41Jc: rejected 384
in fair demand and higher: No.
3

Fire at Boston Highlands Monday night,
dam ped Edward Foster's furniture factory,
$7,500.
The steamer Hibernian arrived at Halifax

HypojaiiGtlnded&wU

..

j
91 i

Domnlic Harken.
New York, Jan.
8—Evening.—Cotton quiet
sales 3715 bales;
Middling uplands at 218c FlourState and Western ID ® 20o
hitter; sales 8500 bhls
State (> 00 <{! 7
round hoop Ohio 6 80 (aj 7 45; West
er“ 8 88
581
Southern
sales 3000 bids
firmer;
®j!
,8 @ 0 *8- Wheat dull and lower; sale
47,000 hush; No 1 Spring at i 00; No 2 at 1 63 g 1 58
Winter Red Western 163 g 1 65; White Michigai
l lOflip. Com in fair request; sales 94,000 bush
new Mixed Western 78
@ 70c: old 79 in store, and 81.
afloat. Oals quiet; sales 31,000bush; quoted at 55 a
57c. Beef quiet. Pork dull; new mess 14 25 AD 14 37
old do 13 25 @ 13 37.
l.ard steaily at 9 a 9jc. Buttei
dull at 92 g 93c, chiefly at 92 a
»tit'rt,1y-Klee W lHskey at
J2J.
steady
84 @ 8Jc. Sugar is more firm
Muscovado 9 @9Ac; refining 9 Ad 94c, Cuftee (irm
Rio
n; 21jc, Mojassas Arm ;
Orleans 15® 58
Naval St'irus—bjqnts Turpentine itull at 68 g&ic.
Rosin quiet at 4-65 a 4 90 lor strained. Petroleum
dull; crude 134 @ lijc; rellued 23J (w 234c. Tallow
steaily at 8} @ 94c.
Freights to Liverpool are firm and quiet.

Bitter Creek station on the Pacific Railroad,
reports last night that BO trains had Pitted
there since the 6th. The trains are again snow

of

>t
i

Chicago & Northwestern preferred!.'!!.'.'.'. Jjj
Chicago & Hock Island. ..
j
Milwaukie & St. Paid
Milwaukie & St. Paul
preferred!!::!:::::. S |
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.95 l

inaugurated Mon-

Compound Syrup

[j

~

Chicago & North Western...

waterlogged,

phosphite*

q
q

entertainments.

phobatTnotices.

II

ex-div....” *.}}* j

The glass works connected with the Glasgow
ginghau mill at South Hadley Falls, Mass.,
blew up
Monday morning, severely injuring a
Mr. Michall and Charles Bennay.

by using fellow*’

Hudson River consolidated...
Hudson River consolidated t

I

Reading....

nounced his renunciation of Unitariauism and
the adoption of Orthodox doctrius Sunday.
In the'Wharton trial at Annapolis, Md., several
physicians testified that Gen. Ketchum
died from natural causes.
The pyeyv of the hark Hibernian abandoned
off Seal Island
are safe at Hali-

Atrophy Arrested.—Fellows’ Compound
Syrup Of HypopHOSPHiTES.—Wasting of the
tissues of the body is arrested, the muscles
ujgde firm, and the nerves regain their power

;

....

Michigan Central
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. ".
.
Illinois Central...^
..
Cleveland & Pittsburg.

night, aged 74 years.
A special from Scranton, Pa., says that the
Strike Uf tBO coal miners at Wilkesbarre has
become general, Every colliery hut one is uow
idle. The goal works at Sugar Ndkll have also
Stopped,
Rev. Geo. W. Hepworth, of New York, an-

Pg<JPf,E who have cut their wise teeth, use
tlie Sozodont, and fill who do, are willing to declare to all who don’t use it, tjiat if L tl)e most
perfect and delightful thing for the teeth they
ever dipped a brush into.
MdfcW

...

7

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

preferred.’.... J
>i
Harlem preferred.!!!!
...}" '*

Isaac Van Woert Buckhont, the Sleepy Hollow murderer, was on Saturday sentenced to be
hung February 16,
John Janney, President of the Virginia Secession Convention, died in Leesburg ou Friday

conosjcit'g INQUEST,
Stokes, the assassin, is still in nail 50 at tlie

Co.

Harlem.

murderers.

day afternoon..

—

___

Erie

TELEGRAPHIC ITEM*.
The Grand Duke spent Sunday in St. Louis.
Thirteen hundred dollars reward are now
offered for the capture of the Windsor Locks

Gg>' Noyes, of QlrjP, W3»

l1»

—■1

I

FOEEIGN i

the

listment.

_

■■I..

bound.

RELIEF FOR SHIPBUILDERS.

Death Caused by Morphine.—Frank H.
White, of tlie firm of I). White & Son, brush
street, died suddenly
makers, No. 27 Exchange
He had been for a day or
on Sunday morning.
two away from business, ajjd his nerves were
To
very much unstrung on Saturday evening.
out, after he had
quiet them he sent a friend
of
a
dose
him
for
morphine.
retired, to procure
This he took, but it did not have the desired effeet. A doctor was then sent for, who administered another dose of morphine, White neglecting to tell him that he had already taken
The physician was requested to reone dose.
main in the house and did so. At an early hour
yesterday morning lie was again called to
White's'room aiid iound White m an alarming
condition- Two other physicians were suinmoned and they (Jid all they could to save the
but
young man from the ejects of the poison,
they could not arouse him from the state of
stupor he was in and he shortly djed. An inquest will probably be held.--iioaf'-ot Herald
8tA

to health will

Adjourned.

RAILROAD.

of FarmingFinance—Porter of
ton, Holbrook of Freeport, Burleigb of South Berwick, Farrar of Lewiston, Wilson of Hallowell, auu
Talbot of East Macbias.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Moses E. Demerltt.
AssumjiXit on account annexed for labor, $18.43. Defence—account!!! set-off In full payment. Judgment
for plaintiff for mount claimed.
T

STANDING

Cabinet. Tt|» resolution was adopted.
Mr. Morgan, of Ohio, introduced a joint resolution to amend flui constitution, making
naturalized citizens eligible to to the Presidency
and Vice Presidency. BeiecU.rt, 81 to 65, less
than a two-third vote in tlie afiimatlve.
The Military Committee were instructed to
to
inquire into the propriety of paying bounties
soldiers mustered into service under tlie first
call for troops in excess of tlie required nQinber.
The Committee on Coinage were instructed
beto inquire into the disproportionate value
tween gold and silver euiu.
to
inThe Indian Committee were directed
quire into tlie subject of Indian annuities, penlands
and
treaties,
sions, bounty

Senate.

MAINE

Portland, Jam 8,1872.

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.
Business

Union Line.)

_

Moses Maxwell. Assault.
Simeon Sanborn. Assault.
James Murray. Assault and battery.
Militimore Libby. Assault aud battery.
Alonzo Jose. Adultery.

Monday—Oirit

Western

without
SENATE.
quorum.
[Special dispatch to the Press.]
Sixteen persons have been proposed and eight
admitted to inemhersliip. Pour members have
Augusta, Jan. 8.—Senate met at 2 P. M.
deceased, viz., John C. Brooks, Woodbury Reports of Bank Examiner and Superintendent
Davis, Henry B. Hart and M. S. Whittier.
of Insane Hospital and State Treasurer were
The Board now numbers 311! members against
received and referred to special committees.
311 last year. I have received for annual assessments and admission fees to Board of Trade
President Foster announced the joint comthe past year $316, and paid the same over to
mittees on the part of Senate. [See Joint
the Treasurer. The source of the receipts is
herewith submitted, together with the records Standing Committees elsewhere.]
Bill to incorporate the Yarmouth Savings
and boon's of accounts belonging to the Board
for the inspection of its members:
Bank was presented by Mr. Humphreys and reThe Merchants’ Exchange has at this time
ferred.
239 members, bein’' tlle smallest number for
HOUSE.
three years. The ree^'P13 from subscribers has
Mr. Atwell, of Orono, presented an order dibeen $1,812.75 against $.,last year, making
the aggregate receipts from .subscribers to the
recting that all business referred to the present
Exchange and Hoard of Trade t,“e I'a‘a a year
Legislature by the last be taken from the files
dewln8
$2,128.75 against $2,534.33 last; sb.
and referred to the proper committees.
ficiency of over $400 in the receipts of ik'd year,
Mr. Carleton, of Whitefield, presented an
as
with that of the year previous,
compared
as this institution is under an efficient Boanl <,_
order authorizing the Clerk to publish biographDirectors, I will leave any further details of its ical sketches of members of the House.
affairs to such report as they may deem expeKeegan, of Van Buren, presented the redient to make at this or some future meeting.
Regarding the business of the Board the past monstr.'m* of Philip Gaguor, of Fort Kent,
year: I will not attempt a recapitulation of the
th' right of George Seeley to hold a
subjects and projects that have engaged much against
Comseat in the IIoC**e< Referred to Election
of its attention the past year, but will leave
that to be more ably treated by our efficient
mittee.
_’ *i.„
re,.,.
President, as well as the general business prosopeanoi. AvuLuo auuvuuw^
pects of our city at this time.
as
follows:
mittees,
M. -N. Rich, Secretary.

which the master had offered without costs.
Reed.

improbable
cepted by the

eight meetings adjourned
transacting business for want of a

of the

become interest

of Waldo the report will give MeLellan (Dem.
d seat by three majority, but a minority repon
will be submitted, showing no choice. It in nol
that the minority report will be ac-

was

special meetings;

brig Georg
In tbe case
Burnham, libellants for wages, Judge Fox rendered
on boar* 1
for
their
time
for
decision for libellants,
pay
of three

(Special Dispatch by

soon

IN THE SENATE.
THE CONTESTED SEATS
re
The Committee on Senatorial votes will
as to Hancock ant
except
to-morrow,
port
Waldo counties. It is understood that in cast

$4,501.94
This

IIEFORE JUDGE FOX.

of Charles

mg.

Other items.... 565.56

Notice—Estate of John H. Gilbreth.
In Bankruptcy—Jabcx C. Woodman.

The matter may

ating.

Salaries, commissions, &e. 680.00

$2,120.50
Balance in hands of Treosurer. 2,381.38

case

the
trespassing by cutting timber owned by
State and claimed by the E. & N. A. Railroat
Company, under whose permits they are oper

$2231.32

Expenditures—Kents.$675.00

Found—Riug.

AHEAD.

Augusta, Jan. 8.—Land Agent Burleigh hai
already gone to carry out the instructions of the
order of the Council relative to the parties

Total receipts.$4,501.94

State—Iuformat ion.
Notice—Estate of Henry W. Wescott.
Wanted—Situation.

Moxdax.—In tbe

FUN

follows:
was then submitted,
TREASURER'S ACCOUNT.

of

P.

[Special by International Line.]

as

AUCTION COLUMN.
Croeeries, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Wanted—H. G.

■on

were

ship:—F?

CITY AND VICINITY.

Department

AUGUSTA.

admitted to memberW. Libby, George W. True, Clark H.
Barker, W. H. Waldron, John J. Frye and
James W. Leavitt.
The report of the Treasurer, C. H. Haskell,

following persons

—--

New

fit TELEGRAPH.

Board of Trade—Annual Meeting.

Mf Moore j of 111., offered a resolution directing tile diiili'lary Committee to inquire into tlie
St. Joseph,
dispute about land grants betweenTlie
issue of
Pike’s Peak and otlier railroads.
patents will in the meantime be.suspended.
Mr. Wood, of N. Y., favored the inquiry,
suppresprovided that it extend to the reported
sion by the interior department, at the instance
of a Senator of the opinion of the Attorney
General adverse to parties interested in patents.
He Inu! heard that the Attorney General had
been off tbut account obliged to retire from the

PURPOSE.

O H P O T !T D

posesscs the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
no29 sn
For salo by all Druggists.
codly

PHESS.I

THE

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

COUGH!

die. j. it. m<aii:s

_

RAILROADS.

STEAMEliS.

STEAMERS.

____

there do now, we venture to
t ay,) two young fellows, rather waggish in
their ways, and who were in the habit of pat-

(as

-OF THE-

CENTRA! RAILROAD OF IOWA

lonizing rather extensively a tailor by the
name of Smith.
Well, one day, into his shop
t hese two young bloods strolled. Says one of
them: “Smith, we’ve been making a bet.
We want you to make each of us a suit of
clothes; wait till the bet is decided, and the
• >ne that loses will
pay the whole.” “Cer-

-AT-

85 in

A

the Mile of Constructed Road.

Eight

Debt and a Profitable
Investment.

AT THE END OF THIRTY

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN GOLD,

nothing of his customers. One day, however, he met them; and thinking it almost time
the het was decided, he made up to them and
iisked them how their clothes fitted. “O! excellently,” says one; “by the by, Smith, our
bet isn’t decided yet,”
“Ah!” says Smith,
“what is it?” “Why, I bet that when Bunker Hill Monument falls, it will fall towards
the south! Bill, here, took me up, and when
the bet is decided we’ll call and pay that little
bill.” Smith’s face stretched to double its
usual length, but he soon recovered his wonted good humor.

NEW

Branch Office 250 Congress Street,
PORTLAND,

Agent tor tbe State ot Maine and
New Brunswick.
tSTAgents wanted in every town in the State.
It has been about one and one halt
years since th
were introduced imo this State,
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Facul‘y
the sale is dally increasing. Tncusands ot certificate
can be presemed it necessary, but it the
following

Uuiversity Medicine

not sufficient to satisfy the most sceptical, 10.000 additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH (the motheroi consumption,) Scrofula,
Salt Rbeuiu, aud many other diseases hitherto consideied incurable, readily yield uader treatment ot
the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect success.
Haviug tieated over two hundred cases within the last three months, I consider it sate to warrant a perfect cure to 95 cases out of
every one hundred, without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
on the face ot the Globe.
How many bewail the loss Qf precious vitality without
having the
slightest idea ot the cause, their manhood is dailey
vanishing and they are glidiug into a state of hopelass decay. I have treated over five hundred cases
of this malady within six months with the
University Medicines with perfect success.
are

humanity

and

—_t?_•

|

Train’s uncle had made an affidavit that Mr.
George Francis Train was a lunatic wii"
be relieved in their minds by the stateme
if, I
which Mr. George Francis Train has tiadly
]
furnished to the World, that he is not a lunatic at all, and by Ms further avowal, m !

Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (free), wherein they will find
t Leir diseases explained, and
rLrnu,i;na
Address
PELEG STAPLES,
250 Congress St.,
Me.

MISCELLANEOUS.
AGENTS^

v

Jibs

Made; or, the Struggles
Self-made Men, by J. D.
By forty eminent examples, It teaches

Jr.
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices i of the press and
extra terms, address. OKOK«K iHACLEAN,
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
fw4w 2

H. A. WHITTIER,

have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt
Rheum all my lile. I have been under treatment
ol eleven (m.ss called) pbjSicians and all the time
No tongue can tell what my
grew worse
sutt'ertngs
were, with catarrh, diseased lungs, a leartul
cough,
my limbs, wrist and hand running sores, no appediseased
incidental
tite, badly
to iny sex. Though
young. I feit iliat lile was a burden to me. lu this
Iireaiiiu 1 condition, through the advice of a
friend, I
called on th. proprietor of the New York Uuiver
sity Medicines. He told me my case was doubtful
but would do the besr he could. 1 commenced taking his medicines April 17th, and am free from the
I

A

Complete History

of

Chicago and its Destruction
40,000 copies sold. In English and German. Price $250.
CAUTIONs—Since issuing this work, smaller

and inferior histories are offered. Be sure the book
you buy is by Uptou & Sheahan, a full octavo, 6x9
inches, nearly 500 pages, and over 45 illustrations.
Send $1 00 for outfit, with choice of territory.
Also two beautiful Chromos, CHICAGO AS IT
WAS and CHICAGO IN FLAMES. Circulars and
terms free. Profits large. UNION PUBLISHING
COMPANY, CHICAGO,PHILADELPHIA, or CINCINNATI.
1 w4w 2

above

MRS. HENRY

tw4w 2

shot-guns, revolvers

Write for Price
Pa.
for.

Xist, to Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg,
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded
4w
Agents Wanted.
ja8 t

$10 From 50 Cts.

To the Agent of University Medicinesat Watervitle

SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,
that retail easily for Ten Dollars.
4w
r. i. Wolcott, N. Y.

“| Ay

•A Ad

Dear Mrs. Flood:—1 think it
my

AGENTS

long wanted

novelty in the Buhner ip! ion
at Bight in every family. The

a

line which will sell
HAVE

Pictorial Family Register
Is iUa only work
ob Deautuui an.i

extant which satisfies this

atrjking, combining
entirely
elegant Family (-holograph Album, with
complete Family Uietory. Full particulars
MACLEAN 3
new

and circulars free.
Address GEO.
School Street, Bouton, IVlaMti.

ja8-4wt

I have been troubled with Scrolula all
my liletime
and Neuralgia, in the head for seven years, and
have
con jo I ted good
physicians irom Maine to New York*
without any benefit whatever. 1 hive taken six
bottles ot ihe cancer plant and one and one ballot
the Neuralgia Elixir, ahd a little ot some
other
kinds and 1 now leel better than I ever was
before
in my life.
1 cannot say with Mr.
that 1
Munsey,
leel twenty years younger, b*ing
only twenty eight,
out can say I never telt so
young to my knowledge
•
in my life.
I think the worth of the Medicine cannot
be estimated in words or money.
MRS. A. O. VV. FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

THEA-NECTAR

I

In A PITRE HI.At'HI TEA
■with the Green Tea Flavor.
| Warranted to suit all tastes. For

sale everywhere in our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlanta* and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
jan8- 4wf
—

B50C.

84w| o’clock!

aj8

Canes Treated by Letter.
Dr. Staples
One bottle of your extract ol Can
:er Plant cured my
little boy ol Scrofula ot 15
nouths standing. If I should write all
day I-could
not give a lull idea of his sufferings. We
employed
five physicians without reliet.
His sores are all
healed ami lie appears perfectly well. We think it
is a woiderlul cure. Several oi our
iriends are taking the medicine wiih good success.
MRS. WAJ. J. LEWIS.
Old Town, Sept. 17, 1870.

33A.XJN03^CH,S

NEW

COLLECTION
—OF—

SACRED

MUSIC.

who have been anxiously
waiting for its
appearance may now send in their orders: and
not one will be
in the quality of music. Te Deums, Beneaicites, Responses,
Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all ftrst class,—
none better. Large, clear, legible type, a great rec-

THOSE

South Paris, Feb. 2,1871.
Dr. Staples—Dear Sir:—The medicine 1
got at
jour place, Jan. 2d, has done wonders tor me. It is
all you ie:ommeud it to be.
You may make any use ot tbe above you think
Yours truly,
proper.

disappointed

ommendation.
Price In Cloth. $2 50; Boards, $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON <5fc CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON &
decl2 d&w50tc

CO.,

SETH AIORSE.
past lour

The above case has been treated lor the
years by different physicians lor cancer.

New York.

Health.
HAMILTON E.SSIITirS
PATENT

For LADIES AND GENTLFXEN.

j

The Perforated Buckskin l'ji -.a
I Garments are recommended by the

Physicians

CHAS.

»

I

>i*-

!

CUSTIS&CO.,
f°r
A,Ca‘a

SAW tf

no29

PrePar»tion, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and Its
astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases
of the
Lrinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel Diabetas, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick,
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges fmm

|

•Tnne 7,1870.

4

A REMARKABLE CURE!—I have been
troubled
with a bail Scrofula Humor all
my life. A fearful
lorc broke nut on
my neck. For six months I was
medical advisers I could
m w
iu<l in
Portland, but all tlie time crew wotkp mv
ippetite failed and 1 became so weak and
c0llld walk but a short distance
without help
iu thi
this condition I commenced
taking the University
Medicine. In one week
my appetite was good and
.he deathly sinking pain in my
stomach vanished
tw° “ontl“‘ “Y
."ore was healed. I have since
;amed fifty pounds in weight and am now
yay well.
HENRY »• TODD, Tolman Court.
x
Portland, Jan. toth, 1871.

Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers In Medicine
no28

incommuence or

in

late

In.

Peering,

Cu,nberland, deceased, and given
AU Persons having demands
estat
H‘41,l
are requirod to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebt«1 *to said
esU * 68
tate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD P. BRIGGS Aiim’r

'r

deceased,

Deermg, Dec 19th,

>

1871._dr23-3w

hip

T^OTICE
in
in

is hereby given that the subscriber ha
uly appointed Executor »f the Will 0
theHILBORN late of Portland,
the

County

of

Cumberland, deceased,

and

Finailv

lias

by ?Ivin£bonds
'lie
law'direct? ^
having demands.upon
the
i Persons f™8}
m

„i,i
•state of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the
••me, and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE Fxecutor
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.
Th

novi£jla„

For Sale.
and well
A SJ*ALL
LUY and FANCY

selected stock of MILLINGOODS, located at
moderation Village, West Bnxlon.
place for business, it
betaelnafire
bu* 'bug and
centrally located.
Kent*very moderate.
For particulars apply to
Mis. 5.
Or

on

the pi emises,

Excellent

bAGARDE, Proprietor,
j A wiw^’ Sa^

1 have been afflicted for
twenty year* with Chronic
j Chenmatism. l have spent hundreds of dollars tor
1 aedieal treatment without
benefit, Ten days ago,
1 commenced taking the
University Medicines, and
can truly say it has been
more benefit to me th n
11 other ti eat men t I ever
received. My pace of
137 Pearl street. 1 shall be
pleased to
n'wpT all
I .Ubwer
enquiries.

i

paying butlness; lease, low
Ja5-lw

oc

^___Ht*

rent,

TAYLOR * CO-,
o,
State
at..
Boston, Mass.

DR.R.P.JENNESS

KENNEDY’S
CONCENTRATED

with ScrolRe.T.e^*/ l,a.” S'Jffere.l
Have paid out
unareis
undre'iso
otr d liars, and
(0.r been
,le"er-)
trea’ed
bv spvpral
Irst-clasa physician, without
hemdi
Some lour
reeks ago, 1 commenced using the UniveLsliVu^!
=ioei.-Af the time my l
red with sores and soaltness ot the
skin- als-T^
ongue was covered with small ulcers. I am
ree trom all the above
troubles, and can beartilv
^
econimend these medicines to the affleted
27 Ch“Wt Str88‘-

I guarantee the

1

above oerthtcates to
w.lmorteu JIUCO to any cue tot wi

Pe^on.
188

EXTRACT

OF

1MIIK.

Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of

From the

I

Pin us Canadensis for about eight months in some
afl'ections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but 1 prefer to apply it to the ostincae on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen
chronic granular vagiuities remedied *in a few days
that have resisted the ordinary remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhcea,
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which 1 am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

nature.

ever

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and

uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os
Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful
astringent and
tonic
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

Whipple

A

Co.,

Vi

torn

having doubt* will plea.e address the
»p29d2Uw<Swcow3m

youth—treated scientifically

are

ITanllv

use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
good light and perfect security from accirequired. It is prepared carefully at the

Purity, Brilliancy,

and

Economy.

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

J. II. WICKES,
190 Maiden Lane, New York.
J.J. C1IENERY,

DiiieRieR of the Throat and Lungs,
such as Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,

Bronchitis,

Asthma and

wme u

reputation or mainbo
as Ayer’s

long

tained it

Cherry

Pectoral. It
liaa been known to the publie about

forty

by a

years,

long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be* made by medical
skill. Indeed, ithe Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
—

w

their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness,
and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, and
by ts

suffering,

timely

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

W .P.

HASTINGS,

or

need

adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

&

FOR

dec9-4wf

NOTICE.
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

EXCHANGE

stand,
his former

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
1809.

All Instrument* Warranted.

Price lists sent by mail.

sell to be paid for in InstaUments.

v

Jalso have

the^AgngMbrtMs State for the

McPhails

Pianos,

Remember 144 1-2

Exchange

Gallery

of

HAS

Book is ready for canvassers. It is a companion volume to Innocents Abroad. Don’t
waste time on books no one wants, but take one people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.

NEW

just published

Anatomy, Boston,

a new

clearly

JURUBEBA!

Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
D. Miles, Treasurer: A
fire took this morning,
caused by a drop of ignited alchol
falling upon 600
yards of painted canvass; in an instant the whole
was a sheet of
flame; your Extinguisher was brought
to bear upon the flames, and
they were extinguished
at once, and

no

other power could

have saved

cures

Impurities of the Blood.
it has
Sold

that the

trust of Administrator

of the estate of

in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
T)

..

Portland,

DANIEL CHASE, Adm’r.
Tx
Dec 5th, 1871.
dc ly 26 ja 2
_

^

gold—according
Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets

to Paris, $15
favorable terms

old, additional. Return Tickets on
i v Passengers enbark at Cuuard Wharf, Jersey
c ,ty.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE,
p
Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
£ rom
oston or New York, $34 CURRENCY.
£
booked to all parts of the United States,
£ Msengers
rafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
id upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passago apply
a ; the
Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steera ;o passage, at 90 State Street, Boston.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.

Jn2dly

For Peaks5 Island.

by

no9tf

■

CAPT.

A.

*,

OllYER,

offered to the public as a great invigorator and remall impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

edy for

JURUBEBA

dcl5

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

confidently

recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
of
the system. It gives health, vigor
derangements
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street., New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular,
4w
f
jnl

TRY
dc23d&w

w52

more

For all the Purposes of

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland,
Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jnl t 4w

Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum, Worms,

a

Gout, Neuralgia,

form,

Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.

as

a

Dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative
perfected. Their
eftects abundantly show bow much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most.
skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

yet

physicians,

By sending 35 Cents
eyes and hair, you will

harmless.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

HARTFORD
The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its heavy
losses at Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared, and assets amounting to over one million
live hundred thousand dollars.
The assets ot the Hartford Company on the 1st ot
October were $*,785,877. It is estimated that
their losses by tire Chicago fire will not exceed 81,*00,000 which leaves ihe Company in a condition
tor meeting all future obligations promptly and honorably.
The Company is now prepared under this undoubted security to take good business. There will be an
advance of rates but it will not be excessive or extravagant. It will be such as the public will justify
in a sound and reliable office that intends to
pay

■Mfflraffsni
U. S.WATCH CO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)

EHHEBEI

Best in the world. Ask your Jeweller to

see

them.

For Sale by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
GILES,WALES & CO. 13 Maiden Lane, New Yod l-

1871.

*3. P. M.

OFFICE

OF

No Bitters in the world

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OR CANADA.
OF TRAINS.

_

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
_.
will run as follow,:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Poud, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive aa follow,:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and
Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
(^“Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
iny amount exceeding 850 in value (and that personsi) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
me passenger for every 3500 additional value.
C. J. BEYOGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26,1871.
oc26islw-oatf
-A—

Jgglif^HlTraine

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
8oxes, but larger and larger ones, up to Immense initruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
>f a Pianoforte, and fill a house with
melody. Call
icon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the

J.

stopping

Liabilities,
Chicago,)

laso.ooo
Assets,

NATII’L F. DEE RING, Agent,
PORTLAND, ME.
Chicago only $120,000.ocl6d3nl

Loss in

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

sell

to Agents to introduce article,
every house. Latta & Co., Pittsno23
w

di

D,

dyer’s

pr

i>ere

Augusta,

Hair

K S Wayne, Chemist,
OK Taylor, M D,
P F Manly, M D,
SB Tomlinson, M D

MK Hodges, M D,
Paul Otey, M D,
M A Edmunds, M D,
J03. E Ly nch M D.
Alex Krkskiue, M D,
charge City Hospital. M R Hodges, M D,
M D*
Paul otey, M D,
I l W Purnell,
M A Fdrounds, 51 D.
s anlord
Job E Lyuch M D
Bell, M D,
Physician* in Piituburgb,
1
M D,
Wm. Lowes, M D,
VR Childs, M D,
J) H Willard. 51 D,
>
Wuth, Chemist,
J H McClelland, M D,

!
j

►efore realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
i avite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
1

REMOVAL,
SHACKFORD has removed to No 70 P ark
next door above Grammar School House,
*
au 2
3m

DR.

Vigor,
years,

(lisap-

pointment, ami hereintary predisjiosition, all

turn the
hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasvant to behold.
Dr.
iAYER’S consummate
t
'skill has produced an
antidote for these de£
f<
formities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR
\ IGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
r< stores to faded and
hair its natural color, with
gray
tl le gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
f< w bald ami gray heads, that we now see, are those
v bo have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
t AIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
y mthfol hair we see on older heads is often the proa ict of his art.
If you arc disfigured, or made old
a istere and
by gray hair, restore its
c< >lor, and with it your features to their
original soft,
n iss and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing lor
the Hair it
beautifying
h is no superior.
_

youthful

And sold all round the world,

deed

deod&cowd-weow-ly

Express Line

-for-

IT AVANA.
From Lincoln's Wharf; Boston.

j

The

A1 fast sailing Sch. “ALCVO^K’
J. A. DAVIS, Master, will have Iminemediate Despatch. For Freight or Pass;ige, apply to
new

BLANCHARD, POUSLAND & CO.,

dc!8-10t

140

Commercial St., Boston.

UOSTON

PHIL A DELPHIA

Steamship

Line.

leave each port every Wninesdav&Satardav
From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m.
Fiom Pine Street Wbart, Pliiladelat 10 a. ui.
Insurance one halt the rate ol sail-

L

JggJ_£pbia,
11

ing vessels.
Freight tor the West by the Penn. R. R. and So-att
Dy connecting lines loiwanied Ireeo! commission.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY A 8AHIP80N, Agents,
jn23-ly
70 Long Wharf, Romiou.

! The Rising Sun.
°

-

POLISH!

STOVE

trade mark,
%
*
For Beauty of Polish, Saving of Labor,

2
*

0

n{
w
£
2
*

Freeness from Dust,Ourabli;ty&Cheapnoss,truly unrivaled In any Country.
Beware of Worthless Imitations, under other name,
but resembling oura In shape and color of
Wrapper, 9
intended to deceive.
.The Rising Sun Polish In bulk, for stove dealers **
use at twelve cunts per
pound—twenty-live and fifty
pound boxes. "Cheaper than any other Bulk Poluh ?
for nothing."
5

MORSE BROS.,
ocnd.2w

l
Propr’s,
ftlASS. -s

CANTON,

s.v

FAIRFIELD^HOUSE,
L J

—AT—

KENDALL’S MILLS,
BIT R.t.\DALL
ANDKBIVN,

Late of the Gardiner Hotel.the Maine Hotel at Damariscotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
IW”A good Livery Stable is connected with the

Hunae-__mr24dti
Portland Railroad.

meeting of the Stockholders of
THEAnnnal
PorUand Railroad Company, will be held in
necetition

Room,

of the

City Building, Portland,

tho
the
on

Monday, Jan. 15, t872, at half past two o’clock. P M
for the election of five
Directors, anil the transaction
of any other business that
may legally come before
the meeting.
CIIAS.
January 3d, 1872.

ttl

HOLDEN, Sec’v
eod

^$50^£WA3^!«offJre^yB
the proprietor of Dr.
B
Sage’s

Catarrh Remedy for a case of B
"Cold in lleud," Catarrh or B
Ozena,which be cannot cure.
bold by Druggists at fln nm M

B

dec27f-4w

And Hundred* of Other*
all parts of the North, West and South.
J £ Garner, M D Milwaukee.
Council Bluffs, March 27, 1871.
James A Jackson <sc Co—Having examined the
t >rmuia of the ‘‘Home Stomach
Bitters,•’ I lixve
r rescribed them in
practice for some time, and pror onnee them the best Tonic Bitters
now in use.
1

□

mcflah»B,lll.D.

P. H.

For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
Jame* A. Jackson & Co, Proprietor*.
Labratory 105 and 107 N Second st, St Louis, Mo.
For sale by
John W. Perkin* & Co.,

july26-dCmo

Portland, Me.

FISHERMEN S
*]J

"WINES AND NETTING,
MANVFACTRED
It

1VM. E. HOOPER <{' SOyS,

s 8nd lor

price-list.
JeH

Balliiuore,
dljr

Ifld.

_

FOR THE

BEST"

^

Itcam Heating Apparatus.
OE

and

7 Cross Street,

Machinists,

Portland, Maine.

ho manufacture the best Boiler and bent
Radiator
fo r that iioriwise ever Introduced into the market
and
w ho are
to contract to successfully warm
prepared
ai \y building, without
regard to size.
D. W. & Son also keep on hand every deacrintlnn
oi Steam, Gas and Water Pipe and
fittings, at
sa le and retail, and have in their
employ first elass
w irkmeii to put in the
same; and in their Machine
w

whole”

si

kw‘:fuf

m

*OW READY w^iSk

H
("T mplcte Oftieial Statistical and Business
Directory
If the state, 450
pages. MAP, showing Counties,
T( wns Railroads, Steamboat
Lines, with Distances,
Fi res, Telegraph and
Express Station**. Full of Info: mation as
oi

fo
\V

a nut of meat. 14
complete City Dirkcties, for $1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent ismt-i aid
$1.50. Man alone, pocket form, 50 cts. AGENTS
ANTED. Address,
H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

lecll-dcotl&wlwSO
—

A

^

1)1

c

1? II

IN

Tire

DiliUWAKE

HAND
AGENTS if

OF

they

WIDEtake

an

enoy at once for our Elegant Gift Books. People
*' 11 buy presents for the Holidays, and our induce>nts are unrivaled. 9100
easily earned in three
w. cks, If you strike while the iron Is hot.
Address
II. A. TIcKKNNK Y A C O.,
49 1-9 Exchange street,
ay

uo28deod2w

4ti-w3w

——

and vegetables, with Descriptions, and TWO
COLORED PLATES.-Directions and
Plans for making Walks, Lawns, Gardens,
“O-”—The handsomest and best Floral
<>lli«lc in the World.-All for Tell
Cents, to those who t hink of buyinjr Seeds.
•-Not a quarter the cost-200,000 sold
of 1S71. Address
__JAMES VICK, Rochester, JV. V.

■ fiBKAT CHANCE FOR ACi ENTS
■ Do you want au agency, local or traveling
— with an opiwrtunlty to make *5 to Sro a 'lav
■■ selling our new strand White Wire Clothe*
MM Lines! They last forever; sample free. Send
U5;tlr!"*r' Address at once Hudson River

dP-Ttif'’

''V K^idoplt St “chleugor"

L‘“le’

by tlie Cargo J
WK W1LL SELL

I.CMP

steadier,

T Daniel Winslo w& Son
Engineers

w

Ovar ONE HUNDRED PAGES—printer! in
Two Colors, on superb Tinted Paper.Four Hundred Engravings of Flowers, Plants

Coal

HIGH OB LOW PRESSURE
a

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

PREPARED BY
DR. J. 0, AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemiita,

Merchants’

JEnineut

I "0 ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

ugly,

places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger acconiinocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
812.50,
time 48 hours; to Baltimore 315, time 05 hours
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 05 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
juue2tf_53 Central Wharf, Boston.

“J

CALL

ADVANCING
sickness, care,

by

M Bodgets, M D,
I W Purnell,
MD,
an ford Bell, M
D,
B 1 hj.nton M
1),

UCUgntOU

to engage In a light, agreeable and
; hie paying busines.
We will pay a liberal salary by
i he week, and pay expenses, or allow a commission
I rom which any person of common abilltlss
can earn
1 rom 330 to 350 ]>er week clear. This is no catch1 ■enny humbug,but is one of the most valuable inven1 ions of the age,
patented In the United States and
] Surope; is a great novelty, and sells readily, and no
<
To all who wish to test the business
] will send a package of ihc goods
by mail on receipt
< f 50 cents, and those not well
pleased with the busi1 icss shall be paid for their trouble.
Address
^
P. HOWE & CO.,
Me.

^htf_O.

Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North ami South Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio B. H. to
Washington and all

charge City Hospital,

I

•

Kennedy."
“McClellan
L'apt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington by
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. J* Venn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabamaand

u

B“,l"e»l Phyaietnna in ft cm phi.
Bitters are an invaluable remedy lor in*
igestion and diseases arising form malarial causes,
B lhoruton, M D„
Aiex. Erskine. M D,
|
la

C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec7-d&wtc

compartment.

#1,1*0,000

1 wrg Pa.

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 12U0 feet of heating 'surface, built upon a
lew principle, namely,that of
the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizonal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
orming three water compartments.
By this ar•angement there is maintained three temperatures of
vater.
The smoke and heated gases pass lirst through the
ubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
eturn through the tubes in the second compartment,
hence again descending they pass through the tubes
n the third
By this operation, the
imoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
vay to the smoke stack, or chimney come in conact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
vater.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
•ngine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
M)wer.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
ier cent, more power with the same weight of coal
ban any boiler of the same heating surface in the
uarket, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
iscd, and we will back our guarantees with Govsrnment Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
ither for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
o come in contact With the intensely heated surfaces,
he feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
rom the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
acn to the following facts, that while running this
►oilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
,nd none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
irhich in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei

rHE

FREE
I1/-ATCH
V v
that
In

ry,

The Home

ompetition.

Assets,

POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
< Iressing in the
world, making lifeless, stirt' brashy
1 lair, healthy, soft and
glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
J t. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
dcG eod&eow il
eow w w49
3m

Doherty.

M
M

D,
f Wwlward
) W McCarthy, M D,
] t H Johnson, M D,

I

on

Capital,

WILL

A

that it may

for everybody.—w
Employment
pared to give coustant employment to any
who wishes

#400,000

T

Analytical Jas V

Z 111
,e.v, M D,
Pro!. Che istry, Kush
XSHairn, MD,
Medical j
.lege
i DcVicar, M D
J B SVa' .r, M D,
ilor’n S Bains, M D,'
T S He ne, M D,
i Liullam, M D,
Thos T Ellis. M D
las A Collins, M D,
J A H&lin, M D
Eminent Phy.leiau* in Cincinnati.
Nearly all ol whom are Prolessors In me or the
■ther ot the Medl al Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered to the
pubembracing so many valuable remedial agents.
jc
I L Vattier >1 I)
L A James M D
I1 T
Simpson, M D,
8 P Bonner, M M,
M DGW Bigler, M D,
UC.„M„u,cralt’
V Tlallla'errn. M D,
J J Quinn, M D
H Buckner, M D,
W K Woodward, M D
<

[Opposite the Conrt House.)

Company,

RENEWER.

'Mfiwr

w

i A Manner,
G“* mist,

Chime Christmas,

o are

Net

mitted to us and wo believe them to he the best tuue and stimulant lor cneral use now Oder d to the
subtle.

1

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES!

excel them.

Minton Uirorh, Analytical Chemist.
Eminent Physician* of Chicago.
The formula ol the Home Bitters has been sob

in the

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office,” or
‘‘best routes” advertised by other parties, but call
at Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall, or at
the Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars secured trom Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtfBangor, Me

can

store of

BOSTON, October l*tb, 1871.

at

They are superior to all other Stoma-h Bitters.
Euno Mandera, Analyti.a! Chemist.

Steamships:—

Lawrence."

William

Appold."
“George
William

Ware, MD,

College or Missi uri.
Jno. Conzlctuau
11. D, Lecturer
On Diseases at Children, Homiejpatliic College of Mo
Lha. lea Vaatiue. It. b..
Prof of Physiology, Homoeopathic Medical College
of Missouri.
Jehu Hartman. Nl. D
Prof ot Clinical Medicine, Col. Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.

novll-dtf

YUUJ

1

ic

Railway

U1CU.IBU1

St

DrCVFLudwig
S Gratz Moses, M D
W A Wilcox, M D
E. C. Franklm, N1 D.
Prol. ot Homeopathy Medical College.
r J Vastine. M D,
T u Comstock, M D,
Prof of Midwilery and Diseases ot Women, College
Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.
John r. Temple, It. D
Prot Materia Medina and Therapeutic,
HomoeopathMcoital
0 A

GREAT WEST.

lunpu

of this Line sail from
Central Wharf, boston,
and Saturdays at 4i*. m.
for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.
of

Tuesdays

Heacock, M D
C Herricks, M D,

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

so

Steamships

end

J C. White bill I, Esq.,
ot Medical archives.

Ali’ed

amily!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment ef other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
I ale at the

NO. 67 EXCHANGE ST.

(Includin those

macy.

CALIFORNIA,
Or

s<ock,

Physician Ctly Hospital,

—-

$5.00 SAVED

arge

particularly

Louis, Mo.
Herbert Fnmm,
Prof. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College ofProl.,
Phar-

♦Accommodation.
fcFast Express.

.UV

octntf

Cash

dent

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

WINTER

are

PORTEOU8. A goat

Bhpl3tt_JOHN

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
B. C. Steamship Line.

Anti-Dyspeptic,

Frank G. Porter,
Pror Ob6tetries and Diseases ot Women, College ot
1
and
.te
member
Boaid ot Healto.
Physicians,
G C. H. Boialiniere,
Prot. Ohstetiics and Diseases of Women, otXouls
Meuical College.
Brake McDowell M. D.,
Xate President Missouri Medical College.
K A. Clark, M. D.,
Prol. Surgery, Medical College, and the late Resi-

Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30*, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
reight trains between Portland and Boston

ALTERATION

an

I consider them the most valuable tonic and stimulant now in use,
8. H. MELCHEK.
Resident Physician in charge U. S. Marine Hospital.
James A. Jackson & Co—Gentlemen:
As you
have communicated to the medical prolession the
recipe ol the "Home Bitters” it cannot, therefore be
considered as a patent medicine, no patent
having
been taken lor it, We have examined the formula
tor making the‘‘Home Bitters,” and
unhesitatingly
say the combination is one ol rare excellence, all the
articles used in iis composition are the best of tbe
class to which they belong, being highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightiv Laxative. The mode ot preparing them ia
strictly In accordance with the rules of pharmacy. Having used
them, seen its effects in our private practice, we take
pleasure In recommending them to ail permas desirous of taking Bi'ters as heiug the best Tome and
Stimulant now offered to the public.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta__.
lion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30*, 3.45*, P. M. Returning

point

as

BENEFICIAL TO FEUALEN,
strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whale system. Tbe
Home Billers are compounded with the
greatest
rare, an 1 no tonic stimulant has ever before been
ottered to the public so PLEASANT TO THE
l'ASJE and at the same time combining bo
many
remedial agents endorsed by tbe medical
fraternity
a* the best known to the Pharmacopoeia.
It costs
but little to give them a fair trial, and
Every Family Should Have a Bottle.
No preparation in tbe world can produce so
many
unqualiticd endorsements by physicians ol the very
highest standing lu their prolession.
•£&- Endorsed at to by the Clergy and the leading
denominational papers
United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— 1 have etamined the
formula lor making the
Home Stomach Bitters.”
and nsed them in tnis hospital the last tour
months,

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

issue policies in

JEREMIAH DOW, Agent,

Insurance

They

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A.
Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen11 Superintendent.
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.

any other

me favorite Steamship (MR
will leave H»ir*i Wbari
HATURblV.
■“•at 4 P. XL
tor Halim d;rect making clove connections wiili the NovaScoti
Railway, for Windsor. Truro. New dasgow an 1
Pictou, and with Allan’s Mail Steamers ior Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax oterv Tuesdav, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage, with State Room.
97 00
For fartr.-er information
apply to L. BlLLUfCS
Atlantic Wharf, or
v

eases ot Indigestion are luvalnablr. As
Appetizer and Rerupcraut, and in cases ol

General Debility they have never in a
single instance lailed in producing the most happy results.

-FOR-;

tism,Eruptions and Skin

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in
THESE
popular
for the

prepared

in

except Mondays.

Grand Trunk

nded

recotum.

tnd in

Passenger

Family Physic,

CostivencsR, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

For Cough,, Cold, and Hoanescu.

this old, safe aud reliable Office.

a

highly

ire

joints

CURING

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

to

ARRANGEMENT.

By|purclia»ing ticket, via the

engage
Agents to sell the
WEWorld Renowned
Improved BUCKEYE SEW-

IS NO HUMBUG !

endorsed and prescribed bi
more leading Physicians than any other Ionic 01
Stimulant now in use. They are
A SURE PREVENTIVE
For Fever ar.d Ague, Intermittent*, Biliousness and
ill disorders arising Itom malarious causes.
Tbcv

Are

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

Scotia

LIKE.

iiIl(|yvLOTTA
ever

be run to all
of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kenuebec R. R. Co. iu Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
trains for Bangor and
only in Portland.
all intermediate stations, via Lewistou and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every
nteht except Mondays.
Afternoon passenger'trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations oast of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For Waterville aud all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Ba h and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

W.

Halifax, _Nova

%!■'■

On and after November 13th, current, the new lino between Danville
and Cumberland will be open for use.
and passenger and all other trains will

IT!
3m

On and after MONDAY. Dec.
2511», the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot, of state St.,
every Monday, at 5.15, p. m., for

WEEKLY

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

M., *12.15,

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

For

daily.

18.30 A.

ARRANGEMENT

Ensti>ort with Steamer QUEEN,
for St. Andrews and Calais and w ith N. B. dt C. Railway for Woodstock anil Houlton stations.
Connectin''at St. John with the Steamer EMPRESS for Dighv and Annapolis, thenee by rail to
Windsor aud Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Railway for Shedlac and intermediate stations.
(fSP”Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, p. m.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after Dec.
20th.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
is t Sat then os
tf

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield,

For

John, Rigby,

Thursday.
iTIF“Co!im*ctlng at

At Buxton Centro for West Buxton, Bonny E&glo
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

““-“—*7.30,

St.

Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

Limington, daily.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

EMPLOYMENT.
few

World.

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

ornimr pninnlalnta

a

the

MRS. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AN1) CROUP BALSAM !

is

desire to

ness, and all Humors and
As a medicine for Children

equal.
By Druggist** throughout

"WINTER

je23dtt

Portsmouth,

Constipation.

and

WiudHQr nud Halifax.

iirect connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting witli down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Arrangement, Nor. 13,

at 4 P. M., anil leave Pier 3s E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shijijiers
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

DAY,

^ fill leave the Wett side of Portland
Pier, daily loi
1 ’cabs’ Island at 8.15 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Reluming si' leave Peahs’Island 9 15 AM,
a ad 3.45 P M.
ukf Private parties can be accommodated by apF lyi« g to the Captain on board.
Fare down ami back >5 cents, children ball pr'co.

Portland,June 23, 1871.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
’will* until further notice, run as

*Slh -<rT\

follows:
*m(
i!»■jstll'rv.4).'Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
dHlTtf WMBS^every MONDAY ar.d THURS-

Eastport, Cnluan

brATc0

Winter

ARRANGEMENT.

NEW

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Winter Arrangement.

WINTER

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LIISTId!

EX PRE SH,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

MAINE

Steamship

IVIaine

May 9-dtf

Peak’s Island Steamboat Company
STEAMER
a

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
?ortlaud in season for early afternoon train for Boson and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Convay can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boson early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

re-

no

mayGdly

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrnbeba

AGENT,
14 Exchange Street.

is

tVia 7.40 A. M.
ITVia 3.15 P. M.

_

n

Augusta, January 3, 1872.

Price 50 cents.

their Concomitants.

HENRY-TAYLOR,
STATE

subscriber lias
hereby given,
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

May 1, 18G9-dtf

Money,[Including fare from Boston toN York,
E issage
thin, $80, $100, $130
to aceonimoda-

Sebago

Headache, Billious-

Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

PROFITABLE

Brain,

It cleans the

Spleen,Enlargement

ment.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
TuThS
licit
tf

Singes Connect
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
] taymond, Naples and Bridgton.l
At East Baldwin for
and Bridgeton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.H
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.V
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

lieves the Burdened Sys-

tines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermittent or

us

from a\disastrou8 conflagration.
E. W. BUS
WELL, Treas. and Supt.
All parties are warned against
buying or using Fire
Extinguishers of any kind, in which water impregnated with Carbonic-Acid Gas is used as the Extinguishing element, except those manufactured by our
Company, or others duly licensed and authorized by
as, on pain .of immediate prosecution for infringeb

\ ttached.

MEDICINE.

#1.430,000

Mass. Horticultural Society Rooms,

A. M.
P. M.
7.40
3.15
N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
Jo. Conway will be freight trains with
passeuger car

Portland,

.eave
.cave

VALUABLE

It is not a physic—It is not what is popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and
or Obstruction of Intes-

_

property,

--^IPJfoiiowB:
-S3—

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

BOSTON, MASS.

The Machine is portable,
alwavs ready, cannot get out
of order; harmless to life and
■upLiifla.and at the sudden outbreak of lire invalua-

j

NO FAMILY

—

^

dec9t4w

HIRE

EXTINGUISHER

$80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

——

Cue.$1

Steamers appointed to sail
PROM NEW YORK.
A BYSINIA, Wed., Jan. 3
RUSSIA, Well., Jan. 17.
A LGERIA, Wed., Jan. 10
JAVA,
Wed., Jan. 24.

ffi^The

Manufacturers’

Consolidated

:

Dr. Jourdailies Consulting: Office,
61 Hancock Street. Boston, Mass.
junlldlyr

“There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see
that time has come. For territory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH & CO.,
Boston, Mass.

is

THE

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, lie:
ing the most comprehensive tvork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed freo to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

MARK TWAINS

St.

AMERICAN

^

Parisian

“TO BOOK AGENTS.”

dc20 eod&wtf

_w<*7_2m_

PROPRIETOR OP

see

numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
dcl3
3m

every dollar ot loss.
The undersigned is

The leading instrument manufactured in the United
States.

^

Street, where he hopes to

Dr. It. 4. JOITRDAEY,

Fire Insurance Com’y
ST.

medical

Undersigned has returned to his business, at
THE
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
No
Union

SALES-

144 1-2

a

special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country,
lfull directions,
A,
by addressing
.HUGHES,
janl 1865d&w No. 172 Cumb
Micct:Portland.

Y-__jnlt

ROOM,

tston.

C

BOSTON.

The new and BUj>erior sea-going
steamers FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having teen fitted
up at a great ex]tense with a largo
1
number of beautiful State Rooms
will run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock
and India Wharf, Boston,
everyday, at 5 o’clock,
P. M., (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin
50
i ou
Deck.
Freight taken as usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
l4#
■

DIRECT HKO.TI BOSTON
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6.
S. LMAUIA, Sat., Jan. 13. ALEPPO.
Sat.. Feb. 3.
S’ BERIA, Sit., Jan. 20. PAKTHIA, Sat,, Feb. 10.
H ECLA,
Jan.
27.
Sat.,
SAMARIA, Sat., Feb. 17.
IS*Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East
n

___

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who

World,” by George
interesting and valuable work.
doc7-4w
L. P. CROWN & Co., Roston, Mass.
Agents Wanted
“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
Escaped Nun, whose disclosures are thrilling
and startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
a day.
It is the best selling book published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

MELODEONS
MANUFACTORY

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
.!!l?f??fMMIluntil further notice, trains will run as

Queenstown, Cork Har.

at

A.

by

Soul Charming,

45,000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
FOR
“Old and New
Alfred Townsend.

THIS

—AND—

Annfn.UA.1 k..

mn

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Fascination

PSYCHOLOGIC
400 pages by Herbert

with age, height, color of
receive by return mail a correct picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonviile,
N.
4w

ORGANS

naecao

Calling

LIVERPOOL.

Steamers appointed tc sail

cure war-

Agents Wanted

4w

Caution.
Don’t he deceived by worthless imitations. Get
Wells’s
Carbolic
only
Tablets. Price 2S cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. jnl-t4w

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

<1

perfect

Hamilton, B. A, How to
use this power (which all possess) at will.
Divination.
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth: paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T„W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wt

Agenta for Portland.

dc6

Consumption.

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so

a

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult'the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
BSP^Send a Stamp for Circular.

AGENTS.

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

and

OGDENSBURG R. R.

&

Portland, November 8,1871.

Middle-Aged Men,

Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the

For

fol-

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account fori
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

And cannot be equalled for

ly&w51

deod

season.

young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

HUDSON RIVER-oil WORKS.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
dpclG

in

ranted.

wherever

DRUGGISTS,

DAVID T. CHASE, late of Portland,
ho

C

intended for

Is

21 MARKET SQUARE,

STATE

1 •ORTLAND

S AILING FOR

tj

FOR

STEAMER*

more

remedy.

W. W.

antidote

some

Many Thousands Can Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

OILI

A pure, aqueous Extract, possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, aud recommended by
the highest medical aimiorities in the
as an

country
UNFAILING REMEDY
in all chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges, of what-

for

How

A very
N. B.—All ot lhe genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.

him for all the duties he must

arc the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to
low : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

“Eminent Women of the Age.”

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. X).

\

Up&bled

E L E C T I

PINUS CANADENSIS.

Portland,

Removal.
A.

“

^

to-dSv

good

has removed to No. 4 Brown
St., Portia d, Me. Ofllco hours from to to 11
M., and 4 to P. it.
no2o-3m

JOHN TURN ER.

specialty.

WICKES’

dent
a

tExpress.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,

The

Quarter per Cent, in Gold,
free of taxation. The limited amount of these
bonds now offered ($250,000) cannot remain long upon
the market, and we take this occasion to recommend
them to investors.
Further information supplied on application to
SWAN & BARRETT,
Bankers & Brokers, lOO middle St
Portland, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-ood2m w2wl

irehfJ^nVhead ir/r “coyl

W^ale^o^a

run oi

oif

seek

M., *8.30 A.

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
rains from Portland, make close connections to New
rork by one or other of the routes from Boston,
J ’assengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9tfSupt. P. S. & P. K. K.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

The
pubMedi-

for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunlays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. 16.13 A.
--\I., §9.10 A. M., *3.30 P. M., 13.45 P.

L., 112.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.

4

dai-

Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5 .20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland flO.OO A. M., *10.40 A.
[., 12.35 P. M., 15.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train.
tAccoinmodation train.
§ Mail train.

having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
system of treatment, in most cases mating
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

E. G. SELCHOW & CO.,
Publishers,
tdec9-4w37 John Street, New York.

offered

practically
Bight and

Ila°»ndesift

j

Business Opportunity
w,iRetal,1 Confectionery Store for
smar

KEAZER.

Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870.

ever

13th, 1871.

IVov’r

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A.

rulhl; yet
country is flooded with poor nostrums
ami cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
generally conceded by the best syphilographers, that the study and management of these
should
plaints
engross the whole time of those who
would be comiietent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,

this country. Popular etution $1.00.
um $2.00.
Fine $3,00.
Also Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings & Cavaliers for
sale by the trade generally.

second mort-

85
Currency and Accrued Iuterest.
The facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and ample. At 85 the investment pays

eve??

This mftv rarfilVt that. 1 h«.i
he “Rhumatisnr’tor five months, and at that
tima
t seized my right
and leg, down to the toot
['his the physicians cilled “Sciatic.”
I tried many
Linds o» highly recommended medicines which I
ook for the blood. Still 1 got no relief i0r seven
nonths more, all the time doing my best, with as
we have in our city.
;ood advisers
1 calld at the New York University Branch, and the
uroirietor said he could help me. So 1 commenced on
lis medicine, and in lour weeks I
I telt rethought
iet, and in eight weeks 1 was able to leave
my cane
t home, and have been well
up to this time, three
uonths have passed.
DAVID

a

I
*

Have Confidence.

Board of India.

games a

£

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose

PARCHEESl

iVIoudny,

1.1 X E

CUNARD
HAIL

Passenger trains leave Portland

—

__

cess.

JUST

&

ARRANGEMENT.

< 'ommenciug

Ho would call the attention of the afflicted to the

MEN WANTING BUSINESS
Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World Map $75
to $200 per month cleared with a certainty. Send for
descriptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
D. Li Guernsey, Publisher, Coucord, N. H.
4w

lished in

Street,

can

studies fit
preparatory
the

game

VINTER

fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation’
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Portland,

Royal Backgammon
THEmost
fascinating and exciting

Rooms,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and permanent cure.

AJ X X
• cles be palmed oft on
you,
tie sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
John <j. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Me.

in

at

emaciated

ill
of

are

gage,

}? !

eodly

-'"y ljQWKKY.

Equipment Bonds, being secured by

C MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut street,

For three years I was badly afflicted with
Asthma,
Jatarrb, and a learlul consumptive congh
f was perlectlv cured with the
University Afrdi:!nes in six weeks. For the past two months I
have
>een couiinually exposed to wet and
cold, wiihout
:he least return ol symptoms ol tbe above diseases
OAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1870.

cloudy

everywhere.

press and mail cal's, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds were marketed at 95.

existence.
S

'f,St£?<iar<?

ivriuuuon or

§18,000 a month.
by charter to $20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered cannot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already
doing
A Prosperous Business.
The proceeds of the present issue of Equipment
Bonds will be used in adding to the rolling stocfc,
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
offering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, exof

1

L-a e tu

I*0r,,Und

1 had Ihe Catarrh eo bad for seven
years that m
head became conlused and paiclul. 1 was
obliged
to get up several times in the
night to keep Irom
choking. 1 employed some of the oest physicians in
the counlry without benefit. I was
perfectly cured
with Ihe University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St. Poriland.
Conductor on the Portlaud & Odgeusburg Railroad
February 18, 1870.
Since giving the above cerliflcale, I have been perfectly tree irom Catarrh, through 1 have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15,1871,
A. M. MORGAN.

ureinra,

Surplus

As certain individuals have reported tha
the
above certificate is l'aleo and my disease as bad as
■rci, I wish to say, at the time I gave the above cert.tmate, the siory was not hail told Ju addition to
i'.i above, my leg and back were covered with sores.
dm now well aud leel at least
twenty years younger t'. an I did before taking the remedies.
iy advice to the afflicted is to give the medicine a
; ■
.nil not to be deterred by tbe
cry ol humbug
cu e
me. it has cured many others. 1 believe
u
* t let of cancer plant will cure
any blood dis-

UNDER GARMENT!*,

tbeir merits.

A

Portland, Aug. 30,

PERFORATED BUCKSW

and many of the
W“° h"B

~

For iiity years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula
Some fifteen years ago a learlul ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended fr-m
the ankle joint nearly to the knee. I could not
move turnout great pain.
Jn this cond'tion I commenced taking the University
Medicine,
A first It drove out a learlul humor all over me
In a lew days the humor began to
subside, and the
nicer is now healed and 1 feel like a new Seine
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN, 38
Uhestnut-st.

The Great Preserver of

best

to ad-

For five years I have suffered with
catarrh, a had
consumptive cough aud pain In my left side. I had
employed several physicians anil have paid lliem
over $ 150 without the least benefit.
T have used six
dollars worth of tne University
Medicines, and am
relieved Irom ilie above troubles.
JOHN SHAW, West Com’ st,
Portland, Me.

Tt

an

and
a

want

duty

dress you with a few lines stating my cure with your
wonderful catarrh specific. I have been afflicted
with catarrh ever since a child aud have
spent a
great deat ol money among our first doctors, and
have tried ev:rythiug I heard or without
obtaining
any relief. I am cure t bv using your Catarrh Specine.
MRS. La A. BUTTERFIELD, Wateryille, Me.

ja8t4w

BOOK

JONES, Westbiook, Me.

Some three minths ago I was persuaded
by my
wife to take tbe University Medicines. Mv health
ami mind was so badly affected that
my friends became alarmed tor my salety.
In a week alter commencing -to take tbe Medicine I lelt great reliet I
am now as well as any other man.
My wife has been
for a long time afllicved with disease that Las baffled
tbe skill ol our best pliysiciaus; some of which
pronounced her case incurable. Uudei treatment of
the University Medic ines, her health has
g eatlv improve 1. Any oue doubting will please call at No. 0
Lincoln street, or at repair shop. Grand Trunk Depot.
GEORGE KINGSBURY.
Portland, Ang. 5, 1871.

O
K A MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutter, and other articles, Saco Noveltv Co., Saco, Me.

Rifles,
Gun materials of every kind.

troubles.

July 10,1871.

great sufferer

trunk lin

a

The entire debt is limited

badly swollen

lime. It vou recollect when 1 was at
your
place I was suffering with a very lame back. That
lias all lclt me and Inever lelt better in my lile than
at the present lime. I don’t believe that that medicine can be be beat. 1 believe it is what it is recommended. I believe that medicine is entitled to as
mncli praise as any medicine tint was ever introduced to the public. I will not write any more this
time.
ltespecttullv, &c..

FORTUNES,

AGENTS WANTED.

Iowa,

the funded indebtedness incurred for construction
amounts to only $16,000 a mile. The earnings are
sufficient to pay the iuterest upon this light dCbt and
leave

and inflamed; it was with
.tin and difficu'ty that 1 could nove. My
<->“• w.-» well known l.y thousands of citizens in
To"' and. 1 am to-day a well man, and I was cured
by the Universiiv medicine. and Acapuucturation
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Gray St.
were

years
fom frequent attacks
of Acute Bronchitis, and have
lever found anything to relieve me from these attacks
rntil I tried Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.’’
Elizabeth t. Root
\ TTTTOlVr Don,t let worthless arti-

the

February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for business, were $37,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. The result in September, before the Chicago fire which temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owes no floating debt,

Certificates ol Cares.
I Lave Veen troubled, more or less, for five
years,
>
h'nfiammatory Rheumatism. For the last six
“is 1 have suffered teyoud description. My

ent

they were
and Triumphs of odr

McCabe,

of

through

Medical

PORTLAND, SACO,

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

be consulted privately, and with
confidence by the afflicted, at all
lours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 I*. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suftering under the
ifflietion of private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cuke in all Cases, whether of
long
he

finest agricultural
region
world, with a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, has been in operation since

New Bedford, Sept. 10,1871.
Bit. Staples, Dear sir,—I am feeling (first rate.
I Lave noi felt to well lor years as I do at the
pres-

$80 to $$00 per month by selling

GREAT

for 203 miles

Portland,

proof of his sanity, that he means to sue pret- |
ty much all the newspapers of America for 1.belloutly calling him a lunatic.

and How

Hall1

PE LEO STAPLES.

1847, and the same
year was created brevet major for gallant conduct at Contreras and Cherubusco.* He was
made brevet lieutenant-colonel for gallantry
at Chapultepec. He served in the war of the
rebellion, but did not attain much distinction.

WANTED,

Congress

a

, ASTERN AND

IIIS

AT

WHERE
the utmost

From the great number of Testimonials as to the
ifflciency of this invaluable medicine the following• is
(elected.
47 Wahprmseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14 1871.
I have been

FOUND

No. K2 Cumberland

in the

and

XJnder

Private

Pine street, New York,

Central Railroad

The

The Greatest Success of the A*e

in

grief

YORK

University Medicines!

General Andrew Porter died in Paris
Friday. He was born in Pennsylvania and
entered the Military Academy at West Point
in 1837. He was appointed first lieutenant in
the First Regiment of Mounted Riflemen
May 27, 184t>, and distinguished himself in
the battle of Cerro Gordo. He was promoted

r'

32

CAN* BE

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.
running

At Newbery, England, Sir John Throck-

cccortlnn fhni \r»

payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the Company’s Office,

THE

morton once made a wager of a thousand
guineas that at eight o’clock on a particular
evening he would sit down to dinner in a well
woven, well dyed, well made suit of clothes,
the wool of which formed the fleece on sheeps’
backs at five o’clock that same morning.
Two sheep were shorn, the wool was washed,
carded, stubbed, roved, spuu and woven, the
cloth was scoured, fulled,
tented, raised,
sheared, dyed and dressed, the garments were
made, and at a quarter past six in the evening
Sir John sat down to a dinner, at the head of
his guests, in a complete damson-colored
suit, thus winning his wager, with one horn:
and three quarters to spare.

fliqrmnr tVin

YEARS.

COUGH!

Why will you Cough when you can be so easily reieved by using
Di-. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets?
They are a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,
Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.

“For the last ten

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

time the clothes sent home. A month or two
passed by, and yet our friend, the tailor, saw

The persons who have read with

and Accrued Interest.

to

tainly, gentlemen; I shall be most happy to
yon,” says Smith, and forthwith their
measures were taken, and in due course of

captain

Currency

$4,000

nerve

to the rank of

DOUGH!

EQUIPMENT BONDS

A Safe Bet.—In Boston, many years ago,
there lived

Portland,

Me.

BROKEN,'

COAI,*'*"'

STOVE and CUESTKIT
By the cargo at the very lowest marke* price, de-

livered on hoard at place ot shipment, and will
procure vessels to transoort the same when desired

ROSS &

ly"5nti_

STURDIVANT,'

179 Commercial st.

•

HardandWhitePine Timber
Or hand and sawed to dimensions,
HARD PINE PUANK,
HARD PINE FI.OORINU AND STEP.
BOARDS, for sale by

STETSON & POPE,

Wharf and Dock, first, corner of E street.

mtMeodly

_Office, lO.Staia'st.,Boston.
ELIAS HOWE

*

Sewing Machines
ANDBUTTERICK’3

Patterns of Garments
UPMMM^R & WILDIR;
_173

Middle St.. Cp Stairs.

in want of Plain
Fancv
ivirTT"’
will find it to their
rllOSE
advantage to call on*
harks at the
Press
Job
i;''
Daily
Pr£or

•hange Street, Portland.
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